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No. 32155
U niform S ystem of A ccounts for C lass I C ommon and C ontract M otor C arriers
of P roperty

No. 32155 (Sub -N o. 1)
C hart of A ccounts for C lass

II M otor C arriers

of

P roperty

ORDER
At a session of the Interstate Commerce Commission, division 2, held at its office in
Washington, D. C., on the 13th day of June A. D. 1958.
Having under consideration the matter of accounting regulations prescribed for
motor carriers of property pursuant to provisions of part II of the Interstate Commerce
Act, as amended (49 Stat. 546, 563; 49 U. S. C. 304 and 320); and,
It appearing , That the Uniform System of Accounts for Class I Common and
Contract Motor Carriers of Property, Issue of 1952, was published by an order entered
November 19, 1951; that the Chart of Accounts for Class II Motor Carriers of Property
was prescribed by an order entered November 23, 1956; and that subsequent to the two
dates respectively supplemental orders made substantial changes in the provisions thereof,
so it is deemed necessary that both regulations be published in revised form as presently
in effect and, for convenient reference, that the same publication include accounting
regulations for both Class I and Class II carriers:
It is ordered, That accounting regulations for Class I carriers as prescribed by the
order of November 19, 1951 and those for Class II carriers as prescribed by the order of
November 23, 1956, including all modifications of both orders which were effective prior
to January 1, 1958, which regulations so modified are hereby referred to and are by this
reference made a part of this order, be, and they are hereby, published in revised and
consolidated form to be cited as the Uniform System of Accounts for Class I and Class II
Common and Contract Motor Carriers of Property, Issue of 1958; and,
It is further ordered, That notice of this order shall be given to all motor carriers of
property which are subject to its provisions, and to the general public, by depositing a
copy thereof with the attached regulations in revised and consolidated form in the office
of the Secretary of the Commission at Washington, D. C., and by filing it with the
Director, Division of the Federal Register.
By the Commission, division 2.
H arold

[seal ]

IX

D. M cC oy,
Secretary.
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Tangible Property

182.1900
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182.4185
182.4191
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INCOME ACCOUNTS

Operating Revenues
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182.3110 Freight revenue; intercity; con
tract carrier.
182.3120 Freight revenue; local cartage.
182.3130 Intercity transportation for other
Class I and Class II motor
carriers.
182.3900 Other operating revenues.
Operation and Maintenance Expenses
182.4000 Operation and maintenance ex
penses.
182.4100 Equipment maintenance.
182.4110 Supervision.
182.4120 Office and other expenses.
182.4130 Repairs and servicing; revenue
equipment.
182.4145 Employees’ welfare expenses.

182.4540
182.4545
182.4550
182.4560
182.4570
182.4580
182.4585
182.4600
182.4610
182.4611
182.4612
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Tires and tubes; revenue equip
ment.
Other maintenance expenses.
Operating rents.
Joint garage expense; debit.
Joint garage expense; credit.
Transportation.
Supervision.
Office and other expenses.
Drivers and helpers.
Employees’ welfare expenses.
Fuel for revenue equipment.
Oil for revenue equipment.
Purchased transportation.
Equipment rents; intercity; with
drivers.
Equipment rents; intercity; with
out drivers.
Other purchased transportation;
intercity.
Equipment rents; pickup and de
livery; with drivers.
Equipment rents; pickup and de
livery; without drivers.
Other purchased pickup and de
livery.
Equipment rents; credit.
Other transportation expenses.
Operating rents.
Terminal.
Supervision.
Supervisory salaries.
Salaries and fees; billing and col
lecting.
Other office employees.
Office and other expenses.
Salaries and wages; platform em
ployees.
Employees’ welfare expenses.
Other terminal employees.
Commission agents.
Other terminal expenses.
Operating rents.
Joint terminal facilities; debit.
Joint terminal facilities; credit.
Traffic.
Supervision.
Office and other expenses.
Tariffs and schedules.
Employees’ welfare expenses.
Advertising.
Other traffic expenses.
Operating rents.
Insurance and safety.
Supervision.
Office and other expenses.
Public liability and property dam
age.
Workmen’s compensation.
Employees’ welfare expenses.
Cargo loss and damage.
Fire, theft and collision.
Other insurance expense.
Other insurance and safety de
partment expenses.
Operating rents.
Administrative and general.
Supervision.
Salaries; general officers.
Salaries; revenue accounting.
Salaries; other general office em
ployees.

Sec.
182.4620 Office and other expenses.
182.4621 Expenses of general officers.
182.4622 Expenses of general office em
ployees.
182.4623 Other general office expenses.
182.4630 Law expenses.
182.4635 Outside auditing expenses.
182.4640 Communication service.
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182.4650 Management and supervision fees.
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182.4675 Purchasing and store expenses.
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182.4685 Operating rents.
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Sec.
182.7400 Amortization of premium on debt;
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182.7500 Other deductions.
EXTRAORDINARY INCOME

182.8100
182.8200
182.8400
182.8600

Extraordinary income credits.
Extraordinary income charges.
Delayed income credits.
Delayed income charges.
INCOME TAXES
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FORM OF INCOME STATEMENT

182.8900 Form of income statement.
A u t h o r i t y : §§ 182.00 to 182.8900 issued un
der 49 Stat. 546, as amended; 49 U. S. C. 304.
Interpret or apply 49 Stat. 563, as amended,
564, as amended; 49 U. S. C. 320, 322.
N o t e : In the regulations under this part,
the numbers assigned to sections thereof
include as a whole number, following the
decimal point, the number of the pre
scribed account. Where references through
out the regulations are to an account, as
such, only the account number portion of
the section number is used. For example,
Account 1000, “Cash,” may be mentioned in
the instructions or in the text of another
account, and will be found as § 182.1000 un
der balance sheet accounts. Sections devoted
to instructions, as distingished from the
texts of the prescribed accounts, are num
bered serially § 182.01 to § 182.01-28, with
the prescribed instruction number following
a dash.

DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

182.5000 Depreciation expense.
182.5010 Depreciation of structures.
182.5020 Depreciation of revenue equip
ment.
182.5030 Depreciation of service cars and
equipment.
182.5040 Depreciation of shop and garage
equipment.
182.5050 Depreciation of furniture and of
fice equipment.
182.5060 Depreciation of
miscellaneous
equipment.
182.5070 Depreciation of improvements to
leasehold property.
182.5080 Depreciation of
undistributed
property.
182.5100 Depreciation adjustment.
AMORTIZATION EXPENSE

§ 182.00 Order of the Commission.
Each Class I common and contract
motor carrier of property, as such car
riers are classified in the Uniform
System of Accounts for Class I Com
mon and Contract Motor Carriers of
Property, as hereinafter modified and
amended and each receiver, trustee, ex
ecutor, administrator, or assignee of any
such carrier, is hereby required to com
ply with said amended system of ac
counts; and said amended system of
accounts is prescribed for use in the
keeping and recording of their accounts
by such Class I common and contract
motor carriers of property; and each
such carrier and each and every receiver,
trustee, executor, administrator, or as
signee of such motor carrier is required
to keep all accounts in conformity there
with, effective January 1, 1958.
§ 182.00-1 Definitions. When used in
this system of accounts:
(a) “Accounts” means the accounts
prescribed in this system of accounts.
(b) “Actually issued,” as applied to
securities, means those which have been
sold to bona fide purchasers for a val
uable consideration (including those is
sued in exchange for other securities or

182.5150 Amortization chargeable to opera
tions.
182.5151 Amortization of carrier operating
property.
182.5155 Extraordinary property losses.
TAXES AND LICENSES

182.5200 Operating taxes and licenses.
182.5210 Gasoline, other fuel and oil taxes.
182.5220 Vehicle license and registration
fees.
182.5230 Real estate and personal property
taxes.
182.5240 Social security taxes.
182.5250 Other taxes.
LEASE OF DISTINCT OPERATING U N IT

182.5400 Lease of distinct operating unit;
debit.
182.5500 Lease of distinct operating unit;
credit.
OTHER ORDINARY INCOME

182.6100 Income from non-carrier opera
tions; net.
182.6300 Interest income.
182.6400 Dividend Income.
182.6500 Other non-operating income.
DEDUCTIONS FROM ORDINARY INCOME

182.7100 Interest.
182.7300 Amortization of debt discount and
expense.
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other property) so that the purchasers operations, and which has an expecta
secured them free from control by the tion of life in service of more than one
issuing carrier, also securities issued as year from date of installation. This in
dividends on stock, and those which cludes land, structures, equipment, and
have been issued in accordance with con facilities necessary for such operations
tractual requirements direct to trustees and services incidental thereto.
(j) “Company” means any individual,
of sinking and other funds.
(c) “Actually outstanding,” as ap firm, copartnership, corporation, associa
plied to securities issued or assumed by tion, or joint-stock association; and in
the carrier, means those which have cludes any trustee, receiver, assignee, or
been actually issued and are neither re personal representative thereof. (See
tired nor held by or for the carrier; Pro paragraph (cc) of this section.)
(k) “Commission” or “the Commis
vided, however, That securities held by
trustees of sinking and other funds shall sion” means the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
be considered as actually outstanding.
(l) “Contingent assets” means a pos
(d) “Addition” means structures,
facilities or equipment added to those in sible source of value to the carrier de
service, or the extension or enlargement pendent upon the fulfillment of condi
of existing property, and not taking the tions regarded as uncertain.
(m ) “Contingent liabilities” means
place of anything previously existing.
(e) “Amortization” means the grad items which may under certain condi
ual extinguishment of an amount in an tions become obligations of the carrier
account by prorating such amount over but which are neither direct nor assumed
either a fixed period dependent on the liabilities at the date of the balance
requirements of regulatory bodies, the sheet.
(n ) “Cost of removal” means the cost
life of the asset or liability to which it
applies, or over the period during which of demolishing, dismantling, tearing
it is anticipated the benefit will be down, or otherwise removing operating
property, including the cost of transpor
realized.
(f) (1) “Affiliated companies” means tation and handling incident thereto.
(o) “Current assets” means cash as
persons (see paragraph (cc) of this sec
tion) th at directly, or indirectly through well as those assets th at are readily con
one or more intermediaries, control or vertible into cash or are held for current
are controlled by, or are under common use in operations or construction; cur
rent claims against others, payment of
control with the accounting carrier.
(2)
“Control” (including the terms which is reasonably assured; and other
“controlling,” “controlled by,” and “un amounts accruing to the carrier which
der common control”) as used herein, are subject to settlement within 1 year
means the possession, directly or indi from the date of issue or upon demand.
(p) “Current liabilities” means those
rectly, of the power to direct or cause
the direction of the management and obligations the amount of which is def
policies of a person (see paragraph (cc)
initely determined or closely estimated
of this section), whether through the which are either matured or become due
ownership of voting securities, by con within one year from date of issue or as
tract or otherwise. If in any instance sumption, or upon demand.
the existence of control is or may be
(q) “Date of retirement”, as applied
open to reasonable doubt, the carrier to operating property, means the date at
shall report to the Commission all of the which such property is permanently
material facts pertinent to the possible withdrawn from service.
existence of control.
(r) “Debt expense” means all expense
(g) “Book cost” means the amount at in connection with the issuance and sale
which property is recorded on the books of evidences of long-term debt, such as
of the carrier without deduction of re fees for drafting mortgages and trust
lated reserves.
deeds; fees and taxes for issuing or re
(h ) “Carrier” or “motor carrier” in cording evidences of debt; cost of en
cludes both a common carrier by motor graving and printing bonds, certificates
vehicle and a contract carrier by motor of indebtedness, and other evidences of
vehicle, subject to the Interstate Com debt; fees paid trustees; specific costs of
merce Act.
obtaining governmental authority; fees
(i) “Carrier operating property” means for legal services; fees and commissions
the property which is used (see para paid underwriters, brokers, and salesmen
graph (11) of this section) by the car for marketing evidences of debt; fees and
rier in the conduct of its motor carrier expenses of listing on exchanges; and
operations or leased to others for such other like costs.
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(s) “Delayed items” means items re
lating to transactions which occurred
before the current calendar year. It in
cludes adjustments of errors in the in
come, operating revenue, and operating
expense accounts of prior years. (See
§ 182.01-8.)
(t) “Depreciation”, as applied to de
preciable property, means the loss in
service value (see paragraph (ii) of this
section) not restored by current main
tenance, incurred in connection with the
consumption or prospective retirement
of property in the course of service from
causes against which the carrier is not
protected by insurance, which are known
to be in current operation. Among the
causes to be given consideration are wear
and tear, decay, action of the elements,
obsolescence, changes in the art, inade
quacy, changes in demand, and require
ments of public authority.
(u) “Discount” as applied to securities
issued or assumed by the carrier, means
the excess of the par or face value of the
securities, plus interest or dividends ac
crued at the date of the sale over the
cash value of the consideration received
from the sale.
(v) “Distinct operating unit” means
all or any portion of a route or routes
covered by a certificate of convenience
and necessity or a permit, including
motor vehicles and other physical prop
erty owned and used in the operation
thereof.
(w) “Joint facility” means any owned
or leased carrier operating property oc
cupied or operated jointly by the carrier
and one or more other carriers by motor,
rail, water, air, etc., under an arrange
ment whereby the costs are borne by the
parties to the joint agreement. Por
tions of a structure or other property
used exclusively by each of two or more
carriers are not joint facilities.
(x) “Long-term obligations” means
obligations having a life of more than
one year from date of creation or as
sumption, all unmatured bonds and re
ceivers’ or trustees’ certificates, and de
mand obligations which by mutual agree
ment will not be paid within one year
from date of issue.
(y) “Mileage method,” as applied to
depreciation of vehicles, means the plan
under which the service value is charged
to depreciation expenses and credited to
depreciation reserves at a fixed rate per
mile run.
(z) “Minor items,” as applied to car
rier operating property (see paragraph
(i) of this section), means the associated
parts or elements of which units of prop

erty (see paragraph (kk) of this section)
are composed.
(aa) “Net book cost,” when applied to
property, means the book cost (see para
graph (g) of this section) less related
depreciation and amortization reserves.
(bb) “Nominally issued,” as applied to
securities issued or assumed by the car
rier, means those which have been
signed, certified, or otherwise executed
and placed with the proper officer for
sale and delivery, or pledged, or other
wise placed in some special fund of the
carrier, but which have not been sold
or issued direct to trustees of sinking
funds in accordance with contractual re
quirements.
(cc) “Person” when not otherwise in
dicated in the context, means an indi
vidual, a corporation, a partnership, an
association, a joint-stock company, a
business trust, or any other organization,
or any receiver or trustee. (See para
graphs (f) and (j) of this section.)
(dd) “Premium,” as applied to securi
ties issued or assumed by the carrier,
means the excess of the cash value of the
consideration received from their sale
over the sum of their par (stated value
of no-par stocks) or face values plus
interest or dividends accrued a t the date
of sale. (See note under Account 2720.)
(ee) “Property retired,” as applied to
operating property, means property
which has been removed, sold, aban
doned, destroyed, or which for any
cause has been permanently withdrawn
from service.
(ff) “Replacing” or “replacement,”
when not otherwise indicated in the
context, means the acquisition, construc
tion, or installation of property in place
of property of like purpose retired, to
gether with the removal of the property
retired.
(gg) “Salvage value” means the
amount received for property retired,
less any expenses incurred in connection
with the sale or in preparing the prop
erty for sale; or, if retained, the amount
at which the material recovered is
chargeable to Account 1180, Material
and Supplies, or other appropriate
account.
(hh) “Service life” means the period
between the date when carrier operating
property (see paragraph (i) of this sec
tion) is placed in service and the date
of its retirement. (See paragraph (ee)
of this section.)
(ii)
“Service value” means the differ
ence between the book cost (see para
graph (g) of this section) and the sal
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or decreased average annual gross oper
ating revenues, and it shall notify the
Commission of the change in its status.
Any carrier which begins new operations
or extends its existing operations subse
quent to the effective date of this system
of accounts will be classified in accord
ance with a reasonable estimate of its
prospective annual gross operating reve
nues.
(c)
Any carrier may, at its option,
place itself in a group higher than the
one in which it falls on the basis of its
average annual gross operating revenues.
Notice of such action shall be promptly
filed with the Commission.
§ 182.01-2 Records. (a ) All of the ac
counts prescribed in this system of ac
counts shall be kept when applicable and
entries recorded by the double entry
method. Each account in the general or
subsidiary ledgers shall reflect the pre
scribed account number. Account titles
shall clearly indicate the type of items
included therein if the exact titles pre
scribed herein are not used.
I nstructions
(b) Each carrier shall keep its gen
eral accounting books, and all other
§ 182.01 Instructions.
and memoranda which
§ 182.01-1 Classification of carriers. books, records
in any way the entries to such
(a) For purposes of the accounting regu support
accounting books, and analyses of gen
lations common and contract carriers of eral
ledger account balances, readily ac
property subject to the Interstate Com cessible
so th a t it can furnish at any
merce Act are grouped into the following
time
full
information as to any account.
three classes:
Moreover, the month, day, year and post
Class I: Carriers having average annual
ing reference shall be shown for each
gross operating revenues (including inter entry in the general ledger and sub
state and intrastate) of $1,000,000 or more
sidiary records and the entries shall be
from property motor carrier operations.
supported with such detailed informa
Class II: Carriers having average annual
gross operating revenues (including inter tion as will provide a ready analysis and
state and intrastate) of $200,000, but less
verification of the facts recorded therein.
than $1,000,000, from property motor carrier
All expenditures including the expense
operations.
accounts of officers and employees shall
Class III: Carriers having average annual
be definitely supported by vouchers, pay
gross operating revenues (including inter
rolls, receipted bills, canceled checks,
state and intrastate) of less than $200,000
receipts for petty cash payments, or
from property motor carrier operations.
other evidences of the expenditures in
(b)
The class to which any carrier be curred.
longs shall be determined by the average
(c) The books referred to herein in
of its annual gross operating revenues clude not only books of account in a
derived from motor carrier operations as limited technical sense but all other rec
a property carrier for the three calendar ords such as minute books, stock books,
years immediately preceding the effective reports, correspondence, memoranda,
date of this system of accounts. If, at etc., which will be useful in developing
the end of any subsequent calendar year, the history of or facts regarding any
the average of a carrier’s annual gross transaction.
operating revenues from motor carrier
(d) Carriers shall not destroy any
operations for the last three preceding
books,
records, memoranda, etc., which
years is greater than the maximum or
less than the minimum for the class in support entries to their accounts unless
which the carrier has been previously the destruction thereof is specifically
grouped, it shall automatically be provided for in the Regulations to Gov
grouped in the higher or lower class in ern the Preservation of Records of Class
which it falls because of such increased I Motor Carriers.
vage value (see paragraph (gg) of this
section) of carrier operating property.
(jj) “Straight-line method,” as ap
plied to depreciation accounting, means
the plan under which the service value
(see paragraph (ii) of this section) of
property is charged to depreciation ex
penses or other appropriate accounts and
credited to the depreciation reserves
through equal periodic charges as nearly
as may be during its service life.
(kk) “Unit of property,” for the pur
pose of this system of accounts, means
any item of carrier property which when
retired, with or without replacements by
sale, abandonment, disposal or replace
ment, is accounted for by crediting the
book cost (see paragraph (g) of this sec
tion) thereof to the operating property
account in which it is included, as pro
vided in § 182.01-21.
(11) “Used,” as applied to operating
property, means actually and necessarily
in current service or ready for and rea
sonably required to be currently held for
future service.
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(e)
Subdivisions of any account in and for other carrier expenses, shall be
this system of accounts may be kept, just, reasonable and necessary to the
provided that such subdivisions do not honest and efficient operation and man
impair the integrity of the accounts pre agement of the motor carrier business.
scribed. The Commission reserves the Payments or allowances in excess of such
right to order any carrier to subdivide just and reasonable charges shall be in
any account in this system of accounts. cluded in account 7500—Other Deduc
The title of each such subdivision shall tions.
clearly indicate the account of which it
§ 182.01-5 Interpretations of pre
is a part. When an account is subdi scribed accounting. (a ) The cross-ref
vided in the general ledger, an account erences included in, and notes following,
need not be maintained for the total of the texts of various instructions and ac
the subdivisions. When such subdivi counts are for the purpose of indicating
sions are carried in subsidiary ledgers
the applicable provisions of other sec
however, the general ledger shall con tions. Such references are not to be
tain the controlling accounts therefor construed as comprising a complete list
so that a complete general ledger trial of the instructions relating to a particu
balance may be obtained.
lar subject, since the definitions, the
general instructions, and the texts of
§ 182.01-3 Accounting period. (a)
Each carrier shall keep its books on a each account must be given considera
calendar year basis and for each month tion in determining the prescribed ac
(or 4-week period—see note) all trans counting.
(b)
All questions of doubtful inter
actions applicable thereto, as nearly as
can be ascertained (see § 182.01-9), in pretation of the prescribed accounting
by responsible ac
cluding full accruals, shall be entered in shall be submitted
officials of the carrier to the
the books of original entry (cash book, counting
for consideration and de
purchase journal, e tc.), and posted to the Commission
cision.
general ledger. A trial balance of the
general ledger accounts shall be pre
§ 182.01-6 Item lists. Lists of items
pared at the close of each month. At the appearing in the texts of the several ac
end of the calendar year, the revenue, counts are given for the purpose of in
expense and other income accounts shall dicating the application of the prescribed
be closed into earned surplus or the non accounting in specific cases. The lists
corporate capital accounts; and balance are not to be considered as comprising
sheet account balances shall be brought all items includible in the accounts, but
forward to the general ledger for the merely as representative of them. On
the other hand, the appearance of an
succeeding year.
(b) The final entries for any month item in a list warrants the inclusion of
shall be made in the general ledger not such item in the account concerned only
later than 60 days after the last day of when the text of the account also indi
the month for which the accounts are cates inclusion, inasmuch as the same
stated, unless otherwise authorized by item frequently appears in more than
the Commission, except th at the period one list. The proper entry in each in
stance must be determined by the texts
within which the final entries for the
last month of the calendar year shall be of the accounts.
made may be extended to such date in
§ 182.01-7 Opening entries. As of the
March of the following year as shall not date th a t this system of accounts is
interfere with the preparation and filing adopted by the carrier, the accounts
of annual reports.
prescribed herein shall be opened by ap
(c) No changes shall be made in the propriately transferring thereto the bal
accounts for periods covered by quar ances carried in the accounts previously
terly and annual reports th at have been maintained. The carrier is authorized
filed with the Commission unless the to make such subdivisions, reclassifica
changes have first been authorized by tions, consolidations of or additions to
the Commission.
such balances as are necessary to meet
Note: To avoid repetition, wherever the
the requirements of this system of ac
word “month" appears in these instructions,
counts. (See, however, account 1280.)
it is intended to include “or 4-week period.”
§ 182.01-8 Delayed items. Delayed
§ 182.01-4 Charges to be just and rea items and adjustments, except adjust
sonable. All charges to the accounts
prescribed in this system of accounts for ments pertaining to account 2500—Re
carrier property, operating revenues, serve for Depreciation—Carrier Operat
operation and maintenance expenses, ing Property, arising during the current
47 3085 O— 58
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year which are applicable to prior ac Other Deferred Credits, as appropriate,
counting periods, shall be included in the and distributed in equal amounts to the
same accounts which would have been accounts for the current and remaining
credited or charged if the item had been months of the year. No such items shall
taken up or adjusted in the period to be spread beyond the accounts of the
which it pertained, except th at when current year without approval of the
the amount of the delayed item is rela Commission.
tively so large that its inclusion in the
§ 182.01-11 Distribution of pay and
appropriate account for the current year expenses of employees. (a) The pay and
would seriously distort the revenues, ex expenses of officers or employees engaged
penses, or other income accounts for the in activities of a varying nature, such as
year, the amount of the item shall be an officer who may be assigned to super
included in account 8400—Delayed In  vise transportation and terminal opera
come Credits, or account 8600—Delayed tions, shall be included in the appropri
Income Charges, as appropriate. The ate accounts upon the basis of the actual
carrier shall prepare and keep in its rec time devoted to the respective classes of
ords a statement showing the full par work, except that the pay and expenses
ticulars concerning each such item, in of an officer or employee who performs
cluding the accounts and years that
substantially the same variety of duties
would have been affected had the item from day to day may be distributed upon
not been delayed.
the basis of a study of the time actually
§ 182.01-9 Unaudited items. When devoted by him to those duties during a
the amount of any item affecting these representative period.
(b) The pay and expenses of officers
accounts cannot be accurately deter
mined in time for inclusion in the ac or employees regularly assigned to spe
counts of the month in which the trans cific duties who perform incidental serv
action occurs, the amount of the item ices of a different nature involving small
shall be estimated and included in the expense shall be included in the expense
proper accounts. When the item is au accounts appropriate for the duties to
dited the necessary adjustments shall which such officers or employees are reg
be made through the accounts in which ularly assigned.
(c) When it is necessary to apportion
the estimate was recorded. The carrier
is not required to anticipate small items the pay and expenses of officers and em
which would not appreciably affect these ployees among accounts or subaccounts,
the carrier shall be prepared to describe
accounts.
the basis of such apportionments.
§ 182.01-10 Clearing accounts. (a)
§ 182.01-12 Maintenance; cost. (a)
Purpose of:
The
cost of repairs (but not including
(1) Clearing accounts, designed to
facilitate the distribution of certain ex b e t t e r m e n t s —see § 182.01-19 ( b ) )
penditures which may affect both con chargeable to the various Operation and
struction and operations or which may Maintenance Expense accounts includes
affect transportation and other opera labor employed, materials used, and ex
tions, may be kept when necessary in penses incurred in all current mainte
making the proper distribution of items nance, such as:
(1) Inspecting, testing, and reporting
to the appropriate accounts, as subdivi
sions of account 1890—Other Deferred on the condition of operating property
Debits, or account 2450—Other Deferred specifically to determine the need for re
pairs, minor replacements, rearrange
Credits.
(2) Balances in clearing accounts ments, and changes.
(2) Testing for, locating, and clearing
shall be fully cleared not later than the
end of the calendar year unless items trouble.
(3) Routine work to prevent trouble,
held therein unquestionably relate to
such as general overhauling, removing
future periods.
(b)
Spreading of unusual income, rev carbon, grinding valves, adjusting and
enue and expense items: When the relining brakes, adjusting shock absorb
amount of any unusual item includible ers, cleaning and adjusting engines, etc.
(4) Replacing minor items of operat
in an income, operating revenue, or oper
ating expense account for the current ing property. (See also § 182.01-21 (a ).)
(5) Rearranging and changing the lo
month is relatively so large th at its in
clusion in the accounts for that period cation of property not retired.
would seriously distort those accounts,
(6) Restoring the condition of prop
it may be included in account 1890— erty damaged by wear and tear, storms,
Other Deferred Debits, or account 2450— breakage, floods, fire, accident, or other
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casualties. (See also paragraph (b) and
§ 182.01-22 (f ).)
(7) Training employees for repair
work.
(8) Inspecting and testing after re
pairs have been made.
(b ) The value of materials recovered
and placed in the material and supplies
account in connection with repairs to
property shall be credited to the same
account to which the repair cost was
charged, with concurrent debit to ac
count 1180—Material and Supplies.
(c) If employees engaged in transpor
tation or terminal service are also re
quired to make repairs, an equitable
proportion of their pay and expenses
shall be charged to the account appro
priate for the cost of such repairs. (See,
however, § 182.01-11.)
(d) If the book cost of any property
is carried in account 1280—Undistrib
uted Property, the repairs to such prop
erty shall be charged to the accounts
provided for repairs to property of the
same nature and use, the book cost of
which is carried in other operating
property accounts. Repairs to property
leased from others shall be treated in like
manner.
§182.01-13 C urrent assets. (a ) In the
group of accounts designated as Current
Assets (accounts 1000 to 1190, inclusive)
there shall not be included any item the
amount or collectibility of which is not
reasonably assured or for which provi
sion h as not been made in a reserve.
Items of current character but of doubt
ful value may be carried in these ac
counts at a nominal value or included in
account 1890—Other Deferred Debits, at
book cost or nominal value, or written
off, as may be appropriate.
(b)
Adjustments to accomplish the
writing down of items of doubtful value
not covered by reserves shall be made
through account 4660 — Uncollectible
Revenues, account 7500—Other Deduc
tions, account 8200—Extraordinary In 
come Charges, or other appropriate in
come account.
§ 182.01-14 C urrent liabilities; w rit
ing off. Amounts th at have been in
cluded in the primary accounts for
unclaimed wages and other current lia
bilities or have been represented by out
standing checks or similar instruments
for a period of one year or more because
of inability to identify or locate the payee
or creditor may (in the absence of statu
tory provision to the contrary) be written
off, or, in the case of outstanding and
unpresented checks, reinstated in ac
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count 1000—Cash, and credited to
account 8100—Extraordinary Income
Credits. The journal entry shall con
tain the pertinent facts concerning all
the items th at have been written off.
§ 182.01-15 Contingent assets and
liabilities. The balance sheet of a car
rier shall clearly state by adequate notes
contingent assets or liabilities not re
flected in the balance sheet accounts, in
cluding any arrears in cumulative divi
dends, stating the amount per share of
each class of stock and in total, and the
facts and amounts with respect to any
default in principal, interest or sinking
fund provisions if not shown in the bal
ance sheet accounts.
§ 182.01-16 Capital stock. (a ) All
transactions relating to the capital stock
of the accounting carrier shall be re
corded by class of stock. Stocks are of
the same class only when they are is
sued under identical terms as to all of
the following: par value, stated value,
preferences in the distribution of divi
dends and assets, voting rights, and con
ditions under which the stock may be
retired. If the capital stock of the car
rier is of more than one class, its rec
ords shall be so maintained as to record
the amount applicable to each class in
separate subdivisions of the following
accounts:
1140—Subscribers to Capital Stock.
1900—Discount on Capital Stock.
1910—Commission and Expense on Capital
Stock.
1920—Reacquired Securities.
1990—Nominally Issued Securities.
2700—Preferred Capital Stock.
2710—Common Capital Stock.
2720—Premiums and Assessments on Capital
Stock.
2730—Capital Stock Subscribed.
2900—Unearned Surplus.

(b) Commission and expenses appli
cable to capital stock issues shall not be
deducted from premium on capital stock.
(c) (1) General levies or assessments
against stockholders shall be credited to
the premium account for the particular
class and series of capital stock so as
sessed, except th at assessments with re
spect to nonpar stock without stated
value shall be credited to the capital
stock account.
(2)
Discounts and expenses on orig
inal issues of capital stock may be amor
tized by charges to account 2900—Un
earned Surplus; however, in no event
shall net debits exceed the accumulated
net credits in unearned surplus with re
spect to the particular class of stock.
Any excess of debits may be retained in

account 1900—Discount on Capital
Stock, or account 1910—Commission and
Expense on Capital Stock, as appropri
ate, until the stock is reacquired or
retired, or the excess debits may be
charged to account 2948—Other Debits
to Earned Surplus.
(d) When an issue of capital stock, or
any part thereof, is reacquired, either by
purchase or through donations by stock
holders, other than stocks reacquired by
provision of a mortgage or decision of a
trustee not subject to the control of the
carrier th at it be retained alive in sink
ing or other funds, it shall be charged at
its par or stated value, or if it is nonpar
stock without a stated value, in an
amount equal to the proportionate part
applicable to such shares of stock of the
total amount at which all stock without
par or stated value of the same class is
carried in the capital stock account; if
canceled to account 2700—Preferred
Capital Stock, or account 2710—Common
Capital Stock; if not canceled, to ac
count 1920—Reacquired Securities. The
difference between the amount at which
such reacquired stock is recorded in the
foregoing accounts and the amount paid
for the stock, including commissions and
other expenses incurred in its purchase
and also any premiums or discount ap
plicable to its original sale, shall be in
cluded in account 2900 — Unearned
Surplus, Provided, however, That the
excess of a debit over the balance carried
in unearned surplus with respect to the
particular class of stock shall be charged
to account 2948—Other Debits to Earned
Surplus.
(e) When shares of its reacquired capi
tal stock of any class are resold by the
carrier, account 1920—Reacquired Se
curities, shall be credited with the
amount at which the shares were debited
to that account upon reacquisition. Un
less otherwise required by instrument of
authority, any difference between the
total amount realized from the sale of
the stock (less commissions and expenses
incident thereto), and the amount cred
ited to account 1920, shall be debited or
credited as appropriate to account 2900—
Unearned Surplus. (See, however, para
graph (d ) of this section.)
§ 182.01-17 Equipment and long-term
obligations. (a) When evidences of debt,
other than unsecured advances payable,
that, according to their terms, do not
mature within one year from date of
issuance, and equipment obligations re
gardless of maturity, are issued or as
sumed by the carrier or by a receiver or
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an operating trustee of the carrier, the
face amount of such evidence of debt
shall be recorded in the appropriate ac
count included under the group cap
tioned “Equipment and Other LongTerm Obligations”, except as otherwise
provided in the text of account 2190—
Equipment Obligations and Other Debt
Due Within One Year.
(b) A separate subdivision shall be
maintained in account 1880—Unamor
tized Debt Discount and Expense, for the
excess of discount and debt expense over
any premium related to each class of
long-term debt issued or assumed by the
carrier. (See paragraphs (r ), (u ), and
(dd) of § 182.00-1.)
(c) Corresponding subdivisions shall
be maintained in account 2400—Un
amortized Premium on Debt, for the
excess of the premium over any discount
and debt expense related to each class of
long-term debt issued or assumed by the
carrier.
(d) (1) Each month there shall be
credited to each subdivision of account
1880—Unamortized Debt Discount and
Expense, the amount applicable to such
period under a plan of amortization, the
application of which will equitably dis
tribute the balance therein over the life
of the security. Amounts thus credited
shall be concurrently charged to account
7300—Amortization of Debt Discount and
Expense.
(2)
Correspondingly, each m o n t h
there shall be charged to each subdivi
sion of account 2400—Unamortized
Premium on Debt, the portion of such
credit balance which is applicable to th at
period. Amounts thus charged shall be
concurrently credited to account 7400—
Amortization of Premium on Debt—
Credit.
(e) Except as provided in paragraph
(d) of this section, any balance in ac
count 1880 or account 2400, or subdivi
sions thereof, shall be carried until the
reacquisition of the securities to which
it relates. At th at time (unless other
wise required by instrument of au
thority) a portion of the balances in
these accounts, or subdivision for the
particular class of long-term debt reac
quired, shall be transferred to account
8100—Extraordinary Income Credits, or
account 8200—Extraordinary Income
Charges, as may be appropriate. Such
portion shall be based on the relation of
the amount of the particular issue of
long-term debt reacquired to the total
outstanding before the reacquisition.
This provision shall also apply to securi
ties held alive in sinking or other funds.

(f) Except for such discount or ex
pense as may be applicable to the con
struction period, no discount or expense
on long-term debt shall be included in
any account as a part of the cost of ac
quiring property or as a part of the cost
of operation.
(g) Equipment and other long-term
obligations reacquired by the carrier
shall be entered in account 1920—Reac
quired Securities, at face value. The
difference between the face value and
the amounts actually paid for the reac
quired obligations shall be debited or
credited as appropriate to account 8100—
Extraordinary Income Credits, or ac
count 8200—Extraordinary I n c o m e
Charges. Likewise, any unamortized
debt discount, expense or premium, ap
plicable to the reacquired obligations,
shall be adjusted through account 8100
or account 8200, as appropriate.
(h ) When reacquired equipment and
other long-term obligations are resold by
the carrier, the amount included in ac
count 1920—Reacquired Securities, shall
be credited thereto, and any difference
between the total amount realized from
the sale (less commissions and expenses
incident thereto) and the credit to ac
count 1920, shall be included in account
8100 or account 8200, as appropriate, un
less otherwise required by instrument of
authority.
§ 182.01-18 Book cost of securities
owned. (a ) Securities of others acquired
by the carrier shall be recorded in these
accounts at cost, including brokerage and
registration fees, stock transfer taxes,
and similar expenses, at the time of ac
quisition. Cost does not include any
amount paid for accrued interest or
dividends, except th a t amounts of inter
est included in the purchase price of
bonds, which are not payable until
maturity or until the bonds are disposed
of, shall be included in these accounts as
part of the cost (see Note B under ac
count 1160).
(b)
The carrier may write down the
book cost of any security in recognition
of a decline in the value thereof. Secu
rities shall be written off or written down
to a nominal value if there is no reason
able prospect of substantial value. Fluc
tuations in market value shall not be re
corded, but a permanent impairment in
the value of the securities shall be recog
nized in the accounts. A reserve may be
provided in account 2630—Reserve for
Adjustments — Investments and Ad
vances, against declines in the value of
securities reflected in accounts 1600—In 
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vestments and Advances — Affiliated
Companies, and 1650—Other Invest
ments and Advances, by charges to
account 8200—Extraordinary Income
Charges.
(c) When securities with a fixed ma
turity date are purchased at a discount
(th at is when the total cost including
brokerage fees, taxes, commissions, etc.,
is less than p a r), such discount may be
amortized over the remaining life of the
securities through periodic debits to the
account in which the securities are car
ried (preferably coincident with entries
recording interest accruals) and credits
to the same account in which the inter
est income is credited. No debits shall be
made in respect to discount upon secu
rities held as investments or in special
funds if there is reason to believe th at
such securities will be disposed of by re
demption or otherwise at less than par
or will not be paid at date of maturity.
(d) When securities with a fixed ma
turity date are purchased at a premium
(th at is when the total cost including
brokerage fees, taxes, commissions, etc.,
is in excess of p a r), such premiums may
be amortized over the remaining life of
the securities through periodic credits to
the account in which the securities are
carried (preferably coincident with en
tries recording interest accruals) and
debits to the same account in which the
interest revenue is recorded.
§ 182.01-19 Carrier operating prop
erty. (a ) (1) Amounts chargeable to the
accounts numbered 1200 and 1300, desig
nated as carrier operating property ac
counts, shall be the actual cost to the
carrier of the items properly includible
therein, except when acquired as part of
a distinct operating unit (see paragraph
(f) of this section) including property
jointly owned and property operated by
the carrier under joint agreements, and
shall be exclusive of any cost for intangi
ble items includible in the subdivisions of
account 1500—Organization, Franchises
and Permits, or account 1550—Other In 
tangible Property. Also include the cost
of such property owned by the carrier
but held by agents.
(2)
“Cost” shall include direct and in
direct labor, materials, including small
tools and similar items consumed in con
struction, transportation charges, con
tract work, rent of construction facilities
and taxes; also such portions of engineer
ing, supervision, purchasing department
expenses, law expenditures, premiums for
workmen’s compensation, injuries and
damages and other insurance applicable
to the construction period; and other

analagous elements entering into the con to use and makes no subsequent change
struction or acquisition of property. If in the amount except by authority of the
property, such as a structure or unit of Commission.
(d ) When operating property is pur
equipment, including additions thereto,
is constructed new or rebuilt by the car chased under any plan involving deferred
rier to increase its capacity or otherwise payments, no charges shall be made to
add to its usefulness for motor carrier the operating property account for inter
service, or if parts are purchased and est, insurance, or other expenditures oc
assembled by the carrier into a unit of casioned by such form of payment.
(e) When the consideration given for
equipment, the cost records for construc
tion and assembly shall be maintained in property is anything other than cash, the
a sufficiently complete manner to show cash value of such consideration shall be
the cost of labor, materials and other ex used, except th at where physical prop
erty is given in exchange for physical
penses incurred in such work.
(b) Betterments of operating property property and no other form of consid
(the primary aim of which is to make eration is involved, such property shall
the property affected more useful, more be recorded at the net book cost of the
efficient, of greater durability, or of property given in exchange. In the
greater capacity) shall be included in the journal entry recording such a trans
property accounts to the extent of the action the actual consideration shall be
excess cost of such betterments (not in described with sufficient particularity to
cluding cost of installation and removal identify it. The carrier shall be pre
of items replaced) over the estimated cost pared to furnish to the Commission the
at current prices of new property similar particulars of its determination of the
to the items replaced. However, if a unit cash value of the consideration if other
of property is to be rebuilt or remodeled than cash.
(f) (1) When any motor carrier sys
to an extent th at its expectation of serv
ice life will be fairly comparable with tem or portion thereof constituting a
th at of new property, the old property distinct operating unit (see paragraph
shall be retired as provided in § 182.01-21, (v) of § 182.00-1) is purchased or other
and the appropriate property investment wise acquired, the book cost of the con
account shall be charged with the cost stituent elements th at are includible in
of the rebuilt or remodeled unit, based account 1200—Carrier Operating Prop
on the appraised value of the re-used erty, or account 1300—Carrier Operating
parts, plus the cost of labor and material Property Leased to Others, and accruals
used in rebuilding or remodeling. The of depreciation with respect to such
cost of removing old appliances consti property includible in account 2500—
Reserve for Depreciation—Carrier Oper
tuting minor items (see paragraph (z)
of § 182.00-1), and replacing them with ating Property, shall be entered in those
new appliances which do not represent accounts at the amounts reflected on the
betterments shall be charged to the ap books of the transferor as of the date
propriate account for operation and the transfer is consummated. Any un
distributed portion of the cost of acqui
maintenance expenses.
(c) (1) Units of property (see para sition not includible in accounts provided
graph (kk) of § 182.00-1), and additions for other tangible assets acquired or lia
to and betterments of existing property, bilities assumed, shall be included in
having a life in excess of one year and account 1550—Other Intangible Prop
costing more than $200 shall be charged erty. except th at if the accounts of the
to the appropriate property investment transferor reflect the actual cost of ob
accounts. Units having a life of one year taining the operating rights included in
or less or costing not more than $200 may the transaction from a regulatory body,
be charged to operating expenses. The including incidental expenses incurred,
carrier shall not parcel expenditures for such cost may be charged to account
acquisitions, when made under a general 1511—Franchises, on the books of the
plan, for the purpose of charging them transferee.
to expense; neither shall it combine un
(2)
If it is determined at the time the
related items for the purpose of including above entries are made on the books of
their cost in the property investment the transferee, that the remaining serv
accounts.
ice lives of the units of carrier operating
(2)
A carrier will be permitted to adopt property acquired will exceed or be less
a limit of less than $200 for charges to than those used by the transferor in
the property investment account, pro computing depreciation rates on the
viding it files a statement with the Com property, and th at accruals of deprecia
mission showing the amount it proposes tion had been excessive or inadequate,
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the accruals may, upon approval of the
proposed accounting by the Commission,
be adjusted on the basis of new rates
determined from revised estimates
which take into consideration the esti
mated remaining service lives of the
property subsequent to acquisition by
the transferee. Such adjustments of the
depreciation accruals shall be made by
concurrently adjusting the undistrib
uted balance of the cost of acquisition
included in account 1550.
(3) The journal entries allocating the
property acquired by transferee to the
operating property and other accounts
and setting up the accrued depreciation
thereon, should also cover any incidental
expenses incurred by the transferee in
connection with the transaction. Such
expenses are includible in account 1550,
except th at if the actual cost to the
transferor or predecessors in interest of
obtaining the operating rights from a
regulatory body cannot be determined
for inclusion in account 1511 as pro
vided in paragraph (f) (1 ), the trans
feree may include in th a t account
its expenses incurred in transferring
the rights. Pull supporting details
showing the purchase price, the princi
pals from whom the property was ac
quired, and the agents who represented
such principals, shall be stated in the
journal entries.
(4) In a transaction involving the ac
quisition of a distinct operating unit the
purchaser shall obtain from the trans
feror or predecessor companies all avail
able records and other evidence (or cer
tified copies thereof) relating to prior
acquisitions, construction and improve
ments of the property acquired.
(g) Records shall be kept so as to re
flect separately the cost and date of ac
quisition of property jointly owned and
property operated under a joint agree
ment.
(h ) Except as provided in paragraph
(c) of this section, the cost of initial
improvements, including the erection of
structures on, and of rearrangements,
additions and betterments to property
leased from others for periods in excess
of one year made in the course of pre
paring the property for motor carrier
operations and the cost of any subse
quent additions to and betterments of
such leased property, not including re
placements, shall be charged to account
1270—Improvements to Leasehold Prop
erty. Depreciation on such expenditures
shall be provided for in the manner set
forth in § 182.01-23 (c).
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(i) (1) The investment in property
used jointly in carrier and noncarrier
operations shall be allocated between
such operations according to the extent
that it is used by each, or it shall be
included in the investment account of
the operation by which it is principally
used and the other operation shall be
charged a reasonable rental for its use of
the common property.
(2) The carrier shall be prepared to
show at any time and to report to the
Commission when required, and by ac
counts, the following:
(i) The book cost of the common
property.
(ii) The extent (percentage) to which
such property is used in carrier opera
tions and in other operations.
(iii) The basis for allocating the book
cost, or method of determining the
amount of the rental charge.
(3) If the investment is allocated be
tween the operations, the expenses of
operation, maintenance, taxes, deprecia
tion and amortization of the common
property shall be allocated and recorded
in the appropriate accounts prescribed
herein and the allocation of such ex
penses to carrier operations shall be
supported in the same manner as the
allocation of the cost of such property.
§ 182.01-20 Transfer of property. (a)
When property is transferred from ac
count 1200—Carrier Operating Property,
or account 1300 — Carrier Operating
Property Leased to Others, to account
1400—Non-Carrier Property, the book
cost of the property shall be charged to
account 1400 and the related deprecia
tion reserve on the property shall be
transferred from account 2500—Reserve
for Depreciation — Carrier Operating
Property, to account 2610—Reserve for
Depreciation and Amortization—Other
Property.
(b)
When property is transferred
from account 1400—Non-Carrier Prop
erty, to account 1200—Carrier Operating
Property, or account 1300—Carrier Op
erating Property Leased to Others, the
book cost of the property shall be charged
to accounts 1200 or 1300 and the related
depreciation on the property shall be
transferred from account 2610—Reserve
for Depreciation and Amortization—
Other Property, to account 2500—Re
serve for Depreciation—Carrier Operat
ing Property.
§ 182.01-21 Retirement of property—
(a ) Carrier operating property. When
carrier operating property ceases to be

used in motor carrier operations, it shall
be retired and accounted for as follows:
(1) Property depreciated under “Unit
P la n ” (i) When a unit of property
(see paragraph (kk) of § 182.00-1) on
which depreciation charges have been
accrued under the unit plan (see
§ 182.01-23), is retired from service, the
book cost of the property shall be cred
ited to the appropriate property account
and concurrently charged to a clearing
account classified under account 1890—
Other Deferred Debits. The clearing
account shall be credited with the value
of salvage recovered in case the prop
erty is dismantled; the amount received
from the sale or trade-in of the retired
property; or with the amount of insur
ance recovered, including amounts pro
vided for in any insurance or other re
serve with respect to the retired prop
erty when such reserve covers the cause
of the retirement; and with the amount
of depreciation accrued to date of retire
ment with a concurrent charge to ac
count 2500—Reserve for Depreciation—
Carrier Operating Property.
If the property retired is to be rebuilt
in conformity with the provisions of
§ 182.01-19, the accounting shall be per
formed as outlined above, except th at
the appraised value of the parts to be
utilized in the rebuilt unit shall be
charged to account 1290—Unfinished
Construction, with contra credit to the
clearing account.
Any balance remaining in the clearing
account after the foregoing entries have
been made, except as set out in para
graph (b) of this section, shall be trans
ferred to account 5100—Depreciation
Adjustment.
(ii) If property included in account
1270—Improvements to Leasehold Prop
erty, reverts to the lessor prior to the
expiration of its service life, the balance
in the clearing account upon retirement
shall be transferred to account 8200—
Extraordinary Income Charges.
(2) P r o p e r t y depreciated under
“Group P la n ” When a unit of property
(see paragraph (kk) of § 182.00-1) on
which depreciation charges were accrued
under the group plan (see § 182.01-23),
is retired from service, the book cost
thereof shall be credited to the appro
priate property account and concur
rently charged, together with the cost
of removal, to the depreciation reserve
account. Any salvage or insurance re
covered, including amounts provided for
in any insurance or other reserves with
respect to the retired property, when
such reserve covers the cause of retire
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ment, or the proceeds, if the property is
traded in or sold, shall be credited to
the depreciation reserve account. No
further entries are required, as under
this plan over or under accruals of de
preciation are not cleared from the de
preciation reserve.
(3) Minor items. When the property
retired constitutes a minor item (see
paragraph (z) of § 182.00-1), the book
cost of which has been or will be ac
counted for by its inclusion in the unit
of property of which it is a part when
such unit of property is retired, no ad
justment of the operating property ac
count or depreciation reserve is required
therefor. When a minor item is retired
and replaced, with property of like pur
pose, the entire cost of replacement shall
be charged to the account appropriate
for the cost of repairs of the property
retired, except that if the replacement
effects a betterment (see § 182.01-19 ( b ) ),
there shall be charged to the property
account, the excess cost of the replace
ment over the estimated cost at current
prices of new property similar to the
items retired. The cost of labor used in
effecting the replacement shall be in
cluded in operating expenses.
(4) Land. When land is sold, the
book cost shall be credited to the land
account and any difference between the
book cost and the sales price, less com
missions and expenses on the sale, shall
be adjusted through account 8100—Ex
traordinary Income Credits, or account
8200—Extraordinary Income Charges, as
appropriate. (See 1 182.01-19 (e ).)
(5) Distinct operating unit. When
carrier operating property used in trans
portation operations and the operating
rights associated therewith are sold as
a distinct operating unit (see paragraph
(v) of § 182.00-1), the book cost of the
property shall be credited to the appro
priate operating property and intangible
property accounts and the amounts car
ried with respect thereto in the depre
ciation and amortization reserve ac
counts, estimated if necessary, shall be
charged to such reserves (see, however,
account 1280 ( a ) ). The difference, if any,
between (i) the net amount of such debit
and credit items, and (ii) the considera
tion received for the distinct operating
unit, shall be included in account 8100—
Extraordinary Income Credits, or ac
count 8200 — Extraordinary Income
Charges, as appropriate.
(6) Determination of book cost. The
book cost of operating property retired
shall be the amount at which such prop
erty is included in the operating prop

(b) Accounts 4560—Fire, Theft and
erty accounts including all items set
forth in § 182.01-19. Such costs shall be Collision, and 4570—Other Insurance
determined from the carrier’s records Expense, have been provided for record
when this can be done, as in the case of ing amounts of premiums payable to
land, structures, revenue automotive commercial insurance companies, and
equipment, service equipment, furniture, charges for maintaining reserves against
and other items of operating property for losses under the risks enumerated
which individual cost records are avail therein. Inasmuch as such risks repre
sent losses that may be sustained by the
able. When the actual book cost cannot
be determined from the records, it shall carrier rather than claims against it by
be estimated. When it is impracticable others, coverage by commercial insur
to determine the book cost of each item ance or self-insurance reserves is not a
due to the relatively large number and/or mandatory requirement, and if no pro
small cost of such items, the average vision is made for such coverage, losses
book costs of all the items, with due from fire or collision shall be charged to
allowance for differences in size or char the appropriate maintenance expense
acter, shall be used as the book cost of accounts if the property is repaired (see
the items retired. The latter method paragraph (f) of this section) or if it
may be applied in retirement of such is retired from service retirement ac
counting shall be performed as provided
items as tools, furniture, etc.
(b)
Intangible property. (1) When in § 182.01-21.
(c) Reserves created for self-insur
any long-term leasehold of land or ease
ment, franchise, permit, consent, privi ance of injuries and damages, work
lege or patent having a fixed term ex men’s compensation and cargo loss and
damage shall be included in account
pires, it shall be retired. The intangible
property or other property account shall 2680—Injuries, Loss and Damage Re
be credited with the amount charged serves. Reserves created for self-insur
thereto and account 2600—Reserve for ance of all other risks shall be included
Amortization-Carrier Operating Prop in account 2660—Insurance Reserves.
erty, shall be charged with the amount Monthly charges to expense accounts for
of amortization accruals previously cred the purpose of creating reserves for selfited thereto in respect to such property. insurance liability shall be determined
Any difference between the book cost of currently by the carrier from its best
the item and the amortization accruals source of information and the rates used
shall be charged to account 5151—Amor may be based on percentage of revenue,
tization of Carrier Operating Property.
mileage of vehicles, amounts of payrolls
(2)
When any perpetual leasehold of or other equitable bases. A schedule of
land or easement, or item of intangible the risks covered by each reserve shall be
property that is not restricted to a fixed maintained, giving a description of the
term is relinquished or sold, it shall be property involved, the character of the
retired. Any difference between its book risks covered and the rates used.
cost and the amortization charges ac
(d ) Amounts payable by the carrier in
crued, if relinquished, or between its net settlement of cargo loss and damage
book cost (see paragraph (aa) of claims and other claims, including those
§ 182.00-1) and the proceeds realized, if paid by the carrier for which it will be
sold, shall be included in account 8100— reimbursed wholly or in part by insur
Extraordinary Income Credits, or ac ance companies, connecting carriers or
count 8200—Extraordinary I n c o m e
others, shall, as provided in paragraph
Charges, as appropriate.
(a ) of this section be charged to ac
§ 182.01-22 Insurance. (a) Provision count 2680—Injuries, Loss and Damage
has been made in accounts 4530—Public Reserves. Parts of such claims th at are
Liability and Property Damage, 4540— payable by insurance companies or
Workmen’s Compensation, and 4550— others, less any adjustment for salvage
Cargo Loss and Damage, for recording recovered, shall when their liability is
amounts of premiums paid commercial determined be credited to the reserve.
(e) A freight claim register shall be
insurance companies, and charges for
the purpose of maintaining self-insur maintained, showing for each cargo loss
ance reserves. Amounts payable by the and damage claim received, the claim
carrier in settlement of claims under the number, date and amount; the waybill or
classes of risks set out in the above ac expense bill number and date; name of
counts, not recoverable from insurance claimant; kind of commodity; date claim
companies or others, shall be charged to was paid; total amount paid, or date
the appropriate reserves provided for claim was disallowed and reasons;
amount of salvage recovered, if any;
such risks.
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amounts reimbursed by insurance com
panies, connecting carriers or others,
and the amount absorbed by the carrier.
Each claim received shall be entered in
the register and should be supported by
the complete file of claim papers. How
ever, if the claim papers are retained by
insurance companies, connecting car
riers or others, the carrier’s records
should contain an acknowledgement
from the party retaining the claim file
th at the papers are in its possession.
(f) The cost of repairs to owned or
leased carrier operating property in
volved in accidents or damaged by fire or
other causes, and of replacing damaged
or destroyed property leased from others,
shall be charged to the appropriate main
tenance expense accounts provided for
repairs of such property. When the
amounts receivable from insurance com
panies or others in full or partial reim
bursement of such costs, if any, are deter
mined, they shall be credited to the
account previously charged, together
with the value of salvaged materials
recovered.
(g) Insurance premiums paid in ad
vance of their accrual, to commercial
insurance companies shall be charged to
account 1170—Prepayments, and distrib
uted to the appropriate insurance ex
pense accounts in monthly installments
over the period for which the premiums
have been paid, except th a t minor pre
miums may be charged direct to the
insurance expense accounts. If it is
anticipated th at a dividend or refund will
be received on prepaid premiums a t the
end of the year or other period covered
by the insurance, an amount equal to the
estimated dividend or refund shall be
retained in account 1170 and the balance
of the premium shall be charged to
expense in monthly installments as set
but above. When the dividend or refund
is received, it shall be credited to account
1170. Any discrepancy between the esti
mated dividend or refund and the
amount actually received shall be ad
justed to the appropriate insurance ex
pense accounts. If insurance premiums
are paid on a monthly basis and it is
anticipated that a dividend or refund will
be received a t the end of the year, a part
of each monthly payment equal to onetwelfth of the estimated dividend shall be
charged to account 1170 and the balance
of the payment shall be charged to the
insurance expense account. When the
actual dividend is received accounting
shall be performed as set out above.
Note: The amounts of premiums for life
insurance on the lives of officers and other
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employees under which the carrier is the
named beneficiary, less portions of such pre
miums which represent increases in the cash
surrender value of the policies, shall be
charged to account 7500—Other Deductions.
Cash surrender values of such policies shall
be included in account 1650—Other Invest
ments and Advances. Premium expense and
cash surrender value of insurance on the life
of a sole proprietor shall not be included in
these accounts.

§ 182.01-23 Depreciation and amorti
zation. (a ) In order th at provision may
be made for accruals of depreciation (see
paragraph (t) of § 182.00-1) on carrier
operating property, the carrier shall es
tablish and maintain adequate deprecia
tion reserves. The straight-line method
(see paragraph (jj) of § 182.00-1) of
computing depreciation under the unit
plan or group plan as set out below, shall
be employed, except th at the mileage
method may be used for automotive
equipment in which event the rate per
mile shall be applied to the number of
miles traveled each month.
(1) “Unit Plan” means the plan under
which depreciation charges are computed
and the records maintained so th a t the
total amount of depreciation accrued ap
plicable to each unit of property can be
determined.
(2) “Group Plan” means the plan
under which depreciation charges are
accrued on the basis of the sum total
of the book cost balances a t the close of
each month of all property included in
each depreciable property account or
subdivision thereof a t rates determined
from the average of the service lives of
all property included therein, and upon
the retirement of any such property its
full book cost is charged to the depre
ciation reserve regardless of whether or
not the particular item has attained the
average service life. (See § 182.01-21
(a ) (2 ).)
(b)
There shall be charged each
month to the subdivisions of account
5000—Depreciation Expense, and con
currently credited to the appropriate
subdivisions of account 2500—Reserve
for Depreciation — Carrier Operating
Property, during the service life of de
preciable property included in account
1200—Carrier O p e r a t i n g Property,
amounts th a t will approximate the loss
in service value (see paragraph (ii) of
§ 182.00-1) not restored by current main
tenance, except th at carriers engaged in
seasonal operations may apportion the
estimated annual depreciation charge
over the months in which operations are
actually conducted.

(1) Depreciation charges on property
included in accounts
1210—Structures.
1220—Revenue Equipment.
1230—Service Cars and Equipment.

shall be computed on the unit plan, and
depreciation shall cease when amounts
equal to the estimated service value have
been credited to the depreciation re
serve.
(2) Depreciation charges on property
included in accounts
1240—Shop and Oarage Equipment.
1250—Furniture and Office Equipment.
1260—Miscellaneous Equipment.

shall be computed under either the unit
plan or the group plan. If the group
plan is used, composite annual percent
age rates shall be determined applicable
to the book cost of each class of operat
ing property to be depreciated. These
percentage rates shall be based on the
estimated service values and service lives
of the property, developed by a study of
the carrier’s experience and other avail
able information. Such percentage rates
shall, for each primary account com
prised of more than one class of property,
produce a charge to depreciation expense
for th a t account equal to the sum of the
amounts th at would otherwise be charge
able for each of the various classes of
property included in the account. In
computing monthly charges for depre
ciation, one-twelfth of the composite
annual percentage rate applicable to
each primary account shall be applied to
the account balances as of the first of
the current month.
(c) Depreciation charges on property
included in account 1270—Improvements
to Leasehold Property, shall be made
upon the same basis as for similar de
preciable property, includible in other
property accounts. (See § 182.01-21.)
(d) Amounts representing the first
cost of acquiring long-term leaseholds
of land and easements for use in motor
carrier operations, included in account
1201—Land and Land Rights; and
amounts representing intangible items
with fixed terms included in account
1511—Franchises, and account 1541—
Patents, may be amortized by means of
charges to account 5151—Amortization
of Carrier Operating Property, and con
current credits to account 2600—Reserve
for Amortization—Carrier Operating
Property. Amortization of costs of ac
quiring perpetual leaseholds and for in
tangible items carried in accounts 1501,
1511 and 1541 th a t are not restricted to
fixed terms, and items in account 1550—
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Other Intangible Property, may also be
credited to account 2600 by concurrently
debiting account 7500—Other Deduc
tions; or the entire amounts of such
items may be written off by means of
debits to the proprietorship account or
to account 2048—Other Debits to Earned
Surplus, and concurrent credits to ac
count 2600.
(e)
Depreciation and amortization
charges on non-operating property shall
be charged to account 6100—Income
from Non-Carrier Operations, net; with
concurrent credits to account 2610—
Reserve for Depreciation and Amortiza
tion—Other Property.
N o t e : For instructions with regard to ad
justment of depreciation upon retirement of
carrier operating property, see § 182.01-21.

§ 182.01-24 Taxes and licenses. Taxes
and licenses relating to motor carrier op
erations and property, payable to Fed
eral, State, county, municipal and other
taxing authorities, with the exception of
certain taxes specifically referred to in
the texts of the accounts shall be in 
cluded as appropriate in the subdivisions
provided under account 5200—Operating
Taxes and Licenses. These accounts
shall be charged each month with the
amount of taxes applicable thereto, with
concurrent credits to account 2120—
Taxes Accrued, or account 1170—Pre
payments, as appropriate. When it is
not possible to determine the actual
amount of taxes, they shall be estimated
and adjusted when the actual taxes be
come known.
§ 182.01-25
Joint facilities.
(a )
Where a joint facility (see § 182.00-1
(w )) operated by others, is used by the
reporting carrier under a joint facility
arrangement, any amounts paid by the
carrier as its share of operation and
maintenance costs including rent if the
property is leased, or including depre
ciation, taxes and a return on the in
vestment in the joint facility if the
property is owned by the operating
carrier, shall be charged to the appro
priate joint facility-debit account under
equipment maintenance, terminal or
administration and general expenses.
(b)
Where the reporting carrier op
erates a joint facility, any amounts re
ceived from other carriers using the
facility as reimbursement of operation
and maintenance costs, including rent if
the property is leased, or including de
preciation, taxes and a return on the
investment in the joint facility if the
property is owned by the reporting car
rier, shall be credited to the appropriate

(ii) For the. purpose of separating the
joint facility-credit account under equip
ment maintenance, terminal, or admin expenses each revenue vehicle (truck,
tractor or trailer) shall be classified as
istrative and general expenses.
(c)
The carrier operating the joint “line haul” or “pickup and delivery”, ac
facility shall include a statement of the cording to the service in which it is pre
distribution of the income and expenses dominantly employed.
Include in the “line haul” classifica
of the facility on bills rendered joint
tion all revenue vehicles predominantly
users.
engaged in the transportation of prop
§ 182.01-26 Deduction of reserves. erty
terminal-to-terminal, peddle, and
In stating the balance sheet, reserves otherinintercity
service. Peddle trips are
shall be shown separately and shall be trips operated out
of a local area, con
deducted from the specific assets to
sisting of a city or town and contiguous
which they apply. Reserves not appli suburban
districts, for the purpose of de
cable to specific assets shall be shown livering freight
to consignees and gath
on the liability side. See form of balance ering freight from
consignors a t points
sheet following balance sheet accounts.
outside such area. The incidental or
§ 182.01-27 Allocation of expenses be occasional use in pickup and delivery or
tween line haul and pickup and delivery. local cartage service of vehicles regularly
(a) Class I common carriers which de employed in line-haul service would not
rive an average of 75 percent or more of affect their classification as “line haul”.
their revenues from the intercity trans
Include in the “pickup and delivery”
portation of general commodities, shall classification all revenue vehicles pre
separate expenses between line haul and dominantly employed in pickup and de
pickup and delivery as provided in this livery service and local cartage service
instruction. Class I motor carriers, within a local area as defined above.
other than those specified herein, are not The incidental or occasional use in linerequired to comply with provisions of haul service of vehicles regularly em
this instruction.
ployed in pickup and delivery or local
(b) Carriers required to comply with cartage service would not affect their
the provisions of this instruction shall classification as “pickup and delivery”.
separate the amounts includible in the
Where a vehicle or fleet of vehicles is
following accounts between those appli used with complete interchangeability
cable to line haul and those applicable in the carrier’s regular line-haul and
to pickup and delivery:
pickup and delivery services, and a sep
4130, Repairs and Servicing — Revenue
aration based on predominant use is not
Equipment.
feasible, such vehicle or fleet of vehicles
4160, Tires and Tubes—Revenue Equip should be classified as “line haul”.
ment.
Where vehicles assigned to over-night
4230, Drivers and Helpers.
intercity runs are also used more or less
4250, Fuel for Revenue Equipment.
regularly during the day in the carrier’s
4260, Oil for Revenue Equipment.
general pickup and delivery service, such
4270, Purchased Transportation.
5020, Depreciation of Revenue Equipment.
vehicles should be classified as “line
5210, Gasoline, Other Fuel, and Oil Taxes.
haul”.
5220, Vehicle License and Registration
(2)
Classification of wages of drivers
Fees.
and helpers. (i) The separation of
(c) The separation between line haul drivers’ and helpers’ wages between the
and pickup and delivery expenses in the “line haul” and “pickup and delivery”
accounts listed above shall be made in subdivisions of account 4230, Drivers and
Helpers, shall be made according to the
the following manner:
(1)
Classification of expenses, other type of service performed by the em
ployee. Thus, if a driver makes a line
than wages of drivers and helpers. (i)
haul
trip, whether terminal-to-terminal,
All expenses for vehicles classified (see
peddle,
other, his wages for the trip
paragraph (b) of this section) as “line shall be or
charged to the “line haul” sub
haul” shall be entered in the line haul division of the account, irrespective of
subdivisions of the accounts, and all the
whether the vehicle used for the trip has
expenses for vehicles classified as “pickup been classified as “line haul” or “pickup
and delivery” shall be entered in the and delivery”. Similarly, if a driver is
pickup and delivery subdivisions of the engaged in the carrier’s general pickup
and delivery service, his wages while so
accounts.
In no case shall the expenses of a employed shall be charged to the “pick
vehicle be split between the two sub up and delivery” subdivision of the
account, irrespective of whether the vedivisions of an account.
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hide used in making the pickups and
(5)
Salaries and expenses incurred in
deliveries has been classified as “pickup conducting relief, benefit, and general
and delivery” or “line haul”.
medical departments, including pay
(ii) Where a driver making a line- ments to or on behalf of employees other
haul trip picks up or delivers all or part than claims covered by Workmen’s Com
of his load a t point of origin or destina pensation Acts.
tion or points en route, the entire wages
(b) Expenses th at are directly or n at
of the driver shall be charged to the “line urally assignable to primary accounts
haul” subdivision of account 4230, except under each major grouping shall be dis
th at where the driver’s compensation for tributed to such accounts. Where con
the pickup and delivery work performed tributions are applicable to officers or
is computed separately for payroll pur employees who engage in work in more
poses it shall be charged to the “pickup than one department, such expenses
and delivery” subdivision.
shall be apportioned to the appropriate
(iii) Where a driver spends part of the primary accounts in the same ratio as
day in making a line-haul trip after their pay is distributed to primary ac
which he is assigned to the carrier’s gen counts, or the expenses may be distrib
eral pickup and delivery service, his uted on other equitable basis. Small
wages for the line-haul trip shall be amounts applicable to time spent on in
charged to the “line haul” subdivision of cidental or occasional duties may be in
the account and his wages for the pickup cluded in the primary account appro
and delivery work performed shall be priate according to the regular duty or
charged to the "pickup and delivery” the predominate work assignment of the
subdivision.
employee.
(iv) Also, where a driver is employed
(c) No charges to the primary em
in either line-haul or pickup and delivery ployee welfare expense accounts shall be
service and, in addition, is regularly as made in anticipation of discretionary
signed for a part of his time to platform payments in the future. The cost of life
work a t the carrier’s terminal, including or other insurance on officers and em
the loading or unloading of his own or ployees whereunder the carrier is the
other vehicles, his wages for the time beneficiary shall be charged to account
so employed shall be charged to account 7500—Other Deductions. Cash surrender
4340, Salaries and Wages, Platform Em values of such policies shall be carried
ployees (see §182.01-11).
in account 1650—Other Investments and
(d)
Any carrier which finds it im Advances.
practicable to segregate expenses as
B alance S heet A ccounts
required by this instruction should fur
nish the Commission with full particulars
asset SIDE
of the conditions which prevent the
Current Assets
proper segregation. Upon receipt of
such information carriers will be advised
§ 182.1000 Cash. This account shall
of the procedure to be followed.
include current funds in the hands of
§ 182.01-28 Employees' welfare ex financial officers and agents, cash in
penses. (a ) A primary account is pre transit for which agents have been
scribed in each of the major groupings credited and deposits in banks or trust
of operation and maintenance expense companies available on demand for gen
accounts to record expenditures made eral company purposes.
for employees’ welfare. Such expendi
Note A: This account shall not be credited
tures shall include the following classes with the amount of checks or drafts until
of items:
they have been transmitted to payees.
Note B: Bank overdrafts shall be shown on
(1) Contributions to health and wel
balance sheet as a credit balance in this
fare funds, whether under contract a r the
account.
rangements with labor organizations or
Note C: Funds (other than savings ac
otherwise.
counts) subject to withdrawal restrictions
(2) Premiums on group insurance pol and deposits in closed banks shall not be
icies for benefit of employees or their included in this account. Such funds defi
nitely known to be available within one year
beneficiaries.
shall be included in account 1190—Other
(3) Payments to trustees under profit Current Assets. Deposits in closed banks,
sharing and pension plans for the bene which it is reasonably certain will not be
available within one year, shall be included
fit of employees in active service.
(4) Payments for pensions directly to in account 1890—Other Deferred Debits.
retired employees or to their beneficiaries
§ 182.1020 Working funds. This ac
when no trust fund exists.
count shall include amounts advanced
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to officers, agents, employees, and others
as petty cash or working funds of a
continuing nature from which certain
expenditures are to be made and ac
counted for.
Note: Advances to drivers and others for
lodgings, meals and other expenses which
are to be accounted for at the end of a
trip, etc., if not advanced from a petty cash
fund, shall be charged to a subdivision of
account 1890—Other Deferred Debits, pend
ing distribution to appropriate expense and
other accounts.

§ 182.1040 Special deposits. This ac
count shall include the balance of the
amounts included in accounts 1041, 1042,
and 1043, for short-term deposits.
§ 182.1041 Interest special deposits.
This account shall include cash and bank
credits placed in the hands of fiscal
agents or others for the payment of in
terest on behalf of the carrier. When
interest is paid from such deposits, it
shall be credited to this account and
charged to the appropriate accrued or
matured interest account. Payments
to trustees or other agents of the holders
of bonds or other securities of the in
terest accrued thereon which operate
under the terms of the securities or of
mortgages supporting such securities as
a release of the paying company from
further liability for such interest, shall
be charged to the appropriate interest
accrual account.
§ 182.1042 Dividend special deposits.
This account shall include cash and bank
credits placed in the hands of fiscal
agents or others for the payment of div
idends on behalf of the carrier. When
dividends are paid from such deposits,
they shall be credited to this account
and charged to the appropriate dividend
account.
§ 182.1043 Miscellaneous special de
posits. This account shall include bank
deposits subject to withdrawal for spe
cific purposes only, and cash and bank
credits placed in the hands of fiscal
agents or others for special purposes
other than the payment of interest or
dividends, such as deposits with Federal,
State, or municipal authorities, public
utilities, or others, as a guaranty for the
fulfillment of current obligations. En
tries to this account shall specify the
purpose for which the deposit is made.
Note A: This account shall not include
any assets available for general company
purposes.
N o t e B: Deposits made on the purchase
of operating rights, revenue equipment and
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other equipment, etc., shall be included in
account 1890—Other Deferred Debits.

§ 182.1060 Temporary cash invest
ments. (a ) This account shall include
the book cost (see § 182.01-18) of invest
ments such as time drafts and time loans
receivable, bankers’ acceptances, United
States Treasury certificates, marketable
securities, and similar investments ac
quired for the purpose of temporarily
investing cash. Any securities included
in this account must be of such a nature
as to be readily convertible into cash at
substantially their book value.
(b)
This account shall be subdivided
to reflect separately:
(1) Temporary cash investments;
affiliated companies.
(2) Temporary cash investments;
other.
Note A: Amounts carried in this account
as pledged shall be shown separately from
amounts unpledged.
Note B: There shall not be included in
this account amounts properly includible in
accounts 1600—Investments and Advances—
Affiliated Companies, or 1650—Other Invest
ments and Advances.

§ 182.1080 Notes receivable. (a ) This
account shall include the book cost, not
includible elsewhere, of all collectible ob
ligations in the form of notes receivable,
contracts receivable, and similar evi
dences (except interest coupons) of
money receivable on demand or within a
time not exceeding one year from date of
issue.
(b)
This account shall be subdivided to
reflect separately:
(1) Notes receivable—officers, stock
holders and employees.
(2) Notes receivable—other.
Note A: Notes receivable from affiliated
companies shall be included in account
1100—Receivables from Affiliated Companies,
or account 1600—Investments and Ad
vances—Affiliated Companies, as appropriate.
Note B: The amount of notes receivable
discounted, sold or transferred, unless trans
ferred without recourse, shall be credited to
account 2000—Notes Payable.

§ 182.1100 Receivables from affiliated
companies. (a) This account shall in
clude the total of amounts receivable
from affiliated companies (see paragraph
(f) of § 182.00-1) which are subject to
current settlement (see paragraph (o)
of § 182.00-1), such as balances in open
accounts for services rendered, material
furnished, interline accounts, claims,
rent for use of property and similar
items; interest and dividends due from
affiliated companies; loans and drafts
for which affiliated companies are liable,

and notes receivable on demand or
within a time not exceeding one year
from date of issue.
(b)
This account shall be subdivided
as follows:
1101—Loans and Notes Receivable.
1105—Interest and Dividends Receivable.
1109—Accounts Receivable.
Note A: On the balance sheet, accounts
receivable from affiliated companies shall be
set off against accounts payable to the same
companies.
Note B: No amount representing dividends
receivable shall be included in this account
unless the dividends have been declared or
guaranteed.
Note C: Items which are not subject to
current settlement shall be included in ac
count 1600—Investments and Advances—Af
filiated Companies.

§ 182.1120 Accounts r e c e i v a b l e ;
agents, customers, and interline. This
account shall include amounts currently
due from customers for transportation
and storage charges and for advances to
other carriers and warehouses for the
account of customers; balances due from
other carriers (except affiliated compa
nies) against each of which there is a net
debit balance representing interline
freight accounts; amounts due from cus
tomers and from other carriers as rent
for revenue equipment with or without
drivers; also the net balances in current
accounts due from agents, including driv
ers, other employees and representatives,
charged with the collection or custody of
current transportation revenues.
Note A: At the end of each calendar year,
for the purposes of the annual report to this
Commission, the carrier shall prepare an
analysis of the balance in this account, seg
regating the items included therein to show
balances due from customers, from other
carriers, and from agents.
Note B: The amounts of accounts receiv
able discounted, that have been sold or trans
ferred, unless transferred without recourse,
shall be credited to account 2050—Accounts
Payable.

§ 182.1130 Accounts receivable; other.
This account shall include amounts due
from others (except items provided for
in accounts 1100 and 1120) th a t are sub
ject to current settlement (see paragraph
(o) of § 182.00-1) for material and sup
plies furnished and services rendered, ex
cept transportation and storage charges,
including use of property, other matured
rents, amounts owing by public author
ities, amounts of collectible judgments,
current accounts with officers and em
ployees, and other accounts and claims
upon which responsibility is acknowl
edged by solvent concerns or individuals.
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Note A: Amounts advanced to officers, em
ployees or others as petty cash or working
funds shall be included in account 1020—
Working Funds; amounts advanced to drivers
and other employees for lodgings, meals and
similar expenses shall be included in account
1890—Other Deferred Debits, pending dis
tribution to appropriate expense and other
accounts.
Note B: At the end of each calendar year,
for the purposes of the annual report to this
Commission, che carrier shall prepare an
analysis of the balance in this account, seg
regating the items included therein to show
balances due from officers, employees and
stockholders and balances due from others.
Note C: The amounts of accounts receiv
able discounted, that have been sold or trans
ferred, unless transferred without recourse,
shall be credited to account 2050—Accounts
Payable.

§ 182.1140 Subscribers to capital stock.
(a) This account shall include the bal
ances due from subscribers upon legally
enforceable subscriptions to capital
stock.
(b)
The amount of each subscription
shall be charged to this account at the
time the subscription is accepted. Con
currently there shall be credited to ac
count 2730—Capital Stock Subscribed,
the par or stated value of the stock sub
scribed or the agreed purchase price in
the case of non-par stock without a
stated value. Appropriate entries shall
likewise be recorded with respect to any
discount or premium on par value stocks
or non-par value stocks with a stated
value.
Note: The records supporting the entries
to this account shall be kept so that the cor
poration can furnish the name and address of
each subscriber, the amount and kind of
capital stock subscribed, the date of sub
scription, the date that each payment is due
and the date that each is paid, the nature of
each payment (whether cash or other con
sideration), and any other information that
is necessary to make the history of the sub
scription complete.

§ 182.1160 Interest and dividends re
ceivable. This account shall include the
amount of current interest accrued on
bonds, mortgages, notes, and other com
mercial paper owned; on loans made;
open accounts; bank deposits, etc.; and
the amount of dividends receivable on
stocks owned. (See § 182.01-13.)
Note A: Interest and dividends receivable
from affiliated companies shall be included in
account 1100—Receivables from Affiliated
Companies.
Note B: Interest which is not subject to
current settlement shall be included in the
account in which is carried the principal on
which the interest is accrued.

Note C: No amount representing divi
dends receivable shall be included in this
account unless they have been declared or
guaranteed.
Note D: No interest or dividends on secu
rities or obligations issued or assumed by
the carrier shall be included in this account.

store expenses in which case correspond
ing credits shall be made to account
4675—Purchasing and Store Expenses.
The cost shall also include sales and ex
cise taxes on material purchases, except
th at sales and excise taxes on gasoline,
other motor fuel, and motor oil, which
§ 182.1170 Prepayments. (a ) This ac are includible in account 5200—Oper
count shall include the amount of ex ating Taxes and Licenses, shall be
penses paid or incurred in advance of charged to th a t account when such ma
their accrual, the benefits of which are terial is purchased.
to be realized in subsequent periods.
(b) When any materials or supplies,
Entries shall be made each month, trans the cost of which has been charged to
ferring to the appropriate expense or this account, are issued for use, the
other account the portion of each pre amount a t which they stand charged
payment which is applicable to th at herein shall be credited to this account
month.
and charged to the appropriate construc
(b) This account shall be subdivided tion, operation and maintenance ex
as follows:
pense, or other account. Such amount
may be based upon the average cost of
1171— Prepaid Taxes and Licenses.
1172— Prepaid Insurance.
all items of a given type included in this
1173— Prepaid Interest.
account at the beginning of the period.
1174— Prepaid Rents.
(c) Materials recovered in connection
1175— Prepaid Stationery and Printed Matter.
with
construction, maintenance, or the
1176— Prepaid Tires and Tubes.
retirement of property shall be charged
1179—Miscellaneous Prepayments.
to this account as follows:
Note A: The cost of tires and tubes for
(1) Reusable materials shall be in
revenue equipment, including taxes, may, at
cluded in this account a t amounts not to
the time of original application to vehicles,
exceed cost, estimated if not known.
be charged either to this account or direct to
account 4160—Tires and Tubes—Revenue
(2) Scrap and non-usable materials
Equipment, or other appropriate expense ac shall be carried a t the estimated salvage
count. The value of tires and tubes fur value. So far as practicable, the differ
nished by the vendor with newly acquired
ence between the amounts realized from
revenue equipment may also be charged to
sale or disposal and the amounts a t
this account. A prorated portion of the cost
which the materials are carried in this
of tires and tubes charged to this account,
account shall be adjusted in the depre
based on mileage or other equitable method
ciation reserves, repair accounts, or
of apportionment, shall be transferred each
month to the appropriate expense account.
other accounts which were credited when
Note B: The undistributed service value,
the materials were charged to this
included in this account, of tires and tubes
account.
that are sold or traded in with vehicles, or
which are destroyed or otherwise disposed of,
shall be credited to this account.
Note C: Prepayments of minor items may
be charged directly to the appropriate ex
pense or other account.

§ 182.1180 Material and supplies. (a )
This account shall include the cost, in
cluding deposits on oil drums and other
containers (less cash or other discounts
when they can be determined), of all
unapplied materials and supplies used
in carrier and noncarrier operations,
with the exception of stationery and
printed m atter (see account 1170), in
cluding tools, repair parts, fuel, tires and
tubes, etc. The cost shall include all
specifically assignable transportation
charges incurred in obtaining the de
livery of such materials and supplies
upon the premises of the carrier includ
ing loading and unloading, and a t the
option of the carrier, it may include a
suitable proportion of purchasing and
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N ote A: Interest charged on bills for ma
terial and supplies, the payment of which is
delayed, shall be charged to account 7100—
Interest.
N ote B : Inventories of materials and sup
plies shall be taken at intervals of one year
or less, and the necessary adjustment shall
be made to bring this account into harmony
with the actual physical inventory. In ef
fecting this adjustment, differences which
may practicably be assigned to important
classes of materials shall be equitably dis
tributed among the accounts to which such
classes of materials are ordinarily chargeable.
Other differences shall be equitably appor
tioned among the operation and maintenance
expense accounts to which materials have
been charged since the last inventory. Such
differences that cannot be allocated to the
operation and maintenance expense accounts
shall be included in account 4675—Purchas
ing and Store Expenses.
N ote C: The value of tires and tubes, in 
cluding taxes furnished by the vendor with
newly acquired revenue equipment may be
included in account 1170 or charged direct to
expense.

Note D: Credits for cash and other dis
counts that cannot be applied directly to the
cost of materials to which they apply shall be
included in account 4675—Purchasing and
Store Expenses.

§ 182.1190 Other current assets. This
account shall include the amount of
all current assets (see paragraph (o) of
§ 182.00-1) not includible in any of the
foregoing current asset accounts, in
cluding the cost of property purchased
for resale, and the estimated value of
property acquired in connection with the
settlement of cargo loss and damage
claims, pending disposition.
Tangible Property
§ 182.1200 Carrier operating property.
(a ) This account shall include the
total of the amounts representing the
cost (see § 182.01-19) of carrier operat
ing property included in accounts 1201
to 1290, inclusive, owned and used by the
carrier in its motor carrier operations,
including such property owned by the
carrier but held by agents.
(b)
Records shall be established to
show the description, date of acquisition
and cost of each parcel of land, each
structure, unit of equipment or other
unit of property (see paragraph (kk) of
§ 182.00-1) included in the subdivisions
of this account. The records for prop
erty depreciated under the unit plan
shall also reflect for each unit the esti
mated service life, depreciation rate and
estimated salvage value so that the bal
ance in account 2500—Reserve for De
preciation—Carrier Operating Property,
with respect to each unit can be deter
mined at any time.
§ 182.1201 Land and land rights. (a)
This account shall include the cost of
land used directly in connection with
the motor carrier operations of the car
rier, including the first cost of acquiring
long-term and perpetual leaseholds of
land and easements, but not rents pay
able periodically in consideration of
rights so obtained.
(b) The cost of buildings and other
improvements (other than public im
provements) shall not be included in
this account. If at the time of acqui
sition of an interest in land such interest
extends to buildings or other improve
ments (other than public improve
m ents), which are subsequently devoted
to carrier operations, the land and im
provements shall be separately ap
praised and the cost allocated to this
account and to account 1210—Structures,
on the basis of the appraisals. If the
improvements are removed or wrecked
473085 O— 58
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prior to use of the property in carrier
operations, the cost of the improvements
to the carrier, together with the cost or
removing Or wrecking, less salvage re
covered, shall be included as part of the
cost of the land.
(c)
Carriers shall keep their records
so as to show separately the cost of each
parcel of land or interest therein and the
purpose or purposes for which used in
motor carrier operations.
Items
Clearing land of brush, trees, and debris
(first cost of).
Condemnation proceedings, including court
costs and special counsel fees.
Consents and abutting damages, payment
for.
Conveyancers’ and notaries’ fees.
Easements, cost of, and expenses of acquisi
tion.
Fees and commissions to brokers and agents.
Grading.
Land, cost of.
Long-term and perpetual leases, cost of, and
expenses incidental to, acquiring, (but not
amounts paid as rent).
Leases, voiding, to secure possession of land.
Relocating property of others.
Sidewalks on public streets abutting car
rier’s property.
Special assessments on the basis of benefits
for new roads, new bridges, new pave
ments, new sewers, and other public im
provements (but not any taxes levied to
provide for maintenance of such improve
ments) .
Surveys.
Taxes assumed, accrued prior to date of
transfer of title.
Title, examining, registering, clearing, in
suring and defending against claims re
lating to period prior to purchase.
Note A: When land is acquired in excess
of that required for motor carrier opera
tions, or for which there is no definite plan
for its use in such service within one year,
the cost of such land shall be charged to
account 1400—Non-Carrier Property. If land
originally charged to that account is later
used for motor carrier operations, it shall
be transferred to account 1201 at its cost
when acquired. (See § 182.01-20.)
Note B: Assessments for public improve
ments upon which payments are deferred
shall be charged to this account in full and
the unpaid balance carried in account 2360—
Other Long Term Obligations. Interest on
unpaid balances shall be charged to account
7100—Interest.
Note C: Amortization of fixed term inter
est in land and land rights shall be charged
to account 5151—Amortization of Carrier
Operating Property, with concurrent credits
to account 2600—Reserve for Amortization—
Carrier Operating Property.

§ 182.1210 Structures. (a ) This ac
count shall include the cost in place (see
§ 182.01-19) of structures used in motor

carrier operations for such purposes as
general offices, shops, garages, terminals,
loading platforms, and the like situated
on owned land. This includes buildings
or constructions to house, support, or
safeguard property or persons, with all
appurtenant fixtures permanently a t
tached thereto, and improvements to
owned land, and other structures or con
structions situated on land the invest
ment in which is included in account
1201—Land and Land Rights.
(b) Carriers shall keep their records
so as to show separately the cost of each
structure included in this account and
the purpose or purposes for which used
in motor carrier operations.
Items
Architect’s plans.
Ash pits.
Awnings.
Boilers, furnaces, piping, wiring, fixtures and
machinery for heating, lighting, signaling,
ventilating and plumbing.
Bridges and culverts.
Chimneys.
Commissions and fees to brokers, agents,
architects, and others.
Conduits (not to be removed).
Damages to abutting property during con
struction.
Door checks and door stops.
Drainage and sewerage systems.
Elevators, cranes, hoists, etc., and the ma
chinery for operating them.
Excavation, including shoring, bracing, bridg
ing, refill and disposal of excess excavated
material.
Fences and hedges.
Fire protection systems.
Floor covering (permanently attached).
Foundations and piers for machinery con
structed as a permanent part of a build
ing or other unit listed herein.
Grading and preparing grounds for buildings,
including landscaping of grounds after
construction.
Leases, voiding, to secure possession of struc
tures.
Oil pits and drainage systems.
Outside lighting systems.
Painting, first.
Permits and privileges, building.
Platforms, railings, gratings and partitions,
when constructed as part of structure.
Power boards for service to a building.
Refrigerating systems.
Retaining walls.
Scales, connected to and forming part of the
structure.
Screens.
Sidewalks, pavements and driveways on
building grounds.
Sprinkling systems.
Storage facilities constituting part of build
ing.
Storage tanks, underground or attached to
structures.
Storm doors and windows.
Structures, cost of.
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Subways, areaways, and tunnels, directly
connected to and forming part of the struc
ture.
Vaults, constructed as part of the building.
Water supply system for building or general
company purposes.
Window shades and ventilators.
Wiring for office equipment if made a part
of a structure.
Note A: The cost of specially provided
foundations not expected to outlast the ma
chinery or apparatus for which they are pro
vided, and the cost of angle irons, castings,
etc., installed at the base of an item of equip
ment shall be charged to the same account
as the cost of the machinery or equipment.
Note B: When part of a structure is re
moved in order to build an extension thereto,
the accounting therefor shall be in accord
ance with § 182.01-19 (b).
Note C: The cost of structures under con
struction shall be carried in account 1290—
Unfinished Construction, until ready for
service.

§ 182.1220 Revenue equipment. (a )
This account shall include the cost (see
§ 182.01-19) of all units of revenue
freight equipment, the cost of repairs,
overhauling, painting, lettering, and the
first set of accessory equipment neces
sary to fit them for service, excluding
tires and tubes (see Note A under
account 1170—Prepayments). The term
“revenue freight equipment” includes
body and chassis and all fixtures and ap
pliances inside of or attached to the
body or chassis.
(b) If revenue freight equipment is
purchased in a condition ready for serv
ice, the charge to this account shall in
clude the invoice or contract price (ex
cluding tires and tubes) less fleet and
other discounts, if any, plus freight, ex
cise and sales taxes, insurance in transit,
unloading costs and other expenses in
curred in obtaining delivery of the ve
hicles upon the premises of the carrier,
such as driveaway charges, and the cost
of painting and lettering and of any ad
ditions or attachments made after de
livery, but not interest, insurance or
other expenses incurred under any plan
of purchase involving deferred pay
ments, or the gain or loss on retirement
of equipment given in trade.
(c) This account may also include the
cost of spare engines and other major
units carried on hand for the purpose
of temporarily replacing similar units
taken into the shop for overhauling,
repairing, or any other reason.
Items
Automobiles (used to transport freight).
Containers and lift vans.
Fifth wheels.

Horses and mules.
Radio communication equipment on revenue
vehicles.
Refrigeration units.
Road dollies.
Rigging equipment.
Sanders.
Semi-trailers.
Tractors.
Trailers.
Trucks (freight or h oist).
Truck-tractors.
Wagons.

§ 182.1230 Service cars and equip
ment. This account shall include the
cost (see § 182.01-19) of aeroplanes and
automobiles used in conducting motor
carrier operations, and of automotive
vehicles used in keeping revenue vehicles
in operation, such as wreckers and
trouble wagons for servicing revenue ve
hicles on the road. This account shall
also include the cost of the first set of
appliances or accessory equipment, in
cluding tires and tubes, necessary to fit
such vehicles for service, such as cranes,
hoists and other appliances, devices and
tools forming the equipment of service
cars.

Items
Aeroplanes.
Automobiles.
Emergency repair vehicles and appliances.
Radio communication equipment on service
vehicles.
Refueling cars.
Sand and salt cars.
Snow-fighting vehicles ana equipment.
Snow plows for use on revenue or service
equipment.
Spare units for service vehicles, on hand in
shop (optional).
Tow cars, wreckers, and appliances.

§ 182.1240 Shop and garage equip
ment. (a ) This account shall include
the installed cost (see § 182.01-19) of
machinery and equipment, other than
office furniture and equipment, used in
shops and garages when such machin
ery and equipment is not an integral
part of the housing structure, together
with specially provided foundations and
settings not expected to outlast the ma
chinery mounted thereon. Records shall
be kept so as to show separately the cost
of each major item of equipment.
(b) If the carrier has shops or garages
at more than one location, the records
shall be maintained to reflect the car
rier’s investment at each location.
Items
Air compressors and hose, gauges and tanks.
Anvils.
Arbor presses.
Battery charging outfits.
Belts, shafts and countershafts.

Boring or reaming machines.
Car washing equipment.
Cranes and hoists (portable).
Creepers.
Drill presses.
Electric equipment.
Engines and boilers.
Forges.
Gasoline and oil pumps and portable tanks.
Greasing racks and pumps.
Grinders.
Jacks.
Lathes.
Lockers.
Machine tools.
Motor driven hand tools.
Motor starters.
Oil reclaiming machines.
Paint sprayers.
Pneumatic tools.
Storage bins and shelving (movable).
Store room equipment (except office furni
ture and equipment).
Stoves.
Testing apparatus.
Tire changing equipment.
Tool racks.
Vises.
Vulcanizing equipment.
Weighing devices (portable).
Welding apparatus.
Wheel pullers.
Wiring for shop equipment (movable)
Work benches.
Note A: The cost of small portable tools
and implements of slight value or short
life, other than those included in the in
itial equipment of a shop or garage, shall be
charged to account 4180—Other Mainte
nance Expenses.
Note B: The cost of cranes, hoists and
other appliances, devices and tools forming
the equipment of wreckers, service cars, etc.,
shall be charged to account 1230—Service
Cars and Equipment.

§ 182.1250 Furniture and office equip
ment. (a ) This account shall include the
installed cost (see § 182.01-19) of furni
ture and appliances used in general
offices, garage, terminal and other of
fices, when such equipment is not an
integral part of the housing structure.
(b) The records shall be maintained
to reflect the carrier’s investment in fur
niture and office equipment at each
location.
(c) If the carrier operates or owns
auxiliary terminal facilities such as res
taurants for employees, the cost of
owned equipment therein shall be
charged to this account and carried
under a special subdivision entitled “Fur
niture and Office Equipment—Special
Facilities”.

Items
Book cases.
Cash registers.
Chairs, stools and benches.
Clocks.
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rearrangements, additions, and better
ments) to property used in its motor car
rier operations and held under lease or
through control of the carrier owning
the property, and the cost of any subse
quent additions to and betterments of
such leased or controlled property but
not including replacements. Deprecia
tion on such improvements shall be ac
counted for in the same manner as for
other owned depreciable property. (See
§ 182.01-23 (c ).)
(b) When the cost of alterations to
leased property used in motor carrier
operations otherwise chargeable to this
account is not in excess of $200.00 or the
period of the lease is less than one year,
the cost may be charged to the accounts
chargeable with the cost of repairs to
such property. (See §182.01-19 (c ).)

Communication systems (inter-office and
central office two-way radio equipment).
Counters.
Desks.
Equipment in rest, dining, recreation and
medical rooms.
Fans, electric.
Filing cabinets.
Fire extinguisher equipment.
Floor coverings (movable).
Heaters and lamps (movable).
Kitchen equipment.
Lighting fixtures (movable).
Lockers.
Loud speaker system.
Office equipment (mechanical).
Partitions and railings (movable).
Restaurant equipment.
Safes (movable).
Show cases and shelves.
Tables and counters.
Teletypewriters.
Time clocks.
Typewriters.
Vacuum cleaners.
Water coolers.
Wiring for office equipment (movable).
Note: Small articles of slight value or of
short life (see § 182.01-19 ( c ) ) shall be
charged to the appropriate expense accounts.

N o t e : If the lease agreement provides that
structures or other improvements placed on
leased property by the lessee shall remain
the property of said lessee and may be re
moved at the expiration of the lease, the
investment in such improvements and de
preciation accruals thereon shall be trans
ferred to other appropriate accounts at that
time.

§ 182.1260 Miscellaneous equipment.
This account shall include the cost (see
§ 182.01-19) of motor carrier equipment
such as miscellaneous wheeled equip
ment used at terminals and loading plat
forms in connection with handling tra f
fic, and also drive-away equipment and
aeroplanes and pleasure boats used to
entertain customers.

§ 182.1280 Undistributed
property.
(a ) When a carrier purchases or sells
any property constituting a distinct op
erating unit (see paragraph (v) of
§ 182.00-1) or otherwise finds it necessary
because of incomplete financial records
to make a general readjustment of op
erating property records, temporary
charges or credits to this account may
be made with approval of the Commis
sion, and the distribution of the amounts
involved shall be made promptly to the
appropriate accounts after authorization
by the Commission.
(b)
Balances in accounts previously
carried representing property owned as
of the date this system of accounts is
adopted may be carried temporarily in
this account. Journal entries distrib
uting such balances to the appropriate
property accounts prescribed herein shall
be made and filed with the Commission
not later than one year after adoption of
this system of accounts.
§ 182.1290 Unfinished construction.
(a ) This account shall include the cost
of carrier operating property under con
struction but not ready for service. It
shall include all elements of cost as set
forth in § 182.01-19.
(b)
When the construction of property
has been completed, the amount repre
senting its cost, accumulated in this ac

Items
Blocks and falls.
Boats (pleasure).
Canvas covers (tarpaulins).
Carts.
Chain hoists.
Cranes (not installed on revenue vehicles).
Dollies (platform).
Fork trucks.
Hamper trucks.
Hand trucks.
Lift trucks.
Mechanical loading devices.
Pallets.
Platform trucks and tractors.
Rollers.
Ropes and cables.
Scales.
Signal equipment.
Signs (electric and portable).
Skidboards.
Tow bars, governors and brake controls
(drive-away operations).
Weighing devices.

§ 182.1270 Improvements to leasehold
property. (a ) This account shall in
clude, except as provided in paragraph
(b) of this section, the cost to the car
rier of initial improvements (including
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count, shall be transferred to the appro
priate other subdivision of account 1200.
Note: This account is primarily intended
to include only charges for new construction
not involving any replacement. If, however,
at the beginning of a Job involving the re
placement or retirement of any operating
property, the accounting carrier makes full
credits therefor to the appropriate property
accounts, the cost of rebuilding property or
of installing new property in substitution or
replacement, may be carried in this account
pending completion of the work. (See also
§ 182.01-19 (b) and account 1890—Other De
ferred Debits.)

§ 182.1300 Carrier operating property
leased to others. (a) This account shall
include the cost (see § 182.01-19) of car
rier operating property owned by the
carrier but leased to others as part of a
distinct operating unit (see paragraph
(v) of § 182.00-1) or system for use in
motor carrier operations, where the
lessee has exclusive possession.
(b)
This account shall be subdivided
so as to reflect separately the investment
in each class of property as provided for
under account 1200—Carrier Operating
Property.
Note: Carrier operating property Included
in the temporary lease of a distinct operating
unit pending sale shall not be transferred
to account 1300.

§ 182.1400 Non-carrier property. This
account shall include the book cost of
land, structures and equipment owned
by the carrier but used in operations
other than motor carrier operations, and
not provided for in account 1200—Car
rier Operating Property, and account
1300—Carrier Operating Property Leased
to Others.
Intangible Property
§ 182.1500 Organization, franchises,
and permits. This account shall include
the balance of the amounts included in
accounts 1501 to 1541, inclusive.
§ 182.1501 Organization. This ac
count shall include fees paid to State or
other governmental authority for the
privilege of incorporation, and expendi
tures incident to organizing the corpora
tion, partnership, or other enterprise,
and putting it into readiness to do busi
ness.
Items
Pees and expenses for incorporation or form
ing a partnership.
Fees and expenses for mergers or consolida
tions.
Office expenses incident to organizing the
company.
Stock and minute books and corporate seal.

Note A: This account shall not include
any discounts upon securities issued or as
sumed; nor shall it include any costs inci
dent to negotiating loans, selling bonds or
other evidences of debt, or expenses in con
nection with the authorization, issuance or
sale of stock. (See §§ 182.01-16 and 182.0117 and accounts 1900—Discount on Capital
Stock, and 1910—Commission and Expense
on Capital Stock.)
Note B: Exclude from this account, and
include in account 4630—Law Expenses, the
cost of preparing and filing papers in con
nection with the extension of the term of
incorporation unless the first organization
costs have been written off.
Note C: When charges are made to this
account for organization expenses incurred
in mergers, consolidations, acquisitions or
reorganizations, amounts previously included
herein on the books of the retiring com
panies shall not be carried over. If such
items represent part of the assets acquired,
they shall be included in account 1550—
Other Intangible Property. (See § 182.01-19
(f ). )

§ 182.1511 Franchises. (a ) This ac
count shall include amounts actually
paid to a State or political subdivision
thereof or to other governmental au
thority in consideration of franchises,
permits, consents, or certificates running
in perpetuity or for a specified term of
more than one year.
(b) This account shall also be charged
with expenditures incident to applica
tions for franchises, permits, consents, or
certificates if such applications are acted
upon favorably by the regulatory body,
including fees for legal and auditing
services, expenses of witnesses, cost of
newspaper and other advertisements,
etc., and pay and expenses of employees
engaged in preparing exhibits and other
data for hearings. (See Note B.)
(c) When a franchise, permit, consent
or certificate is acquired by assignment,
the charge to this account shall not ex
ceed its actual cost to the original holder
thereof as set out in paragraphs (a ) and
(b) of this section. Payments by the
acquiring carrier in excess of the cost
to the original holder, together with any
expenses incurred by it in effecting the
transfer, shall be charged to account
1550—Other Intangible Property. (See
however § 182.01-19 (f). )
(d) Accounting for the amortization
or write-off of balances carried in this
account and for retirement of franchises,
permits, consents or certificates th a t have
expired and are not immediately re
newed, are sold, or otherwise disposed of,
shall be performed as provided in
§ 182.01-21 ( b ) .
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(e)
This account shall be subdivided investments. (See paragraph (f) of
to reflect separately amounts pertaining § 182.00-1, account 1060—Temporary
Cash Investments, and § 182.01-18.)
to:
(b) This account shall be subdivided
(1) Perpetual franchises.
to reflect separately for motor carriers
(2) Fixed-term franchises.
and for others:
Note a : Regularly recurring payments
(1) Common stocks.
made to any political subdivision for the
(2) Preferred stocks.
right to conduct motor carrier operations
within its boundaries shall be charged to
(3) Bonds.
account 5200—Operating Taxes and Licenses.
(4) Notes.
N o n B: If an application for a franchise,
(5) Other investments.
permit, consent or certificate is denied, ex
(6) Advances.
penditures incident to the application shall
be charged to account 8200—Extraordinary
Income Charges.

§ 182.1541 Patents. (a) This account
shall include the cost (see § 182.01-19) of
patent rights, licenses, and privileges
necessary or valuable to the economical
conduct of motor carrier or noncarrier
operations, and which have a life of more
than one year from the date they become
effective.
(b) When any right or license included
herein expires or is canceled and is not
immediately renewed, is sold, or other
wise disposed of, retirement accounting
shall be performed as provided in
§ 182.01-21 (b ).
§ 182.1550 Other intangible property.
(a ) This account shall include any in
tangibles not provided for elsewhere, in
cluding the undistributed portions of the
purchase cost of a transportation system
or portion thereof, constituting a distinct
operating unit (see paragraph (v) of
§ 182.00-1) not includible in specific ac
counts provided for assets acquired or
liabilities assumed. (See § 182.01-19 (f ).)
(b)
Accounting for the amortization
or write-off of balances carried in this
account and for the retirement of fran
chises, permits, consents or certificates
that are sold, relinquished or otherwise
disposed of, shall be performed as pro
vided in §§ 182.01-21 and 182.01-23.
Investment Securities and Advances
§ 182.1600 Investments and advances;
affiliated companies. (a) This account
shall include the book cost (see para
graph (g) of § 182.00-1) of the car
rier’s investments in securities issued
or assumed by affiliated companies;
notes of affiliated companies maturing
later than one year from date of issue;
and the amount of advances to and re
ceivables from affiliated companies not
subject to current settlement, including
accrued interest on such advances when
not subject to current settlement. Ex
clude from this account securities held
in special funds or as temporary cash
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Note A: Balances in open accounts with
affiliated companies which are subject to
current settlement shall be included in ac
count 1100—Receivables from Affiliated
Companies.
Note B: Securities pledged shall be shown
separately from securities unpledged.
Note C: Securities borrowed by the car
rier and pledged shall not be included in
this account. A memorandum record shall
be kept.

§ 182.1650 Other investments and ad
vances. (a) This account shall include
the book cost (see paragraph (g) of
§ 182.00-1) of the carrier’s investments
in securities issued or assumed by other
than affiliated companies; notes of other
companies and persons, maturing later
than one year from date of issue; the
cash surrender values of insurance pol
icies carried on the lives of officers and
employees when the carrier is beneficiary
of such policies (see account 7500—
Other Deductions): advances to other
companies and individuals and open ac
counts receivable not subject to current
settlement, including any accrued inter
est when not subject to current settle
ment. (See account 1060—Temporary
Cash Investments, and § 182.01-18.)
(b) This account shall be subdivided
to reflect separately for motor carriers
and for others:
(1) Common stocks.
(2) Preferred stocks.
(3) Bonds.
(4) Notes.
(5) Other investments.
(6) Advances.
Note A: Balances in open accounts with
other companies and individuals which are
subject to current settlement shall be in
cluded in accounts receivable.
Note B: Profits and losses resulting from
the sale of securities of others shall be in
cluded in accounts 8100—Extraordinary In
come Credits, and 8200—Extraordinary In
come Charges, as appropriate.
Note C: Securities pledged shall be shown
separately from securities unpledged.
Note D: Securities borrowed by the car
rier and pledged shall not be included in
this account. A memorandum record shall
be kept.

Special Funds
§ 182.1701 Sinking funds. (a ) This
account shall include the amount of cash
or other assets held by trustees or fiscal
agents in charge of sinking funds, or by
the carrier itself when they are segre
gated in a distinct fund, for the purpose
of redeeming outstanding obligations.
(See § 182.01-18.)
(b) A separate subdivision shall be
kept for each fund, the title of which
shall designate the obligation in sup
port of which the fund was created.
Items
Cash.
Securities of other companies or other as
sets, at cost except as otherwise provided
herein.
Live securities issued or assumed by the
carrier, at face value. (For conditions un
der which such securities may be kept
alive, see § 182.01-16 ( d ) .)
Amounts deposited with trustees or other
fiscal agents on account of mortgaged
property sold, when held for the redemp
tion of securities.
Securities of the carrier issued to trustees
without intervening sale, at face value.
Note: Interest and dividends on securities
held in this account shall be credited to ac
count 6300—Interest Income, and 6400—Div
idend Income, as appropriate.

§ 182.1751 Depredation funds. This
account shall include the amount of cash
and the cost (see § 182.01-18) of secu
rities of other companies and other as
sets which have been specifically set
aside to provide a fund for the replace
ment of units of depreciable property.
§ 182.1781 Miscellaneous special funds.
This account shall include the amount of
cash and the cost (see § 182.01-18) of
securities of other companies and other
assets in insurance, employees' pension,
savings, relief, hospital, and other funds
which have been raised and specifically
set aside or invested for purposes not
provided for elsewhere, including depos
its with state commissions to guarantee
continuing payments to the beneficiaries
of workmen’s compensation claims, and
the face value of securities issued or as
sumed by the carrier which may be held
alive in such funds as provided in
§§ 182.01-16 and 182.01-17. Also include
in this account deposits in lieu of m ort
gaged property sold and other trust de
posits, pending their refund when equiv
alent property is acquired or pending
their transfer under mortgage provisions
to account 1701—Sinking Funds. A sep
arate subdivision shall be provided for
each fund.
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Deferred Debits
§ 182.1880 Unamortized debt discount
and expense. This account shall include
the total of the net debit balances repre
senting the excess of the discount and
expense over the premium in connection
with the issuance of each class of the
carrier’s outstanding long-term or equip
ment obligations. Separate subdivisions
shall be maintained in respect of each
issue of such obligations. (See § 182.0117.)
§182.1890 Other deferred debits. (a)
This account shall include all debit bal
ances in suspense accounts th a t cannot
be entirely cleared and disposed of until
further information is received; also
items of a deferred nature (except items
chargeable to account 1170—Prepay
ments, or account 1880—Unamortized
Debt Discount and Expense) which are
subsequently to be amortized to the ap
propriate operation and maintenance
expense or other accounts. This includes
amounts on deposit with banks which
have failed, pending determination of
loss; deposits made on equipment pur
chases; amounts paid for options pending
final disposition; expenditures for plans
and investigations made for determining
the feasibility of projects under contem
plation, pending further disposition, de
posits, in escrow or otherwise, with regu
latory commissions and others, and ex
penditures for valuations, inventories,
and appraisals made in connection with
applications for or the contemplated pur
chase or sale of operating rights and
other property. (See § 182.01-19.) If
deposits are not recoverable or projects in
connection with which preliminary costs
were incurred are abandoned, the
amounts expended shall be charged to
account 8200—Extraordinary Income
Charges.
(b) This account may also include
losses in service value of property re
tired for causes for which provision has
not been made in the depreciation re
serve and losses from retirements which
could not reasonably have been foreseen
and provided for. (See account 5155—
Extraordinary Property Losses.)
(c) This account shall also include
other debit items which are subject to
amortization by order of the Commis
sion.
(d) This account shall also include the
balances in clearing accounts maintained
to facilita te the retirement of property
(see § 182.01-21 ( a ) ); carry temporarily
the cost of operating and maintaining
such facilities as office buildings, store

houses, etc., and such overhead costs as or stated value of capital stock, bonds,
it is desirable to apportion to the con and other forms of securities which have
struction, operating, and other accounts been nominally but not actually issued by
the carrier. (See paragraphs (b) and
involved. (See § 182.01-10.)
(e)
Items of a current nature but of (bb) of § 182.00-1.)
doubtful value may be carried in this
(b) When nonpar stock without stated
account at book cost or nominal value. value is nominally issued, a memorandum
(See § 182.01-13.)
entry shall be made to this account show
ing the number of shares thus issued.
Miscellaneous Debit Items
Note A: This account shall be maintained
§ 182.1900 Discount on capital stock. so as to reflect separately securities pledged
This account shall include the excess of and unpledged.
the par or stated value of the stock issued
Note B: In reports to the Commission, the
(at the time of original sale of par value balance in this account shall be deducted
stock and nonpar stock with a stated from the securities accounts on the liability
thereby extending into the money col
value), plus accrued dividends, if any, side,
umn
the amounts to reflect the actually
over the actual cash value of the consid outstanding
securities.
eration received. (See § 182.01-16.)
LIABILITY SIDE

Note: No discount shall be recorded in this
account in connection with the exchange of
capital stock for items that are includible
in account 1550—Other Intangible Property.

§ 182.1910 Commission and expense
on capital stock. This account shall in
clude all expenses incurred in connection
with the issuance and sale of capital
stock. (See § 182.01-16.)
Items
Pees and expenses incurred in obtaining per
mission from regulatory bodies for the issu
ance of stock and in filing papers of noti
fication thereunder.
Fees paid to promoters.
Listing stock on exchanges.
Preparation and distribution of prospectuses.
Preparation and issuance of certificates of
stock.
Soliciting subscriptions for stock, including
fees, commissions, advertising and printing.
Taxes paid on stock issues.

§ 182.1920 Reacquired securities. This
account shall include in subdivisions for
each class, the par, stated or proportion
ate value of capital stock, and the face
value of bonds, and other forms of securi
ties which have been actually issued or
assumed by the carrier, and reacquired
and are neither retired nor properly
includible in sinking or other funds.
Note A: The accounting for the reacquisi
tion of securities and resales thereof shall be
in accordance with §§ 182.01-16 and 182.01-17.
Note B: This account shall be maintained
so as to reflect separately securities pledged
and unpledged.
Note C: In reports to the Commission the
balance in this account shall be deducted
from the securities accounts on the liability
side, thereby extending into the money col
umn the amounts to reflect the actually out
standing securities.

§ 182.1990 Nominally issued securi
ties. (a) This account shall include in
subdivisions for each class, the face, par
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Current Liabilities
§ 182.2000 Notes payable. (a ) This
account shall include the face value of
outstanding obligations in the form of
notes, drafts, acceptances, and similar
evidences of indebtedness which by their
terms do not run for a period in excess
of 1 year from date of issue, including
the face value of notes receivable dis
counted or sold without releasing the
carrier from liability as endorser thereon.
(b) Subdivisions shall be maintained
to show separately obligations maturing
upon demand and obligations bearing a
specified date of maturity.
Note A: Notes payable to affiliated com
panies which are subject to current settle
ment shall be included in account 2030—
Payables to Affiliated Companies. (See also
account 2200—Advances Payable—Affiliated
Companies.)
Note B : Unmatured equipment obligations
shall be included in account 2190, Equip
ment Obligations and Other Debt Due
Within One Year, or account 2300, Equip
ment Obligations, or appropriate.

§ 182.2020 Matured long-term obliga
tions. This account shall include the
amount (including obligations for pre
miums) of equipment obligations, long
term obligations and receivers’ certifi
cates matured and unpaid without any
specific agreement for extension of m a
turity, including unpresented bonds
called for redemption.
§ 182.2030 Payables to affiliated com
panies. (a ) This account shall include
the total of amounts payable to affiliated
c o m p a n i e s (see paragraph (f ) of
§ 182.00-1) which are subject to current
settlement, such as credit balances in
open accounts for services rendered, ma
terial furnished, interline account bal
ances, claims, rent for use of property

and similar items; interest and dividends
payable to affiliated companies; and
loans, notes and drafts which are payable
to affiliated companies.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
as follows:

(b) This account shall be charged
when remittances of amounts of c. o. d.’s
are made to shippers.

2031—Loans and Notes Payable.
2035—Interest and Dividends Payable.
2039—Accounts Payable.
Note A: On the balance sheet accounts
payable to affiliated companies shall be set
off against accounts receivable from the same
companies.
Note B: No amount representing dividends
payable shall be included in this account
unless they have been declared or guaran
teed.
Note C: Items which are not subject to
current settlement shall be included in ac
count 2200—Advances Payable—Affiliated
Companies.

§ 182.2050 Accounts payable. (a )
This account shall include amounts pay
able to others (except affiliated com
panies) th a t are subject to current set
tlement, for materials and supplies and
services received, including rents pay
able for the use of revenue vehicles and
other property; other matured rents,
amounts due to public authorities,
amounts of payable judgments, current
accounts with officers and employees,
the carrier’s liability for transporta
tion taxes and sales taxes collected
from customers, for deductions from em
ployees’ wages for social security and in
come taxes, and other similar items.
(b) This account shall also include the
balances due other carriers (except affili
ated companies) in favor of each of
which there is a net credit balance rep
resenting interline accounts.
(c) This account shall be subdivided
as follows:
2051—Accounts Payable—Officers, Stockhold
ers and Employees.
2055—Interline Account Balances
2059—Accounts Payable—Other.
Note: Accounts with other carriers repre
senting interline accounts which contain net
debit balances shall be included in account
1120—Accounts Receivable—Agents, Cus
tomers and Interline.

§ 182.2070 Wages payable. This ac
count shall include the amount of wages
payable or accrued payrolls. Unclaimed
wages shall be transferred to account
2180—Other Current Liabilities. (See
§ 182.01-14.)
§ 182.2090 C. o. d.’s unremitted. (a )
This account shall be credited with
amounts of c. o. d.’s collected from con
signees for shippers on freight delivered.
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Note A: Checks made payable to the ship
per received in payment of c. o. d. charges
shall not be credited to this account. A
memorandum record shall be kept.
N ote B: Fees for handling c. o. d.’s shall be
credited to the same account to which the
transportation revenue is credited.
Note C: If desired, this account may be
credited with amounts concurrently charged
to accounts receivable, representing c. o. d.’s
collectible by the carrier. Amounts of
c. o. d.’s on interline shipments, collectible
by other carriers shall not be entered in this
account.

§ 182.2100 Dividends declared. (a )
This account shall include the amount of
dividends declared but not paid on any
issue of capital stock of the carrier. Div
idends shall be credited to this account
as of the day upon which they became a
liability of the carrier.
(b) A separate subdivision shall be
maintained for dividends on each class
and series of stock.

N o t e : Dividends declared and payable to
affiliated companies shall be included in ac
count 2030—Payables to Affiliated Compa
nies.

§ 182.2120 Taxes accrued. (a ) This
account shall be credited each month
with the amount of taxes accrued during
the month, with concurrent debits to
the appropriate accounts for tax charges.
Credits to this account th a t are based
upon estimates shall be adjusted from
time to time during the year so th a t the
tax expense accounts may show as nearly
as possible, the taxes applicable to each
period. Payments of taxes for which
accruals have been made shall be deb
ited to this account. Amounts repre
senting prepayment of taxes applicable
to subsequent periods shall be included
in account 1170—Prepayments.
(b) The records supporting entries to
this account shall be kept so th a t the
carrier can furnish information as to
the basis for each tax accrual, the kinds
of taxes paid, the amount of each and
the accounts charged with the tax ac
cruals.

N ote A: The liability for income taxes of
sole proprietors or members of a partnership
shall not be included in this account.
N ote B: The carrier’s liability for social
security and income taxes deducted from
employees’ wages for payment to taking
bodies shall be included in account 2059—
Accounts Payable—Other.
N ote C: The carrier’s liability for Federal
or State taxes on transportation charges col
lectible by motor carriers shall be included
in account 2059—Accounts Payable—Other.

§ 182.2150 Interest a c c r u e d . (a)
This account shall be credited each
month with the amount of interest ac
crued during the month but not paid
monthly, with concurrent debits to the
appropriate accounts for interest
charges, on all indebtedness of the carrier
except interest which is added to the
principal. Payments of interest for
which accruals have been made in this
account shall be debited hereto.
(b) When interest matures without
being paid, it shall be charged to this
account and credited to account 2030—
Payables to Affiliated Companies, or ac
count 2160—Matured Interest, as appro
priate. Payments to trustees or other
agents of the holders of bonds or other
securities, of the interest accrued thereon,
which operate under the terms of the
securities (or of mortgages supporting
such securities) as a release of the carrier
from further liability for such interest,
shall be accounted for in the same man
ner as payments of interest made directly
to bondholders.
Note: Interest accrued upon any Judgment
against the carrier shall be credited to the
account to which such Judgment stands
credited.

§ 182.2160 Matured interest. This ac
count shall include the amount of ma
tured and unpaid interest on obligations
of the accounting carrier whether the
cause of the failure to pay the interest
is on the part of the creditor or for other
reasons, except where such interest is
added to the principal of the obligation.
Note: Interest payable to affiliated com
panies shall be included in account 2030—
Payables to Affiliated Companies.

§ 182.2180 Other current liabilities.
This account shall include all current
and accrued liabilities not includible in
any of the foregoing accounts. This in
cludes unmatured rents accrued, esti
mated insurance premiums accrued, un
claimed wages, and estimated amounts
payable within one year covering lia
bility for claims for injuries to persons,
loss and damage, and similar items.
(See § 182.01-14.)
Long-term Debt Due Within One Year
§ 182.2190 Equipment obligations and
other debt due within one year. This
account shall include the total amount
of bonds, equipment obligations, and
other long-term obligations, including
obligations maturing serially or payable
in installments, which are due and pay
able within one year, and for which
arrangements for refunding have not
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been made or for which no sinking funds
have been provided. This account shall
be subdivided according to the different
classes of debt so maturing.
Advances Payable
§ 182.2200 Advances payable; affili
ated companies. (a ) This account shall
include the amount of unsecured obliga
tions payable to affiliated companies,
whether evidenced by notes or open ac
counts, which are not subject to current
settlement, including interest accrued
thereon, when such interest is not subject
to current settlement. This account shall
also include obligations th at are payable
on demand but which, by mutual agree
ment or understanding, will not be pre
sented for payment within one year from
date of issue.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
so as to show for each creditor:
(1) Notes payable.
(2) Open accounts not subject to cur
rent settlement.
(3) Interest accrued on amounts in
cluded in this account when not subject
to current settlement.
Note: Amounts of advances from affiliated
companies, including open accounts, that
are subject to current settlement such as
charges for materials and supplies currently
furnished, charges for repairs to equipment,
etc., shall be included in account 2030—
Payables to Affiliated Companies.

§ 182.2250 Other advances payable.
(a)
This account shall include the
amount of unsecured advances and other
unsecured obligations payable to indi
viduals and companies, other than affili
ated companies, whether evidenced by
notes or open accounts, which are not
subject to current settlement, including
interest accrued thereon when such in
terest is not subject to current settle
ment. This account shall also include
obligations th a t are payable on demand
but which, by mutual agreement, will not
be presented for payment within 1 year
from date of issue.
(b) This account shall be subdivided so
as to show for each creditor:
(1) Notes payable.
(2) Open accounts not subject to cur
rent settlement.
(3) Interest accrued on amounts in
cluded in this account when not subject
to current settlement.
(c) The liability for advances payable
to individuals and companies, other than
affiliated companies, maturing within
one year of the close of the accounting
period is includible in account 2190—

Equipment Obligations and Other Debt
Due Within One Year.
Note: Amounts of advances subject to cur
rent settlement, such as charges for mate
rials and supplies currently furnished,
charges for repairs to equipment, etc., shall
be included in account 2050—Accounts
Payable.

Equipment and Other Long-Term
Obligations
§ 182.2300 E q u i p m e n t o b l i g a 
tions. (a) This account shall include the
face value of all unmatured long term
obligations issued by the carrier and not
retired or canceled, for which units of
revenue equipment and other automotive
equipment have been pledged as security
or are held under conditional sales con
tracts, such as equipment bonds, equip
ment notes and chattel mortgages; also
the face value of equipment obligations
issued by others, the payment of which
has been assumed by the carrier; and of
equipment obligations so issued or as
sumed, the maturity of which has been
extended by specific agreement. The
liability for equipment obligations m a
turing within one year of the close of the
accounting period is includible in ac
count 2190—Equipment Obligations and
Other Debt Due Within One Year. (See
Note A.)
(b) This account shall be kept so as
to show the face value of equipment ob
ligations (1) nominally issued, and (2)
actually outstanding. (See paragraphs
(c) and (bb) of § 182.00-1.)
(c) A separate subdivision shall be
maintained for each class of equipment
obligation and no issues shall be consid
ered to be of the same class unless iden
tical as to liability and nature of prop
erty covered.
Note A: Equipment obligations matured
and unpaid without specific agreement for
extension as to time of payment, including
unpresented equipment obligations called
for redemption, shall be included in account
2020—Matured Long-Term Obligations.

§ 182.2330 Bonds. (a ) This account
shall include the face value of bonds,
other than equipment obligations, issued
by the carrier and maturing more than
one year from the close of the accounting
period; also the face value of such bonds
issued by others, the payment of which
has been assumed by the carrier. (See
account 2190—Equipment Obligations
and Other Debt Due Within One Year.)
(b) This account shall be kept so as to
show the face value of bonds (1) nomi
nally issued, and (2) actually outstand
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ing. (See paragraphs (c) and (bb) of
§ 182.00-1.)
(c)
A separate subdivision shall be
maintained for each class and series of
bonds, and no issues shall be considered
to be of the same class unless identical
as to liability and nature of property
covered.
Note A: Bonds matured and unpaid with
out specific agreement for extension as to
time of payment, including unpresented
bonds called for redemption, shall be in
cluded in account 2020—Matured Long-Term
Obligations.

§ 182.2360 Other long-term obliga
tions. (a ) This account shall include all
long-term obligations not otherwise pro
vided for which mature more than one
year from the close of the accounting
period. (See account 2190—Equipment
Obligations and Other Debt Due Within
One Year.) This covers such items,
executed or assumed, as real estate
mortgages; assessments for public im
provements; serial notes payable over a
period of more than 1 year; and other
obligations maturing more than 1 year
from date of issue.
(b) This account shall also include the
face value of certificates of indebtedness
issued upon the property of the carrier
by receivers acting under the orders of
a court.
Note A: Separate subdivisions shall be
maintained for each class of obligation in
cluded herein, and records shall be main
tained to show separately for each issue all
details as to date of issue, date of maturity,
interest dates and rates, security for obliga
tions, etc.
N ote B: Matured obligations which are
unpaid shall be included in account 2020—
Matured Long-Term Obligations.

Deferred Credits
§ 182.2400 Unamortized premium on
debt. This account shall include the
total of all credit balances representing
the excess of the premium over the dis
count and expense in connection with
the issuance of each class of the carrier’s
outstanding long-term or equipment ob
ligations. Separate subdivisions shall be
maintained in respect of each issue of
obligations. (See § 182.01-17 (d ).)
§ 182.2450 Other deferred credits.
This account shall include credit bal
ances in suspense accounts th at cannot
be entirely cleared and disposed of until
additional information is received, and
other items of a deferred nature (see
§ 182.01-10), such as estimated liability
for overcharge claims, deposits by owneroperators to cover their liability for loss

and damage claims, anticipated liability
for retroactive wages pending the result
of negotiations, and deposits by tenants
representing rent for final month of
leases.
Reserves
§ 182.2500 Reserve for depreciation;
carrier operating property. (a) This
account shall be credited with the fol
lowing:
(1) Amounts charged each month to
account 5000—Depreciation Expense, or
other accounts for currently accruing
depreciation (see paragraph (t) of
§ 182.00-1) of carrier operating prop
erty as provided in § 182.01-23.
(2) Amounts which the carrier may
charge to account 8600—Delayed Income
Charges, or transfer to this account for
depreciation accrued but not provided
for prior to the adoption of this system
of accounts.
(3) The amount of depreciation ac
crued by vendor or predecessor com
panies to date of transfer applicable to
carrier operating property acquired as
part of a distinct operating unit or
transportation system, as provided in
§182.01-19 (f).
(4) The amount of depreciation ac
crued to date of transfer, applicable to
property transferred from account 1400—
Non-Carrier Property, to account 1200—
Carrier Operating Property, or account
1300—Carrier Operating Property Leased
to Others.
(b) Charges to this account in con
nection with carrier operating property
retired shall be made in accordance with
§ 182.01-21. This account shall also be
charged with the amount of depreciation
accrued to date of transfer applicable to
property transferred from accounts
1200—Carrier Operating Property, or
1300—Carrier Operating Property Leased
to Others, to account 1400.
(c) This account shall be subdivided
as follows:
2510—Reserve for Depreciation—Structures.
2520—Reserve for Depreciation—Revenue
Equipment.
2530—Reserve for Depreciation—Service Oars
and Equipment.
2540—Reserve for Depreciation—Shop and
Garage Equipment.
2550—Reserve for Depreciation—Furniture
and Office Equipment.
2560—Reserve for Depreciation—Miscellane
ous Equipment.
2570—Reserve for Depreciation—Improve
ments to Leasehold Property.
2580—Reserve for Depreciation—Undistribu
ted Property.
2590—Reserve for Depreciation—Carrier Op
erating Property Leased to Others.
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§ 182.2600 Reserve for amortization;
carrier operating property. (a ) This
account shall be credited with amounts
charged to account 5151—Amortization
of Carrier Operating Property, or other
appropriate account, for amortization of
the cost of acquiring leaseholds, fran
chises, consents, privileges, patents, and
other intangible property having a fixed
term life. This account shall also be
credited with amounts charged to ac
count 7500—Other Deductions, for the
amortization of cost of acquiring per
petual leaseholds and of intangible prop
erty, which does not have a fixed term
life.
(b ) When any leasehold, franchise,
permit, consent, privilege or patent ex
pires, is sold or relinquished, or is other
wise retired from service, this account
shall be charged with the amount pre
viously credited hereto in respect of
such property, and retirement account
ing shall be performed as provided in
§182.01-21 (b ).
(c) This account shall be credited
with such amounts as are necessary to
reflect, as of the date this system of ac
counts is adopted, the expired portion
of the life of franchises, permits, con
sents, patent rights, leaseholds, ease
ments, other interest in land, or other
intangible property which has a fixed
term life, the cost of which is included
in operating property accounts 1200 and
1300 and intangible property accounts
1500 and 1550. To the extent th a t pro
vision has not previously been made the
amounts credited to this reserve shall be
concurrently debited to account 8600—
Delayed Income Charges.
(d ) This account shall be maintained
in such manner as to show the amount
of each separate reserve set out below
and the nature of and amounts of debits
and credits thereto.
(1) Reserves for amortization; lease
holds.
(2) Reserves for amortization; fran
chises, permits and patents having a
fixed term life.
(3) Reserves for amortization; other
intangible property.
Note: This account shall be credited with
amounts representing items of intangible
property written off to the proprietorship
account or to account 2948—Other Debits to
Earned Surplus. (See § 182.01-23 (d).)

§ 182.2610 Reserve for depreciation
and amortization; other property. This
account shall include amounts provided
for depreciation and amortization of
properties carried in account 1400—NonCarrier Property.

§ 182.2630 Reserve for adjustments;
investments and advances. (a ) This ac
count shall be credited with amounts
charged to the proprietorship account,
account 2946—Other Appropriations of
Earned Surplus, or to account 8200—
Extraordinary Income Charges, as
appropriate, to provide a reserve for
adjustments in the value of investment
securities included in account 1600—
Investments and Advances—Affiliated
Companies, and account 1650—Other In 
vestments and Advances. (See § 182.0118 (b ).)
(b)
This account shall be subdivided
to reflect:
(1) Reserves for securities of affiliated
companies
(2) Reserves for securities of others
Note: In stating the balance sheet these
reserves shall be deducted from the specific
assets to which they apply.

§ 182.2650 Reserve for uncollectible
accounts. This account shall be cred
ited each month with amounts reserved
for receivables which may become uncol
lectible, and shall be maintained in such
manner as to show the amount of each
separate reserve set out below and the
amounts of debits and credits thereto:
(a) Reserve for receivables represent
ing carrier operating revenue. Credits
to this subdivision shall be concurrently
charged to account 4660—Uncollectible
Revenues.
(b) Reserve for receivables applicable
to revenue from non-carrier operations
and property. Credits to this reserve
shall be concurrently charged to account
6100—Income from Non-Carrier Opera
tions—Net.
(c) Reserve for uncollectible receiv
ables other than revenues. Credits to
this reserve shall be concurrently
charged to account 7500—Other Deduc
tions.
§ 182.2660 Insurance reserves. (a)
This account shall be credited with
amounts charged to account 4560—Fire,
Theft and Collision, account 4570—
Other Insurance Expense, or other ap
propriate accounts to provide reserves
for losses through collision, accident,
fire, theft, flood, or other hazards to the
carrier’s own property or to property
leased from others, th a t are not
covered by commercial insurance. (See
§ 182.01-22 (b ), (c) and (f ).)
(b) If carrier operating property is
destroyed or so badly damaged as to re
quire retirement, and provision has been
made in this account for such risks, it
shall be charged with the amount of the
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loss not covered by commercial insur
ance and additional retirement account
ing shall be performed as set out in
§ 182.01-21 (a ).
(c)
This account shall be maintained
in such manner as to show the amount
of each separate reserve and the nature
of and amounts of debits and credits
thereto.
§ 182.2680 Injuries, loss and damage
reserves. (a ) This account shall be
credited with amounts charged to ac
counts 4530—Public Liability and Prop
erty Damage, 4540—Workmen’s Compen
sation, 4550—Cargo Loss and Damage,
or other appropriate accounts to provide
reserves against claims for deaths of or
injuries to employees and others; for
damages to property not owned or held
under lease by the carrier; and for loss,
destruction, damage, or delays to prop
erty intrusted to the carrier for trans
portation or storage, th at are not cov
ered by commercial insurance. (See
§ 182.01-22 (c ).)
(b) This account shall be charged
with payments of claims for injuries to
persons and damage to property of oth
ers which are not recoverable from in
surance companies or others. (See, how
ever, § 182.01-22 (a ) and (d ) .)
(c) This account shall be maintained
in such manner as to show the amount
of each separate reserve set out below
and the nature of and amounts of debits
and credits thereto.
(1) Reserve for personal injuries and
property damage claims.
(2) Reserve for workmen’s compensa
tion claims.
(3) Reserve for cargo loss and damage
claims.
(d) At the close of the accounting
period the estimated amounts payable
within one year covering liability for
claims for injuries to persons, loss and
damage, and similar items shall be
transferred to account 2180—Other
Current Liabilities.
§ 182.2690 Other reserves. (a ) This
account shall include amounts reserved
by the carrier for purposes which are not
provided for in any of the preceding re
serves. There shall be reported here
under such accounts as sinking fund re
serves, contingency reserves and other
reserves created by charges to income
or surplus.
(b) This account shall be maintained
in such manner as to show the amount
of each separate reserve and the nature
of and amounts of debits and credits
thereto.

nally issued and actually outstanding. (See
Capital Stock
paragraphs (c) and (bb) of § 182.00-1.)
§ 182.2700 Preferred capital stock.
When nonpar stock without stated value Is
nominally issued a memorandum entry shall
§ 182.2710 Common capital stock, (a)
be made showing only the number of shares
These accounts shall include the par so issued.
value of stocks with par value; the stated
Note B: When nonpar stock without
value of nonpar stocks having a stated stated value is issued in exchange for par
value; and the cash value of the consid stock, or nonpar stock with stated value,
eration received, including assessments, amounts Included in account 2720—Premi
and Assessments on Capital Stock, for
or the amount approved by the Commis ums
the
retired
shall be transferred to the
sion, for nonpar stocks without stated capital stockstock,
account as part of the consid
value, which have been issued to bona eration received for the nonpar stock.
fide purchasers and have not been reac
Note C: No entries recording changes in
quired and canceled; also shares of stock the amounts reflected in the carrier’s books
nominally issued (see paragraph (bb) of for capital stock which has been nominally
§ 182.00-1), and reacquired shares which or actually issued shall be made without first
have not been canceled. The cash con submitting the plan of accounting to the
for approval. Such plan shall
sideration received from the sale of par Commission
accompanied by a statement giving com
value stock and of nonpar stock having be
plete information with respect to the basis
a stated value in excess of the amount upon which the amounts to be recorded were
credited to this account, shall be cred determined. Entries recording the following
ited to account 2720—Premiums and As changes require approval of the Commission.
(1) Changes in the par or stated value of
sessments on Capital Stock. (See
stock with par or stated value.
§ 182.01-16.)
(2) Changes in the value of nonpar stock
(b) Separate accounts shall be pro
stated value through the transfer of
vided for each class of stock, and the without
earned or unearned surplus to the capital
title of each account shall clearly iden stock accounts, and debits to the unearned
tify the class of stock covered. Issues surplus account resulting from the issuance
of stock shall not be considered as of the of stock dividends.
(3) Reduction of the amounts recorded in
same class unless identical in all pro
visions, nor shall there be carried any the capital stock accounts to create surplus
undivided item in respect of more than or reduce the book value of assets.
one class of stock.
§ 182.2720 Premiums and assessments
(c) When stock is issued for cash, on capital stock, (a ) This account shall
that fact shall be stated; if for any con include the excess of the actual cash
sideration other than cash, the person value of the consideration received (at
to whom it is issued shall be designated the time of original sale of par value
and the consideration for which it is stock and nonpar stock with a stated
issued shall be described with sufficient value) over the par or stated value of the
particularity to identify it. If such is stock issued, plus accrued dividends, if
suance is to the treasurer or other agent any; and subsequent assessments against
of the corporation for purpose of sale, stockholders representing payments re
th at fact and the name of such agent quired in excess of par or stated value.
shall be shown; and the agent shall show
(See §182.01-16 (c ).)
like details concerning the consideration
(b) In case the carrier is permitted
realized therefor in his account of the by statute and elects, with the approval
disposition thereof, which when ac of the Commission, to distribute all or
cepted by the corporation, shall be pre any part of the net balance of premiums
served as a corporate record.
and assessments on capital stock to its
(d) When capital stock is reacquired stockholders in the form of dividends,
and canceled (see §182.01-16), these the amount thus distributed shall be
accounts shall be charged with the charged to this account. In no event
amount at which such stock is carried shall dividends be paid out of premiums
herein. In the case of nonpar stock and assessments on capital stock without
without stated value, the amount
charged hereto shall be the proportion, prior approval of the Commission.
(c) Separate subdivisions shall be
applicable to the reacquired shares im
maintained
for premiums and for assess
mediately prior to reacquisition, of the
total book liability included herein of ments on each class and series of stock.
(d) When capital stock is reacquired
actually outstanding shares of the class
and series of stock of which the reac the amount in this account with respect
quired shares are a part.
to the shares reacquired shall be debited
Note A: For each class of stock th e rec hereto in accordance with § 182.01-16
ords shall show the num ber of shares nomi
(d).
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Note: No premium shall be recorded in
this account in connection with the ex
change of capital stock for items that are
includible in account 1550—Other Intangible
Property.

ness is conducted by an unincorporated
firm, co-partnership or under any style
other than th at of an incorporated com
pany or sole proprietorship, with the re
spective amounts paid into the business
by the partners therein, and shall be
charged with all withdrawals from the
business by each partner other than
amounts representing salary. (See Note
A.) At the end of each calendar year
the net income or loss for the year as re
flected by the income statement shall be
transferred to this account. There shall
also be entered in this account such items
as in corporate organizations are handled
through the subdivisions of account
2930—Earned Surplus. (See optional ac
counting procedure provided in Note C
hereunder.)

§ 182.2730 Capital stock subscribed.
This account shall include the amount
of legally enforceable subscriptions to
capital stock of the carrier. It shall be
credited with the par or stated value, or
with the subscription price in the case
of stock without par or stated value, ex
clusive of accrued dividends, if any. Con
currently a debit shall be made to ac
count 1140—Subscribers to Capital Stock,
for the agreed purchase price and any
discount or premium debited or credited
to the appropriate discount or premium
account. When properly executed stock
certificates have been issued representing
the stocks subscribed, this account shall
be debited and the appropriate capital
stock account credited with the par or
stated value of the stock (or the consid
eration received in the case of non-par
stock without a stated value).
Non-Corporate Capital
§ 182.2800 Sole proprietorship capital.
This account shall include the invest
ment of a sole proprietor in an unincor
porated carrier and shall be charged with
all withdrawals from the business by the
proprietor other than amounts repre
senting salary. (See Note A.) At the
end of each calendar year the net income
or loss for the year as reflected by the
income statement shall be transferred to
this account. There shall also be entered
in this account such items as in corpo
rate organizations are handled through
the subdivisions of account 2930—Earned
Surplus. (See optional accounting pro
cedure provided in Note B hereunder.)
Note A: Amounts designated as salary of
the proprietor, representing fair and reason
able compensation for services performed,
shall be charged to 4611—Salaries—General
Officers, or other appropriate account.
Note B: This account may be restricted to
the amount considered by the proprietor
to be his permanent investment in the busi
ness, subject to change only by additional
investment on his part or the withdrawal of
portions thereof. When this option is taken
withdrawals of profits shall be charged to ac
count 2948—Other Debits to Earned Surplus,
and the earned surplus accounts shall other
wise be employed as provided in the texts of
those accounts.
Note C: Income taxes of the proprietor if
paid from funds of the carrier shall be
charged to this account. (See Note under
account 8800—Income Taxes.)

§ 182.2810 Partnership capital. This
account shall be credited, where the busi
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Note A: Amounts designated as salaries
of the partners representing fair and rea
sonable compensation for services performed,
shall be charged to account 4611—Salaries—
General Officers, or other appropriate ac
counts.
Note B: Separate accounts shall be kept
to show the net equity of each member of
the co-partnership and the transactions af
fecting the interest of each such partner.
The total of the balances in such accounts
shall be shown as one amount in the balance
sheet.
Note C: This account may be restricted to
the amounts considered by the members of
the co-partnership to be their permanent in
vestments in the business, subject to
change only by additional investments by
the co-partners or the withdrawal of por
tions thereof. When this option is taken
withdrawals of profits shall be charged to
account 2948—Other Debits to Earned Sur
plus. and the earned surplus accounts Shall
be otherwise employed as provided in the
texts of those accounts.
Note D: Personal income taxes of the
partners, if paid from partnership funds,
shall be charged to this account.
(See
Note under account 8800—Income Taxes.)

Unappropriated Surplus
§ 182.2900 Unearned surplus. (a )
This account shall include all surplus not
classified as earned surplus. It shall in
clude such items as surplus arising from
donations by stockholders of cash and
other assets or of the carrier’s capital
stock; surplus arising from the forgive
ness of debt of the carrier by its stock
holders; surplus recorded upon the reor
ganization or recapitalization of the car
rier; net credits resulting from acquisi
tion or resale of the carrier’s capital
stock (see § 182.01-16); and amounts
th at become the property of the carrier
as a result of the forfeiture by others of
deposits on subscriptions to capital stock

and installment plan payments on pur
chases of stock.
The following credit items may be in
cluded in this account only when ap
proved by the Commission: (1) Surplus
resulting from the reduction of the par
value, stated value or recorded value of
the carrier’s capital stock, and (2) Sur
plus resulting from the revaluation of
tangible property or intangible property.
(b) (1) This account shall be charged
with net debits resulting from the acqui
sition or resale of the carrier’s capital
stock (see § 182.01-16 (d ) and ( e ) ) , and
it may be charged with amortization of
discount and expense on capital stock;
Provided, however, That the excess of a
debit over the balance carried in this
account with respect to the particular
class of stock shall be charged to account
2948—Other Debits to Earned Surplus.
(2) The following items may be
charged to this account only when ap
proved by the Commission: (i) amounts
credited to the capital stock account re
sulting from the issuan ce of stock divi
dends, or to increase the value of nonpar
stock without stated value, and (ii)
amounts transferred to earned surplus,
either directly by credits to earned sur
plus representing gains on transactions
in the carrier’s own capital stock, or in
directly by charges against unearned
surplus representing losses, write-downs,
charge-offs, or the distribution of divi
dends.
(c) This account shall be subdivided
to show each source of unearned surplus
§ 182.2930 Earned surplus. (a ) This
account shall include the balance of the
amounts included in accounts 2932 to
2948, inclusive, either debit or credit, of
unappropriated surplus arising from
earnings. It shall not include surplus
properly includible in accounts 2800—
Sole Proprietorship Capital, 2810—P art
nership Capital, or 2900—Unearned Sur
plus.
(b) The balances of all earned surplus
accounts (2932 to 2948, inclusive) shall
be closed to this account at the end of
each calendar year.
§ 182.2932 Credit balance transferred
from income. If the income statement
for the current calendar year reflects a
net credit balance, it shall be brought
forward to this account.
§ 182.2938 Other credits to earned sur
plus. (a ) This account shall include the
amounts of credits affecting the carrier’s
earned surplus or deficit and which are
not provided for elsewhere.
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(b ) The records supporting entries in
this account shall be so maintained th at
an analysis thereof may be readily made
available.
§ 182.2942 Debit balance transferred
from income. If the income statement
for the current calendar year reflects a
net debit balance, it shall be brought
forward to this account.
§ 182.2944 Dividend appropriations.
(a ) This account shall include amounts
of dividends declared out of earned sur
plus on capital stock actually out
standing.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
to show separately the dividends on each
class of capital stock. If a dividend is
not payable in cash, the consideration
shall be described in the entry with suf
ficient particularity th a t it may be
identified.
Note: Dividend charges shall be restricted
to actually outstanding stock and this ac
count shall not include charges for dividends
on capital stock issued by the carrier and
owned by it, unless the stock is held by
trustees in sinking or other funds. (See
§§ 182.00-1 (c) and 182.01-16 (d).)

§ 182.2946 Other appropriations of
earned surplus. This account shall in
clude appropriations from earned sur
plus for sinking funds and other re
serves, and allotments of surplus or
transfers of definite amounts from
earned surplus to reserves under the
terms of mortgages, deeds of trust, or
contracts, and other appropriations of
earned surplus set aside in special re
serve accounts.
§ 182.2948 Other debits to earned sur
plus. (a ) This account shall include the
amounts of debits affecting the carrier’s
earned surplus or deficit and not pro
vided for elsewhere.
(b) The records supporting entries in
this account shall be so maintained th at
an analysis thereof may be readily made
available.
§ 182.2990 Form of balance sheet
statement.
(T he order in w hich th e accounts are pre
sented in th is form o f balance sh eet is n o t
to be considered as necessarily in dicative
of th e order in w hich th ey w ill be sched 
u led a t all tim es in reports to th e
C om m ission)
A ss e t S id e
CURRENT ASSETS

1000—C a sh ...................................................... ...............
1020—Working funds.......................... ...............................
1040—Special deposits.......................................................
1060—Temporary cash investments..................................
(a) Pledged.................................... $___ xxxxxxxx
(b) Unpledged.......................................... xxxxxxxx

Continued
current assets—continued

Continued
miscellaneous debits—continued

A sset Side —

A sset Side —

1990—Nominally issued securities:
(a) P le d g e d ........................................
(b) U n p led ged .........................................

1080—N otes receivable ............ $___
1100—R eceivables from affili
ated com panies..................................
1120—A ccounts receivable—
A gents, custom ers, and in
terline..................................... .......
1130—Accounts receivable—
o th e r . ........................................................

Total miscellaneous debits.
Total a ssets.................
Contingent assets (not included above) $___

CURRENT LIABILITIES

1140—Subscribers to capital stock. ..............
1160—Interest and dividends receivable........
1170—Prepayments..... ........ — ...................
1180—Material and supplies. ......................
1190—Other current assets...........................

2000—N otes payable........ ............................... $.
2020—M atured long-term obligations...................
2030—P ayables to affiliated com panies.................
2050—A ccounts payable.........................................
2070—W ages payable..............................................
2090—C . O. D .’s unrem itted.....................
..
2100—D ividends declared......................................
2120—Taxes accrued...............................................

Total current assets.................... —
TANGIBLE PROPERTY

2150—Interest accrued..................................

2160—M atured interest..........................................
2180—Other current liab ilities...............................

$.

Total current liabilities (exclusive of
long-term debt due within one year). . ..

1300—C arrier o p e r a tin g p r o p e r ty
leased to others............ ........... ..........
Less: Reserve for depreciation
and am ortization...................

LONG-TERM DEBT DUE WITHIN ONE YEAR

2190—Equipm ent obligations and other debt
due within one year___ ________________ $..

1400—Noncarrier property...................
Less: Reserve for depreciation
and amortization.....................

ADVANCES PAYABLE

Total tangible property................

2200—Advances payable—Affiliated com
panies............................................................. $
2250—Other advances payable............................ .

INTANGIBLE PROPERTY

1500—Organization, franchises, and
permits.............................................. $ —
Less: Reserve for amortization.............
1550—Other intangible property.....................
Less: Reserve for amortization. ----

Total advances payable.........................
$.

EQUIPMENT

-------

1600—I n v e s t m e n t s a n d a d 
vances—Affiliated companies:
(a) Pledged........................ $—
(b) U n p led ged ............................. $---Less: Reserve for adjustments.. ........ $ ...........

2360—Other long-term obligations..................
Less: Reacquired and nominally
issued.......................................................
Total equipment and other long
term obligations..........................................

1650—Other investments and
advances:
(a) P le d g e d .......... .................--(b) U n p led g ed .........................................
Less: Reserve for adjustments................................

DEFERRED CREDITS

2400—Unamortized premium on debt. $ ___ $.
2450—Other deferred credits..................................

Total investment securities and ad
vances..... ..................................................

Total deferred credits.............................................

SPECIAL FUNDS

RESERVES

1701—Sinking funds....................................... $.
1751—Depreciation funds............ .........................
1781—Miscellaneous special funds----- ------ ..

2660—Insurance reserves..................................
2680—Injuries, loss, and damage reserves......
2690—Other reserves.......................................

..

$.............
..............
..............

Total reserves.......................

DEFERRED DEBITS

CAPITAL STOCK

1880—Unamortized debt discount and ex
pense............................ ............................... $.
1890—Other deferred debits....... ..................... ..

2700—Preferred capital stock..............$.........
Less: reacquired and nominally
issued................................................... $

Total deferred debits. ........................

2710—Common capital stock..........................
Less: reacquired and nominally
issued.......................................................

MISCELLANEOUS DEBIT ITEMS

1900—Discount on capital stock............... ...... $............
1910—Commission and expense on capital
stock......... ........... ............................................. ..........
1920—Reacquired securities:
xxxxxxxx
(a) Pledged..................... ............... $ --- xxxxxxxx
(b) Unpledged________________ _ ____ xxxxxxxx

4

OTHER LONG-TERM OBLIGATIONS

2330—Bonds......................................................
Less: Reacquired and nominally
issued.......................................................

INVESTMENT SECURITIES AND ADVANCES

473085 O— 58-

and

...........

2300—Equipment obligations.............. $—
Less: Reacquired and nominally
issued....................................................... $

Total intangible property........................................

Total special funds......... .....................

..

Liability Side

Less: Reserve for uncol
lectible accounts......... . ...............

1200—Carrier operating property........ $ --Less: Reserve for depreciation
and amortization................................

xxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx

2720—Premiums and assessments on capital
2730—Capital stock subscribed
Total capital stock------
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L iability Side—Continued

(8) Fees for handling c. o. d.’s and
other collections of money from con
signees in connection with freight ship
ments.
(9) Revenue from rigging and other
accessorial services incident to the trans
portation of property by the carrier.
(b) This account shall be charged
with:
(1) The carrier’s proportion of over
charges resulting from the use of erro
neous intercity rates, weights, classifica
tions or computations.
(2) Uncollected earnings on intercity
freight destroyed in transit and on short
and lost freight.
(3) The carrier’s proportion of uncol
lected intercity tariff charges on dam
aged shipments for which charges
neither shipper nor consignee is liable.

NONCORPORATE CAPITAL

2800—Sole proprietorship capital.................... $ ............
2810—Partnership capital...............................................—
Total non-corporate c a p ita l_________

_______

UNAPPROPRIATED SURPLUS

2900—Unearned surplus.................................. $ ------2930—Earned surplus (deficit in red)...............................
Total unappropriated surplus.................................
Total liabilities....... ....................................... -........
Contingent liabilities (not included above) $------

I ncome A ccounts
OPERATING REVENUES

§ 182.3000 Operating revenues. This
account shall include the total operating
revenues, as provided in the primary op
erating revenue accounts, derived by the
carrier from its motor carrier operations.
OPERATING REVENUE ACCOUNTS
3100—Freight Revenue—Intercity—Common
Carrier.
3110—Freight Revenue—Intercity—Contract
Carrier.
3120—Freight Revenue—Local Cartage.
3130—Intercity Transportation for other
Class I and Class II Motor Carriers.
3900—Other Operating Revenue.

§ 182.3100 Freight revenue; intercity;
common carrier, (a ) This account shall
include all revenue earned by the carrier
from the transportation of property in
intercity service, including pick-up and
delivery incident thereto, while operat
ing as a common carrier as defined in
section 203 (a ) (14) of the Interstate
Commerce Act. This includes:
(1) Revenue upon the basis of single
line freight rates, including arbitraries
and zone rates.
(2) The carrier’s proportion of reve
nue earned on interline shipments.
(3) Revenue from the transportation
of baggage, express, mail and newspapers
in freight equipment.
(4) Revenue from substitute intercity
service performed for a carrier by rail
road. air or water.
(5) Revenue from furnishing line
haul vehicles with drivers to another
motor carrier, except to a Class II carrier
or another Class I carrier (see Note F ),
for performing any part of its intercity
service.
(6) Revenue from the intercity trans
portation of property in intrastate com
merce if the service is similar to that
of a common carrier as defined in sec
tion 203 (a ) (14) of the Interstate Com
merce Act.
(7) Revenue from reconsigning, stop
and other transit privileges.
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N ote A: When a common carrier employs
vehicles and services of others on a com
mission or other basis for hauling loads
over its routes in intercity service and the
expenses incurred in their operation are
borne by the owners of the vehicles, the car
rier shall record the freight revenue from
such hauls in this account in the same
manner as if it owned the vehicles. Amounts
paid to the owners of the vehicles as com
pensation for the hauls shall be charged
to account 4270—Purchased Transportation.
N ote B : Amounts payable to others for
pick-up and delivery and local transfer of
the carrier’s intercity freight under arrange
ments whereby the agreement for the amount
payable is based on other than actual divi
sion of tariff rates shall be charged to ac
count 4270—Purchased Transportation.
Note C: Divisions of interline tariff
charges due other carriers shall be included
in account 2030—Payables to Affiliated Com
panies, or account 2050—Accounts Payable.
Note D : Revenue from the intercity trans
portation of property in intrastate commerce,
if the service is similar to that of a contract
carrier as defined in section 203 (a) (15)
of the Interstate Commerce Act, shall be in
cluded in account 3110—Freight Revenue—
Intercity—Contract Carrier.
N ote E : Revenue from local transfer serv
ice and from pick-up and delivery service
performed for another carrier shall be in
cluded in account 3120—Freight Revenue—
Local Cartage.
Note F: Revenue from furnishing line
haul vehicles with drivers to a Class II
motor carrier or to another Class I motor
carrier under a purchased transportation
arrangement for performing any part of its
intercity service, shall be included in account
3130—Intercity Transportation for Other
Class I and Class II Motor Carriers.
Note G: Intercity service for the purpose
of accounting and compiling statistical data
means transportation performed beyond the
limits defined for Local Service (see Note C
to account 3120 for definition of Local
Service).

Notes H: Rigging and other accessorial
services as used in paragraph (a) (9) of this
section means loading, unloading and plac
ing of shipments of unusual size or weight
necessary to effect transportation of the
shipment. Revenues and expenses incident
to installation, erection or dismantling of
machines, structures, etc., shall be included
in account 6100—Income from Non-Carrier
Operations—Net.

§ 182.3110 Freight revenue; intercity;
contract carrier, (a ) This account shall
include all revenue earned by the carrier
from the transportation of property in
intercity service while operating as a
contract carrier as defined in section 203
(a) (15) of the Interstate Commerce Act.
This includes:
(1) Revenue on the basis of contracts
or agreements for the transportation of
property in intercity service.
(2) Revenue from furnishing line
haul vehicles with drivers to another
motor carrier, except to a Class II car
rier or another Class I carrier (see Note
D ), for performing any part of its inter
city service.
(3) Revenue from the intercity trans
portation of property in intrastate com
merce if the service is similar to th at of a
contract carrier as defined in section 203
(a ) (15) of the Interstate Commerce Act.
(b) This account shall be charged
with:
(1) Refunds of overcharges resulting
from the use of erroneous intercity rates,
weights, classifications or computations.
(2) Uncollected earnings on intercity
freight destroyed in transit and on short
and lost freight.
Note A: When a contract carrier employs
vehicles and services of others on a commis
sion or other basis for hauling loads over its
routes in intercity service and the expenses
incurred in their operation are borne by the
owners of the vehicles, the carrier shall
record the freight revenue from such hauls
in this account in the same manner as if it
owned the vehicles. Amounts paid to the
owners of the vehicles as compensation for
the hauls shall be charged to account 4270—
Purchased Transportation.
Note B: Revenue from the intercity trans
portation of property in intrastate com
merce, if the service is similar to that of a
common carrier as defined in section 203 (a)
(14) of the Interstate Commerce Act, shall
be included in account 3100—Freight Reve
nue—Intercity—Common Carrier.
Note C: Revenue from pickup and delivery
and local transfer service performed for an
other carrier shall be included in account
3120—Freight Revenue—Local Cartage.
Note D: Revenue from furnishing line haul
vehicles with drivers to a Class II motor car
rier or to another Class I motor carrier under
a purchased transportation arrangement for
performing any part of its intercity service,
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shall be included in account 3130—Intercity
Transportation for other Class I and Class
II Motor Carriers.
Note E: Intercity service for the purpose
of accounting and compiling statistical data
means transportation performed beyond the
limits defined for Local Service (see Note
C to account 3120 for definition of Local
Service).

§ 182.3120 Freight revenue; local
cartage, (a) This account shall include
revenue earned by common or contract
carriers from the transportation of prop
erty in local cartage service, such as:
(1) Revenue from pick-up and delivery
and local transfer services performed for
carriers by motor vehicle, railroad, air,
water and express, and for freight for
warders.
(2) Revenue from other local transfer
service.
(3) Pees for handling c. o. d.’s.
(b) This account shall be debited with
overcharges resulting from the use of
erroneous local rates, weights, classifica
tions or computations and uncollected
earnings on freight damaged or de
stroyed in transit, or short and lost
freight.
Note A: Revenue earned by the carrier
from pickup and delivery service incident to
its transportation of property in intercity
service shall be included in accounts 3100
and 3110, as appropriate.
Note B: When a carrier employs vehicles
and services of others on a commission or
other basis for hauling loads in its local
cartage service, and the expenses incurred
in their operation are borne by the owners
of the vehicles, the carrier shall record the
freight revenue from such hauls in this ac
count in the same manner as if it owned the
vehicles. Amounts paid to the owners of the
vehicles as compensation for the hauls shall
be charged to account 4270—Purchased
Transportation.
Note C: Local service, for the purpose of
accounting and of compiling statistical data,
means transportation performed within a
city or town including the suburban area
contiguous thereto.

§ 182.3130 Intercity transportation for
other Class I and Class II motor carriers.
This account shall include amounts re
ceivable from other Class I and Class II
motor carriers under a purchased trans
portation arrangement, for performing
any portion of their intercity haul such
as:
(1) Revenue from furnishing a line
haul vehicle with services of driver to an
other Class I or to a Class II motor car
rier under lease or similar arrangement.
(2) Revenue from transporting freight
for another Class I or for a Class II motor
carrier when such transportation is pur

chased by the other carrier to complete (other than working forem en), engaged
in supervising and directing the repair
any portion of its intercity haul.
(3)
Revenue from the transportation ing and servicing of revenue equipment,
in intercity service of loaded or empty service equipment and shop and garage
trailers for another Class I motor carrier property used in motor carrier opera
tions.
or for a Class II motor carrier.
(b) This account shall also include the
Note A: Revenue received from motor car
pay and bonuses of inspectors, shop and
riers, other than Class I or Class II motor
garage clerks, timekeepers and other ad
carriers, for similar services shall be included
in account 3100—Freight Revenue—Inter ministrative employees of the equipment
city—Common Carrier, or account 3110—
maintenance department.
Freight Revenue—Intercity—Contract Car
§ 182.4120 Office and other expenses.
rier, as appropriate.
This account shall include the cost of
Note B: Revenue received from the lease
of revenue vehicles to other carriers without
services and supplies and other expenses
the service of drivers shall be included in
incurred in the administration of the
account 4279—Equipment Rents—Credit.
equipment maintenance department.
§ 182.3900 Other operating revenues.
I te m s
This account shall include revenues not Automobiles, maintenance and operation of.
provided for in accounts 3100 to 3130, in Books.
clusive, derived from the operation of Entertainment.
property the investment in which is in Hotels and meals.
cluded in account 1200—Carrier Operat Janitor service.
Postage.
ing Property, such as:
(a ) Advertising m atter displayed in or Rents paid for use of typewriters and other
office machines.
on structures and vehicles.
and printing.
(b) Commissions for brokerage serv Stationery
Subscriptions to newspapers, clipping bu
ice.
reaus, periodicals, trade journals, etc.
(c) Commissions for making payroll Traveling expenses.
deductions.
§ 182.4130 Repairs and servicing;
(d ) Commissions for collecting freight
revenue equipment. (a ) This account
charges for other carriers.
shall include the wages of employees and
(e) Garnishment fees.
(f) Lockers, weighing and vending the cost of parts, material, and supplies,
used in repairing and servicing revenue
machines and similar devices.
(g) Privilege of operating lunch coun equipment, and amounts paid to public
shops and garages for repairing and
ters, news stands and soda fountains.
(h ) Privilege of installing and operat servicing revenue equipment. (See
§ 182.01-12.)
ing commercial and coin box telephones.
(b) This account shall also be charged
(i) Operation of lunch rooms, restau
with the cost of replacing original equip
rants, etc.
(j) Profit on sales of material and ment included in the book cost of rev
supplies, and on shop work and services enue vehicles such as fire extinguisher
to others.
supplies, jacks, lamps, pads, poles, ropes,
(k) Parking and storage of vehicles.
stakes, tarpaulins, tire chains, etc.
(l) Snow plow work.
I tem s
(m ) Storage of freight in excess of
Alcohol and other non-freeze preparations.
free time provided in tariffs.
(n ) Other miscellaneous revenues in Battery men.
Carpenters.
cident to motor carrier operations.
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE EXPENSES

§ 182.4000 Operation and maintenance
expenses. This account shall include the
total of operation and maintenance ex
penses, as provided in the primary ac
counts, incurred by the carrier in its
motor carrier operations during the
period covered by the income account.
§ 182.4100 Equipment maintenance.
§ 182.4110 Supervision. (a) This ac
count shall include the salaries and
bonuses of officers and other employees,
such as superintendents and foremen
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Cleaning supplies and solvents.
Electricians and radio maintenance men.
Grease and lubricants (other than motor
oil).
Greasers.
Helpers.
Machinists.
Mechanics.
Metal workers.
Outside repairs and service.
Repair parts, materials and supplies.
Washers and cleaners.
Working foremen.

(c) The cost of repairs to revenue
equipment involved in accidents shall be
charged to a separate subdivision of this

account and accounted for as provided ture and office equipment of the mainte
nance department.
in § 182.01-22 (f).
(d)
This account shall be subdivided (b) The cost of heat, light, power and
water used in shops and garages.
as follows (see § 182.01-27):
(c) The cost of materials, supplies and
4131—Line Haul Equipment.
small tools consumed in the operation
4135—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.
and maintenance of shops and garages
N o t e : The cost of operating and main and
not directly assignable to other ac
taining automobiles used by officers and
counts.
employees, including gasoline, oil, tires and
(d ) The cost of gasoline and oil, tires
tubes, and repairs, shall be charged to the
accounts provided for other personal ex and tubes, including taxes; vehicle li
penses of such employees.
censes; repairs to service cars, wreckers,
§ 182.4145 Employees’ welfare ex etc., used in connection with the opera
penses. This account shall be charged tion of shops and garages.
(e) Other expenses such as payments
with the costs incurred for the benefit
of equipment maintenance employees in for towing, wrecker and similar services;
accordance with provisions of § 182.01-28. vehicle inspection fees; cost of removing
snow and ice from shop and garage struc
§ 182.4160 Tires and tubes; revenue tures and grounds; the cost of ice, drink
equipment. (a) This account shall in ing water, towels, soap, etc.; and em
clude the cost, including taxes, of tires ployees’ travel and personal expenses not
and tubes applied to revenue equipment, directly chargeable to other accounts in
including tires and tubes on new equip the maintenance group of accounts.
ment.
Note A: The cost of operating and main
(b) The cost of tires and tubes applied taining
used by officers and em
to revenue equipment may be charged ployees, automobiles
including vehicle licenses, gasoline,
directly to this account or included in oil, tires and tubes, and repairs, shall be
account 1176—Prepaid Tires and Tubes, charged to the accounts provided for other
and charged off to this account in appro personal expenses of such employees.
priate monthly installments.
Note B: The cost of initial improvements
(c) This account shall also be charged (including repairs and rearrangements) in
with the cost of labor and materials used the preparation of purchased buildings or
in repairing and renewing, setting up grounds for use by the maintenance depart
ment, shall be charged to account 1201—
and mounting tires and tubes on revenue Land
and Land Rights, or account 1210—
equipment, including the cost of shoes, Structures,
as appropriate. The accounting
valves, flaps, sections, recaps, etc.
for similar expenditures on property leased
(d) When a carrier contracts to use from others shall be as provided in § 182.01tires a t a monthly rental based on miles 19 (h).
N o n C: Amounts recovered from Insurance
run or some similar method of comput
ing the charge, the cost of such tire companies or others and amounts provided
service, including abused tires, shall be in account 2660—Insurance Reserves, for
damages to buildings, grounds, furniture,
included in this account.
etc., used in the maintenance of
(e) This account shall be subdivided machinery,
revenue equipment shall be accounted for
as follows (see § 182.01-27):
as provided in § 182.01-22 ( f ).
4161—Line Haul Equipment.
§ 182.4185 Operating rents. (a ) This
4165—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.
account shall include rental payments
Note A: The cost of unapplied tires and
tubes held in stock, shall be charged to ac for real estate and other property used
in motor carrier operations by the Equip
count 1180—Material and Supplies.
N ote B: The cost of tires and tubes used ment Maintenance Department, not pro
by service cars and automobiles shall be ac vided for elsewhere.
counted for as provided in the text of
(b) This account shall be credited with
account 4180—Other Maintenance Expenses.
amounts receivable as rents for the use
§ 182.4180 Other maintenance ex of real estate and other property of the
penses. This account shall be charged Equipment Maintenance Department,
with wages and other expenses, incurred not provided for elsewhere.
(c) This account shall also include
in connection with maintenance of the
carrier’s revenue equipment, th a t are amounts receivable as rental from the
sublease of property rented from others
not provided for elsewhere, such as:
(a )
The pay of operators of service if amounts payable as rent for the prop
cars and wreckers, shop sweepers and erty by the reporting carrier are charged
janitors, watchmen and unskilled labor hereto.
ers; also the pay of employees while re
Note A: Amounts payable or receivable for
pairing shop and garage structures, tools, rental of real estate and other property in
machines, service equipment and furni cluded in the lease of a distinct operating
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unit (see § 182.00-1 ( v ) ) shall be included in
account 5400—Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—Debit, or account 5500—Lease of Dis
tinct Operating Unit—Credit, as appropriate.
Note B: Rentals for property and equip
ment used in noncarrier operations shall be
included in account 6100—Income from
Non-Carrier Operations—Net.

§ 182.4191 Joint g a r a g e expense;
debit. This account shall include the
carrier’s proportion of costs incurred by
others in maintaining and operating
joint shop and garage equipment and
facilities.
(See §§ 182.00-1 (w) and
182.01-25 ( a ) ) .
§ 182.4196 Joint g a r a g e expense;
credit. This account shall include the
amounts chargeable to others as their
proportion of the costs incurred by the
reporting carrier in maintaining and
operating joint shop and garage equip
ment and facilities. (See §§ 182.00-1 (w)
and 182.01-25 ( b ) ) .
§ 182.4200 Transportation.
§ 182.4210 Supervision. (a ) This ac
count shall include the salaries and
bonuses of officers and other employees
engaged in supervising and directing
transportation.
(b) This account shall also include the
pay and bonuses of inspectors, dispatch
ers, clerks and other administrative em
ployees of the transportation department
including operators of two-way radio
communication service.
§ 182.4220 Office and other expenses.
This account shall include the cost of
services and supplies, and other ex
penses incurred in connection with the
administrative functions of the trans
portation department.
Items
Automobiles, maintenance and operation of.
Books.
Drinking water and refrigeration.
Entertainment.
Heat, light, power and water.
Hotels and meals.
Janitor and cleaning supplies.
Membership fees and dues in trade and
other associations.
Rents paid for the use of typewriters and
other office machines.
Repairs to transportation office furniture,
fixtures and equipment.
Stationery and printing.
Subscriptions to newspapers, trade journals,
etc.
Traveling expenses.
Towel service.

in freight transportation service, includ
ing wages for time during which they are
required to be on duty in readiness for
active service.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
as follows (see § 182.01-27):
4231—Line Haul Equipment.
4235—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.

§ 182.4245 Employees’ welfare ex
penses. This account shall be charged
with the costs incurred for the benefit of
transportation employees in accordance
with provisions of § 182.01-28.
§ 182.4250 Fuel for revenue equip
ment. (a ) This account shall include
the cost of gasoline, other motor fuel,
and enriching materials used by revenue
equipment. Include in this account
transportation charges payable to others
on motor fuel.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
as follows (see § 182.01-27):
4251—Line Haul Equipment.
4255—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.
Note A: Taxes on motor fuel shall be
charged to account 5200—Operating Taxes
and Licenses, at time of purchase.
Note B: Motor fuel used in automobiles
and service cars shall be accounted for as
provided in account 4180—Other Mainte
nance Expenses.

§ 182.4260 Oil for revenue equipment.
(a ) This account shall include the cost
of motor oils used by revenue equipment.
Include in this account transportation
charges payable to others on motor oil.
(b ) This account shall be subdivided
as follows (see § 182.01-27):
4261—Line Haul Equipment.
4265—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.
Note A: Taxes on motor oil shall be
charged to account 5200—Operating Taxes
and Licenses, at time of purchase.
Note B: Motor oil used in automobiles and
service cars shall be accounted for as pro
vided in account 4180—Other Maintenance
Expenses.

§ 182.4270 Purchased transportation.
This account shall be subdivided as
follows.
§ 182.4271 Equipment rents; intercity;
with drivers. This account shall include
amounts payable to others for furnishing
revenue vehicles with the services of
drivers for the exclusive use and under
the control of the reporting carrier in
intercity service where the payment in
cludes the wages of drivers.

§ 182.4230 Drivers and helpers. (a )
This account shall include the wages,
bonuses and vacation pay of drivers of
revenue equipment, and helpers, engaged

Note: If the arrangement under which
vehicles with drivers are furnished to the
carrier provides that wages of the drivers
shall be paid separately by the reporting
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carrier and included on its payroll, the wages
shall be included in account 4230—Drivers
and Helpers, and the balance of the amount
payable for the service shall be included in
account 4272—Equipment Bents—Intercity—
Without Drivers.

count shall include amounts payable to
others for furnishing revenue vehicles
to the reporting carrier for its exclusive
use, and under its control, in pickup and
delivery and other local operations,
when the payment does not include
drivers’ wages.

§ 182.4272 Equipment rents; intercity;
without drivers. This account shall in
clude amounts payable to others for fur
nishing revenue vehicles to the reporting
carrier for its exclusive use, and under
its control, in intercity service, where the
payment does not include drivers’ wages.
Note A: If, under the arrangement for use
of a vehicle, the services of a driver are
also included and his wages are to be paid
separately by the reporting carrier and in
cluded on its payroll, the amounts of wages
so paid shall be included in account 4230—
Drivers and Helpers.
Note B: Amounts payable for rental of
revenue equipment included in the lease of

N ote A: If th e arrangem ent for u se of a
vehicle covers the services of a driver whose
wages are to be paid separately by the report
ing carrier and included on its payroll, the
amounts of wages so paid shall be included
in account 4230—Drivers and Helpers.
N ote B : A m ounts payable for rental of rev

enue eq u ipm en t in clu d ed in th e lease o f a
d istin ct operating u n it (see §
(v)),
sh all be charged to account
—Lease of
D istin ct Operating U nit— Debit.

182.00-1
5400

§ 182.4277 Other purchased pickup
and delivery. (a ) This account shall
include payments to others for picking
up and delivering the reporting carrier’s
intercity freight and performing its local
cartage service, when the vehicles so
employed are not used exclusively in the
carrier’s service and are not under its
control.
(b) This account shall also include al
lowances to shippers and consignees for
picking up and delivering intercity ship
ments.
(c) Amounts included in this account
shall be segregated as follows:
(1) Payments to motor carriers and
others.
(2) Allowances to shippers.

a d istin ct operating u n it (see § 182.00-1 ( v ) ),
sh all be charged to accou n t 5400— Lease of
D istin ct Operating U nit— Debit.

§ 182.4273 Other purchased transpor
tation; intercity. (a) This account
shall include payments for the inter
city transportation of individual ship
ments and part-loads, billed by the re
porting carrier, in the vehicles of another
motor carrier when the hauling carrier
retains control of the vehicle and driver.
(b) This account shall also include
payments to railroads, water carriers and
other motor carriers for the intercity
transportation of the reporting carrier’s
loaded and empty revenue vehicles.
(c) Amounts included in this account
shall be segregated as follows:
(1) Payments to motor carriers.
(2) Payments to railroads and water
carriers.
§ 182.4275 Equipment rents; pickup
and delivery; with drivers. This ac
count shall include amounts payable to
others for furnishing revenue vehicles
with the services of drivers for the ex
clusive use and under the control of the
reporting carrier in pickup and delivery
service and other local operations, where
the payment includes the wages of the
drivers.

N o t e : T h is accoun t sh a ll n o t be charged
w ith paym ents to another m otor carrier for
pickup or delivery service where th e com pen
sation for su ch service is based on a division
of th e through tariff rate.

§ 182.4279 Equipment rents; credit.
(a ) This account shall be credited with
rents receivable by the reporting carrier
for owned or leased revenue vehicles
which are furnished to others without
the services of drivers.
(b) This account shall also be credited
with rents receivable for owned or leased
revenue vehicles furnished to other
motor carriers under an arrangement
whereby both the vehicle and driver are
furnished by the reporting carrier but
the wages of the driver are paid sepa
rately by the hiring carrier and included
on its payroll.
(c) This account shall be subdivided to
reflect separately:
(1) Rents receivable for intercity reve
nue vehicles.
(2) Rents receivable for pickup and
delivery revenue vehicles.

Note: If the arrangement under which ve
hicles with drivers are furnished to the car
rier provides that wages of the drivers shall
be paid separately by the carrier and in
cluded on its payroll, the wages shall be in
cluded in account 4230—Drivers and Help
ers, and the balance of the amount payable
for the service in account 4276—Equipment
Bents — Pickup and Delivery — Without
Drivers.

N ote A: Payments receivable from other
motor carriers which cover both the rent of

§ 182.4276 Equipment rents; pickup
and delivery; without drivers. This ac
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an intercity vehicle and wages of the driver
shall be credited to account 3130 if the serv
ice is furnished to a Class I or Class II motor
carrier, and to account 3100 or 3110 if fur
nished to motor carriers other than Class I
or Class II.
Note B: Payments receivable from other
motor carriers which cover both the rent of
a pickup and delivery vehicle and wages of
the driver shall be credited to account 3120.
Note C: Amounts receivable for rental of
revenue vehicles included in the lease to
others of a distinct operating unit (see
§ 182.00-1 ( v ) ), shall be credited to account
5500—Lease of Distinct Operating Unit—
Credit.

§ 182.4280 Other transportation ex
penses. This account shall include
transportation department expenses th at
are not provided for elsewhere.
Items
Badges for employees.
Expenses other than wages of deadheading
drivers.
Extra labor hired for loading and unloading
the carrier’s vehicles except at its termi
nals.
Fines for traffic violations.
Ice and other refrigerants.
Lodging for drivers and miscellaneous trans
portation employees.
Meals for drivers and miscellaneous trans
portation employees.
Payments to customers’ employees for serv
ices after hours.
Pilot cars and drivers, cost of providing.
Plates, vehicle identification (State and
others, not renewable periodically).
Repairs to transportation structures, fixtures
and equipment.
Tolls—bridge, tunnel, highway and ferry.
Uniforms for drivers.
Wages, materials and tools used in, and
amounts paid others for, clearing and sand
ing roads.
Weighing freight, other than at carrier’s
terminals.

§ 182.4285 Operating rents. (a ) This
account shall include rental payments
for real estate and other property, except
revenue equipment, used in motor car
rier operations by the Transportation
Department not provided for elsewhere.
(b) This account shall be credited
with amounts receivable as rents for the
use of real estate and other property,
except revenue equipment, of the Trans
portation Department not provided for
elsewhere.
(c) This account shall also include
amounts receivable as rental from the
sublease of property rented from others
if amounts payable as rent for the prop
erty by the reporting carrier are charged
hereto.
Note A: Amounts payable or receivable for
rental of real estate and other property in
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cluded in the lease of a distinct operating
unit (see § 182.00-1 ( b ) ) shall be included
in account 5400—Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—Debit, or account 5500—Lease of Dis
tinct Operating Unit—Credit, as appropriate.
Note B: Rentals for property and equip
ment used in noncarrier operations shall be
included in account 6100—Income from
Non-Carrier Operations—Net.
Note C: Rentals for the use of revenue
equipment shall be included in account
4270—Purchased Transportation.

§ 182.4300 Terminal.
§ 182.4310 Supervision. This account
shall include the total of amounts in
cluded in accounts 4311 to 4313 inclusive.
§ 182.4311 Supervisory salaries. This
account shall include the salaries and
bonuses of officials and other employees
engaged in general supervision of term i
nal operations.
§ 182.4312 Salaries and fees; billing
and collecting. This account shall in
clude the pay of cashiers and other em
ployees engaged in rating, billing and
manifesting freight shipments and pay
ments to outside organizations for m ani
festing, rating or collecting freight bills.
§ 182.4313 O ther office employees.
This account shall include the pay of
stenographers, typists, telephone oper
ators, information clerks and all other
terminal office employees not provided
for in accounts 4311 and 4312.
§ 182.4320 Office and other expenses.
This account shall include the cost of
office supplies and other supplies and
expenses consumed in connection with
the administrative functions of the ter
minal department.
Items
Automobiles, maintenance and operation of,
including taxes on gasoline, oil, tires and
tubes.
Books.
Entertainment.
Hotels and meals.
Membership fees and dues in trade and other
associations.
Postage.
Rents paid for the use of typewriters and
other office machines.
Repairs to terminal office furniture, fixtures
and equipment.
Stationery and printing.
Subscriptions to newspapers, trade journals,
etc.
Traveling expenses.
Towel service.

§ 182.4340 Salaries and wages; plat
form employees. This account shall in
clude the salaries and wages of platform
superintendents, foremen, checkers,
loaders, platform truckers, and other em

ployees, including casual labor, engaged
in loading, unloading and platform
handling of freight a t the carrier's ter
minals. (See § 182.01-11.)
§ 182.4345 Employees' welfare ex
penses. This account shall be charged
with the costs incurred for the benefit of
terminal employees in accordance with
provisions of § 182.01-28.
§ 182.4350 Other terminal employees.
This account shall include the pay of
yardmen, watchmen, cleaners, janitors
and other miscellaneous terminal em
ployees.
§ 182.4360 Commission agents. This
account shall include amounts paid to
others on a commission or other basis for
the solicitation, terminal handling and
pickup and delivery of freight a t points
where the carrier does not operate ter
minals or participate with other carriers
in joint terminal facilities. Include also
amounts allowed commission agents for
expenses such as advertising, rent, light,
heat, power and water, telephone and
telegraph service, and items of a similar
nature.
N o n A: Payments for the pickup and de
livery of freight by commission agents shall
be included in account 4270—Purchased
Transportation, if they can be segregated
from amounts paid agents for terminal han
dling, solicitation, and other expenses.
Note B: Commissions paid to freight so
licitors, other than commission agents as set
out in this account, are includible in account
4410—Supervision.

§ 182.4380 Other terminal expenses.
This account shall include the cost of
platform supplies and other expenses in
curred in connection with the operation
of terminals.
Items

Ash removal.
Cleaning supplies.
Drinking water and refrigerants.
Heating or cooling including supplies.
Janitor service.
Laundry service, including supplies.
Lighting and electric power.
Repairs to terminal structures, platform fur
niture, fixtures and equipment.
Snow and dust removal.
Sprinkling terminal grounds.
Tools and supplies for terminal use.
Weighing freight at terminals.

§ 182.4385 Operating rents. (a ) This
account shall include rental payments
for real state and other property, used
in motor carrier operations by the Ter
minal Department, not provided for else
where.
(b) This account shall be credited with
amounts receivable as rents for the use
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of real estate and other property of the
Terminal Department, not provided for
elsewhere.
(c) This account shall also include
amounts receivable as rental from the
sublease of property rented from others
if amounts payable as rent for the prop
erty by the reporting carrier are charged
hereto.
Note A: Amounts payable or receivable
for rental of real estate and other property
included in the lease of a distinct operating
unit (see § 182.00-1 ( v ) ) shall be included in
account 5400—Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—Debit, or account 5500—Lease of Dis
tinct Operating Unit—Credit, as appropriate.
Note B: Rentals for property and equip
ment used in noncarrier operations shall be
included in account 6100—Income from NonCarrier Operations—Net.

§ 182.4391 Joint terminal facilities;
debit. This account shall include the
carrier’s proportion of costs incurred by
others in maintaining and operating
joint terminal equipment and facilities.
(See § 182.00-1 (w) and § 182.01-25 ( a ) .)
§ 182.4396 Joint terminal facilities;
credit. This account shall include the
amounts chargeable to others as their
proportions of the costs incurred by the
reporting carrier in maintaining and
operating joint terminal equipment and
facilities.
(See § 182.00-1 (w ) and
§ 182.01-25 (b).)
§ 182.4400 Traffic.
§ 182.4410 Supervision. (a ) This ac
count shall include the salaries and
bonuses of officers, traffic managers and
other employees who are directly in
charge of the promotion and solicitation
of traffic.
(b) This account shall also include the
salaries and commissions of employees
engaged in the solicitation of traffic, such
as salesmen, solicitors and estimators,
and commissions and fees paid to outside
organizations for the solicitation of
traffic with the exception of payments to
commission agents (see account 4360);
salaries of employees engaged in prepar
ing tariffs, schedules and statistical data,
and preparing and distributing advertis
ing m atter for the purpose of obtaining
traffic; and salaries of other traffic de
partment employees such as stenogra
phers, typists, clerks, etc.
§ 182.4420 Office and other expenses.
This account shall include all supervisory
expenses not provided for elsewhere, in
cluding the cost of maintaining and op
erating automobiles; the carrier’s pro
portion of expenses of traffic associations

and membership fees in trade, technical
and professional associations; officers
and employees’ hotel and traveling ex
penses; postage; and stationery and
printing.
§ 182.4430 Tariffs and schedules.
This account shall include the cost of
printing and other expenses, except sal
aries, incurred in the preparation of
tariffs and schedules, including postage
and transportation charges. This ac
count shall also include amounts payable
to outside agencies for publishing the
carrier’s tariffs and schedules.
§ 182.4445 Employees’ welfare ex
penses. This account shall be charged
with the costs incurred for the benefit of
traffic employees in accordance with pro
visions of § 182.01-28.
§ 182.4450 Advertising. This account
shall include expenses, other than sal
aries, in connection with advertising for
the purpose of securing traffic, such as
the preparation, printing and distribu
tion of advertising m atter and copy,
commissions and fees paid outside adver
tising agents, the cost of advertising
space in newspapers and periodicals, ex.
penses incurred in connection with ad
vertising by radio, the cost of operating
and maintaining neon and other display
signs (permanent or portable) for a t
tracting traffic, bulletin boards, display
cards and cases, and photographs; also
postage and express charges on adver
tising matter, cost of bill posting, etc.
§ 182.4480 Other traffic expenses.
This account shall be charged with traffic
department expenses th a t are not pro
vided for elsewhere.
§ 182.4485 Operating rents. (a ) This
account shall include rental payments
for real estate and other property used
in motor carrier operations by the Traffic
Department, not provided for elsewhere.
(b) This account shall be credited
with amounts receivable as rents for the
use of real estate and other property of
the Traffic Department, not provided for
elsewhere.
(c) This account shall also include
amounts receivable as rental from the
sublease of property rented from others
if amounts payable as rent for the prop
erty by the reporting carrier are charged
hereto.
Note A: Amounts payable or receivable for
rental of real estate and other property in
cluded in the lease of a distinct operating
unit (see § 182.00-1 ( v ) ) shall be included
in account 5400—Lease of Distinct Operating

Unit—Debit, or account 5500—Lease of Dis
tinct Operating Unit—Credit, as appropriate.
Note B: Rentals for property and equip
ment used in noncarrier operations shall be
included in account 6100—Income from
Non-Carrier Operations—Net.

§ 182.4500 Insurance and safety.
§ 182.4510 Supervision. This account
shall include the salaries or wages, and
bonuses, of insurance and safety depart
ment employees, and payments to others,
as follows:
(a ) The salaries of officers and other
employees who are engaged in general
supervision of the insurance and safety
department.
(b ) The salaries of employees engaged
in handling insurance, safety, and claims.
(c) The salaries of officers and em
ployees of the law department when spe
cifi cally assigned to and engaged in
injury, loss and damage cases, and pay
ments to attorneys, investigators, ad
justors, etc., who are not regular em
ployees of the carrier, for services in
connection with such cases.
§ 182.4520 Office and other expenses.
(a) This account shall include all super
visory expenses not provided for else
where, including the cost of maintaining
and operating automobiles; special costs
incurred in procuring insurance, such as
brokerage fees (not included in pre
miums) , notarial fees, and insurance in
spection service; costs of safety-first and
other campaigns among employees or the
public for the purpose of preventing
accidents, losses and damage; officers'
and employees’ hotel and other traveling
expenses including those of employees of
the law department when specifically as
signed to and engaged in injury, loss and
damage cases; the cost of memberships
in trade, technical and professional asso
ciations; postage; stationery and print
ing; rents paid for the use of typewriters
and other office machines; and subscrip
tions to newspapers, trade journals, etc.
(b ) Reimbursements from insurance
companies or others for expenses charged
to this account in connection with in
jury, loss and damage cases shall be cred
ited to this account.
§ 182.4530 Public liability and prop
erty damage. (a) This account shall
include the net cost (i. e., the amounts
of premiums less the amounts of divi
dends or refunds), of commercial in
surance to protect the carrier against
liability for deaths of or injuries to per
sons (other than the carrier’s employees),
and damages to the property of others
(except property intrusted to the carrier
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(c) A freight claim register shall be
maintained by all carriers in the form set
out in § 182.01-22 ( e ) .
§ 182.4560 Fire, theft and collision.
(a ) This account shall include the net
cost (i. e., the amounts of premiums less
the amounts of dividends or refunds) of
commercial insurance to protect the car
rier against loss from fire, theft or colli
sion damage to owned or leased vehicles
and for fire insurance on structures, ma
chinery, equipment, etc., used in motor
carrier operations.
(See § 182.01-22
(f).)
(b) In case a carrier shall carry its
own insurance risks, either wholly or in
part, for the classes of coverage set out
in paragraph (a ) above, this account
shall be charged each month and ac
count 2660—Insurance Reserves, shall be
credited, with an amount sufficient to
meet the probable loss not covered by
commercial insurance.
(c) If commercial or self-insurance
coverage is not maintained by the car
rier, losses arising under the classes of
risks set out in paragraph (a) of this
section shall be accounted for as pro
vided in § 182.01-22 (b) and (f).
§ 182.4570 Other insurance expense.
(a ) This account shall include the net
cost (i. e., the amounts of premiums less
the amounts of dividends or refunds), of
commercial insurance to protect the car
rier against loss from boiler; burglar;
fidelity; holdup; lightning; plate glass;
owners, landlords, and tenants liability;
and other risks not elsewhere provided
for. (See § 182.01-22.) This account
shall also be charged with premiums on
performance and similar bonds.
(b ) In case a carrier shall carry its
own insurance risks, either wholly or in
part, for the classes of coverage set out
in paragraph (a ) above, this account
shall be charged each month and account
2660—Insurance Reserves, shall be cred
ited, with an amount sufficient to meet
the probable loss not covered by commer
cial insurance.
(c) If commercial or self-insurance
coverage is not maintained by the car
rier, losses arising under the classes of
risks set out in paragraph (a ) of this
section shall be accounted for as pro
vided in § 182.01-22 (b) and (f).
§ 182.4580 Other insura nce and safety
department expenses. This account
shall be charged with insurance and
safety department expenses other than
risks or claims th a t are not provided for
elsewhere.

for transportation or storage), resulting
from the operation of owned and leased
vehicles in motor carrier service. (See
§ 182.01-22 (d) .)
(b) This account shall also be charged
each month and account 2680—Injuries,
Loss and Damage Reserves, shall be cred
ited with amounts sufficient to meet the
probable liability under the classes of
risks set out in paragraph (a ) of this
section, not covered by commercial in
surance.
§ 182.4540 Workmen’s compensation.
(a ) This account shall include the net
cost (i. e., the amounts of premiums less
the amounts of dividends or refunds) of
insurance required to provide for work
men’s compensation or similar employee
protection in connection with motor car
rier operations, whether such insurance
is provided by means of premiums pay
able to governmental agencies or com
mercial insurance companies.
(See
S 182.01-22 (d).)
(b) This account shall also be charged
each month and account 2680—Injuries,
Loss and Damage Reserves, shall be cred
ited, with amounts sufficient to meet the
probable liability not covered by outside
insurance, on account of claims for in
juries to and deaths of employees aris
ing under workmen’s compensation and
employer’s liability acts.
Note: Payments to or on behalf of em
ployees, other than claims covered by this
account, including accident and death bene
fits, salaries, fees and expenses of surgeons,
doctors, nurses, hospital expenses and medi
cal supplies, etc., shall be accounted for as
provided in § 182.01-28.

§ 182.4545 Employees’ welfare ex
penses. This account shall be charged
with the costs incurred for the benefit of
insurance and safety department em
ployees in accordance with provisions of
§ 182.01-28.
§ 182.4550 Cargo loss and damage.
(a ) This account shall include the net
cost (i. e., the amounts of premiums less
the amounts of dividends or refunds), of
commercial insurance to protect the car
rier against liability for claims resulting
from loss and damage to, or delay of,
property intrusted to it for transporta
tion or storage. (See § 182.01-22 ( d ) .)
(b) This account shall also be charged
each month and account 2680—Injuries,
Loss and Damage Reserves, shall be
credited, with amounts sufficient to meet
the probable liability for claims under
the classes of risks set out in paragraph
(a ) of this section, that are not covered
by commercial insurance.
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§ 182.4585 Operating rents. (a ) This
account shall include rental payments
for real estate and other property, used
in motor carrier operations by the In 
surance and Safety Department, not pro
vided for elsewhere.
(b) This account shall be credited
with amounts receivable as rents for the
use of real estate and other property of
the Insurance and Safety Department,
not provided for elsewhere.
(c) This account shall also include
amounts receivable as rental from the
sublease of property rented from others
if amounts payable as rent for the prop
erty by the reporting carrier are charged
hereto.
Note A: Amounts payable or receivable for
rental of real estate and other property in
cluded in the lease of a distinct operating
unit (see § 182.00-1 ( v ) ) shall be included
in account 5400—Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—Debit, or account 5500—Lease of Dis
tinct Operating Unit—Credit, as appropriate.
Note B: Rentals for property and equip
ment used in noncarrier operations shall be
included in account 6100—Income from
Non-Carrier Operations—Net.

§ 182.4600 Administrative and general.
§ 182.4610 Supervision. This account
shall include the total of amounts in
cluded in accounts 4611 to 4613, inclusive.
§ 182.4611 Salaries; general officers.
(a) This account shall include the sal
aries, bonuses, and other forms of con
sideration for services of general officers
whose jurisdiction extends over the car
rier’s entire transportation system, and
also fees payable to receivers or trustees
appointed by the courts. As here used,
the term “general officers” would ordi
narily include the following:
Chairman of the Board. General Counsel.
President.
General Secretary.
Vice Presidents.
General Auditor.
Treasurer.
General Manager.
Comptroller.

The salaries of the officers enumer
ated above shall be included in this
account regardless of the fact th at they
may also perform duties in connection
with the maintenance, transportation,
terminal or other functional operations
of the carrier, except that the pay of
officers in charge of other functions who
perform no general administrative du
ties, shall be charged to the appropriate
accounts provided for the pay of super
visory employees in those groups of ac
counts.
(b) This account shall also include
the amounts designated as salaries of
sole proprietors, and partners in charge
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of the administration of non-incorpo
rated motor carriers.
§ 182.4612 Salaries; revenue account
ing. This account shall include the pay
of employees engaged in handling rev
enue accounting such as, machine oper
ators, sorters, file clerks, cashiers, re
vision clerks and employees handling
interline accounting and credits.
§ 182.4613 Salaries; other general of
fice employees. This account shall in
clude the pay of all other general office
employees not includible in account 4612,
such as office managers, chief account
ants, bookkeepers, attorneys, purchas
ing agents, stenographers, typists,
switchboard operators, clerks, janitors,
watchmen and other employees attached
to the general office.
§ 182.4620 Office and other expenses.
This account shall include the total of
amounts included in accounts 4621 to
4623, inclusive.
§ 182.4621 Expenses of general officers.
This account shall include expenses in
curred for the benefit of motor carrier
operations by officers whose salaries are
includible in account 4611, such as:
Cost of operation and maintenance of auto
mobiles.
Traveling expenses.
Membership fees and dues in trade and pro
fessional organizations.

§ 182.4622 Expenses of general office
employees. This account shall include
traveling and incidental expenses in
curred by general office employees whose
salaries are includible in accounts 4612
or 4613, such as:
Cost of operation and maintenance of auto
mobiles.
Traveling expenses.
Membership fees and dues in trade and pro
fessional organizations.

§ 182,4623 Other general office ex
penses. This account shall include the
cost of supplies and expenses incurred
in connection with the carrier’s general
administrative functions.
Item s

Books.
Drinking water and refrigeration.
Heat, light, power and water.
Janitor and cleaning supplies.
Postage.
Printed forms for general office use.
Rent for office machines.
Repairs to general office furniture and
equipment.
Stationery and office supplies.
Subscriptions to newspapers, clipping bu
reaus, periodicals, etc.
Towel service.

§ 182.4630 Law expenses. This ac
count shall include the cost of operating
the carrier’s law department, other than
salaries of employees, including amounts
payable to others for legal services and
related expenses not provided for in
other operating expense accounts (see
account 4510).

ITEMS
Cost of law suits.
Cost of preparing and printing agreements,
briefs, reports, etc.
Court costs.
Court fees.
Law books, periodicals and subscriptions to
special services.
Law expenses of receivers.
Legal forms, law office supplies, postage and
stationery
Meals because of overtime work.
Payments to outside attorneys.
Premiums on court and other bonds.
Printing.
Tax reports, claims, etc., when handled by
legal staff.
Transcripts of testimony, copies of exhibits,
etc.
Traveling expenses of outside attorneys, wit
nesses, etc.
Witness fees.
Note A: The pay of the legal staff of the
carrier shall be included in account 4611—
Salaries—General Officers, 4613—Salaries—
Other General Office Employees, or other ap
propriate accounts.
Note B: The pay of law department offi
cers and employees engaged in formal cases
before regulatory commissions, in cases to
which such a commission is a party, or when
specifically assigned to injury and damage
cases, shall be charged to account 4670—
Regulatory Expenses, account 4510—Super
vision, or other appropriate accounts. (See
S 182.01-11.)
Note C: Law expenses incident to the
purchase of operating rights, the acquisi
tion of such rights from Federal or State
Commissions or securing from local authori
ties of franchises or consents with a life of
more than 1 year shall be charged to the
appropriate subdivision of account 1500—
Organization, Franchises, and Permits, or ac
count 1550—Other Intangible Property. Law
expenses incident to the issuance of long
term debt or capital stock shall be charged
to account 1880—Unamortized Debt Discount
and Expense, account 2400—Unamortized
Premium on Debt, or account 1910—Com
mission and Expense on Capital Stock, as
appropriate.

§ 182.4635 Outside auditing expenses.
This account shall include the cost of
auditing and accounting services ren
dered by individuals or firms other than
the carrier's own employees.
Note: The fees and expenses paid inde
pendent auditors and accountants for pre
paring financial and other statements inci
dent to the issuance of long-term debt and
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capital stock, or to the acquisition of oper
ating rights, shall be charged, as appropriate,
to account 1880—Unamortized Debt Discount
and Expense, account 2400—Unamortized
Premium on Debt, account 1910—Commission
and Expense on Capital Stock, account 1511—
Franchises, or account 1550—Other Intan
gible Property. (See Note B under account
1511.)

§ 182.4640 Communication s e r v i c e .
This account shall include the cost, in
cluding excise taxes, of all communica
tion service payable to outside companies,
such as telephone, teletypewriter, tele
graph, radio, etc.
§ 182.4645 Employees’ welfare ex
penses. This account shall be charged
with the costs incurred for the benefit
of general office employees in accordance
with provisions of § 182.01-28.
§ 182.4650 Management and supervi
sion fees. (a ) This account shall include
the amounts of fees and expenses in
curred for services received from others
under a service contract or other a r
rangement providing for the furnishing
of general management, supervision,
purchasing, financial or other general
services.
(b) The records supporting the entries
in this account shall be so maintained
as to show the respective amounts paid
to each provider of the service with re
spect to each class of service so fur
nished and the basis upon which the fees
are assessed. If the costs incurred in
the first instance by the person furnish
ing the service are apportioned to sev
eral recipients thereof, the records of the
carrier shall indicate the aggregate cost
to the furnishing person and the method
of apportionment to the carrier.
(c ) This account shall be subdivided
to reflect:
(1) Fees and expenses of affiliated com
panies,
(2) Fees and expenses of other persons
(see paragraph (cc) of § 182.00-1).

§ 182.4660 Uncollectible revenues. (a)
This account shall be charged, and
account 1120—Accounts Receivable—
Agents, Customers and Interline, shall
be credited, with receivables for carrier
operating revenues, including interline
proportions of revenue due from other
carriers, which, after a reasonably dili
gent effort to collect, have proved im
practicable of collection. If accounts
which have been so written off are after
wards collected, the amount received
shall be credited to this account, Pro
vided, however, That such recoveries are
from accounts charged off against this
account.

(b) Charges to this account may be
made monthly on the basis of the esti
mated average loss of revenue due to un
collectible accounts, in which case the
concurrent credit shall be to account
2650—Reserve for Uncollectible Ac
counts. To the reserve thus established
shall be charged such amounts as are
determined to be uncollectible, and
amounts written off and subsequently
collected shall be credited to the reserve.
When charges to this account are made
by estimate, the estimate shall be ad
justed at the end of each calendar year
to conform to the experience of the ac
counting carrier as determined by anal
ysis of its accounts receivable.

tion, or rendering reports which are made
necessary by the rules and regulations, or
orders, of regulatory bodies, shall be
charged to the appropriate operation and
maintenance expense accounts.
Note B: Expenses incident to securing
certificates of convenience and necessity
from regulatory bodies shall be charged to
the appropriate subdivisions of account
1500—Organization, Franchises and Permits.
Expenditures incident to securing authoriza
tion for issuance of long-term debt or
capital stock shall be charged to account
1880—Unamortized Debt Discount and Ex
pense, account 2400—Unamortized Premium
on Debt, or account 1910—Commission and
Expense on Capital Stock, as appropriate.

§ 182.4675 Purchasing and store ex
penses. (a ) This account shall include
the cost of operating the carrier’s pur
chasing department including amounts
payable to persons, other than officers
and employees of the carrier, for techni
cal advice and services incident to the
purchase of parts, gasoline, stationery
supplies, etc. (See, however, account
4650—Management and Supervision
Fees.)
(b) This account shall include credits
for cash and other discounts when it is
not practicable to apply such discounts
directly to the cost of the materials to
which they relate.
(c) This account shall include differ
ences arising from inventory adjust
ments which have not been otherwise
apportioned in accordance with Note B
under account 1180—Material and Sup
plies.

Note: Losses on receivables for other than
carrier operating revenues, and losses on
notes or claims receivable, shall be accounted
for as provided in item (c) of account 7500—
Other Deductions.

§ 182.4670 Regulatory expenses. (a )
This account shall include expenses in
curred by the carrier in connection with
formal cases before Federal or State reg
ulatory bodies or cases to which such a
body is a party; also include payments
made to a regulatory commission for fees
or amounts assessed against the carrier
for pay and expenses of the regulatory
commission, its officers, agents and em
ployees, other than those incurred in
securing certificates of convenience and
necessity and authority for the issuance
of securities. (See Note B.)
(b) Amounts includible in this account
which by approval or direction of the
Commission are to be spread over future
periods shall be charged to account
1890—Other Deferred Debits, and amor
tized by charges to this account.

N o t e : Suitable proportions of items in
cluded in this account may be allocated to
the cost of materials and supplies. (See
account 1180.)

§ 182.4680 Other general expenses.
(a) This account shall include all gen
eral expenses connected with motor car
rier operations not provided for else
where, including fees and expenses pay
able to the carrier’s directors or trustees;
expenses in connection with publishing
and mailing reports and notices to stock
holders, etc.; cash overages and short
ages, other than defalcation of the car
rier’s funds; and fees and expenses of
filing annual reports and other docu
ments not specifically related to the ob
taining of certificates or applications for
issuance of securities; and repairs to gen
eral office structures and fixtures.
(b) This account shall also include
contributions for charitable, social, or
community welfare purposes, except
contributions to employees’ welfare as
sociations (see § 182.01-28), and con

I tems
Fees retainers, and expenses of counsel,
solicitors, attorneys, clerics, attendants,
witnesses, and others whose services are
secured for the defense or prosecution of
petitions or complaints presented to
regulatory bodies.
The pay of officers and employees specifically
assigned to or engaged in the valuation of
property owned or used by the carrier, in
connection with such cases, and the cost
of similar work performed by others.
Amounts assessed by Federal and state regu
latory commissions for pay and expenses
of their officers, agents, and employees;
office and traveling expenses; stationery,
printing and engineering supplies; and
other expenses and supplies including ex
penses of officers and employees upon mat
ters covered by this account even though
no portion of their pay is assignable hereto.
Note A: Expenses incurred for the im
provement of service, for additional inspec
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tributions provided for in account
7500—Other Deductions.
§ 182.4685 Operating rents. (a ) This
account shall include rental payments
for real estate and other property, used
in motor carrier operations by the Ad
ministrative and General Department,
not provided for elsewhere.
(b) This account shall be credited
with amounts receivable as rents for the
use of real estate and other property of
the Administrative and General Depart
ment, not provided for elsewhere.
(c) This account shall also include
amounts receivable as rental from the
sublease of property rented from others
if amounts payable as rent for the prop
erty by the reporting carrier are charged
hereto.

leased from others. (See § 182.01-23.)
(b ) The following subdivisions of this
account shall be maintained.
§ 182.5010 Depreciation of structures.
This account shall include depreciation
of structures situated on owned land, in
cluding all appurtenant fixtures perma
nently attached thereto, and of improve
ments to owned land and other structures
or constructions, the investment in which
is included in account 1210—Structures.
§ 182.5020 Depreciation of revenue
equipment. (a ) This account shall in
clude depreciation of revenue equip
ment. (See list of items in account
1220—Revenue Equipment.)
(b) This account shall be subdivided
as follows (see § 182.01-27):
5021—Line Haul Equipment.
5025—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.

Note A: Amounts payable or receivable
for rental of real estate and other property
included in the lease of a distinct operating
unit (see § 182.00-1 ( v ) ) shall be included
in account 5400—Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—Debit, or account 5500—Lease of Dis
tinct Operating Unit—Credit, as appropriate.
Note B: Rentals for property and equip
ment used in noncarrier operations shall be
included in account 6100—Income from NonCarrier Operations—Net.

§ 182.5030 Depreciation of service cars
and equipment. This account shall
include depreciation of automobiles,
wreckers, sand and salt cars, tow cars
and other service equipment, the invest
ment in which is included in account
1230—Service Cars and Equipment.
§ 182.5040 Depreciation of shop and
garage equipment. This account shall
include depreciation of machinery and
equipment, the investment in which is
included in account 1240—Shop and
Garage Equipment.
§ 182.5050 Depreciation of furniture
and office equipment. This account shall
include depreciation of furniture, office
appliances and equipment, the invest
ment in which is included in account
1250—Furniture and Office Equipment.
§ 182.5060 Depreciation of miscellane
ous equipment. This account shall in
clude depreciation of equipment em
ployed by the carrier in motor carrier op
erations and not provided for elsewhere,
the investment in which is included in
account 1260—Miscellaneous Equipment.
§ 182.5070 Depreciation of improve
ments to leasehold property. This ac
count shall include depreciation of im
provements to leasehold property in
stalled by the carrier, the investment in
which is included in account 1270—Im 
provements to Leasehold Property.
§ 182.5080 Depreciation of undistrib
uted property. This account shall in
clude depreciation of property temporar
ily included in account 1280—Undistrib
uted Property.
§ 182.5100 Depreciation adjustment.
This account shall include amounts rep

§ 182.4691 Joint operating expense;
debit. This account shall include the
carrier’s proportion of costs incurred by
others in maintaining and operating
joint facilities for general purposes, such
as a general office, or when amounts pay
able cannot be segregated between the
functional groups of expense accounts
provided in this system of accounts. (See
§ 182.00-1 (w) and § 182.01-25 (a).)
§ 182.4696 Joint operating expense;
credit. This account shall include the
amounts chargeable to others as their
proportions of the costs incurred by the
reporting carrier in maintaining and
operating joint facilities used for general
purposes, such as a general office, or
when the amounts receivable cannot be
segregated between the functional groups
of expense accounts provided in this sys
tem of accounts. (See § 182.00-1 (w)
and § 182.01-25 (a). )
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE

§ 182.5000 Depreciation expense. (a)
This account shall include the amount
of depreciation charges accruing each
month for all classes of depreciable
property owned by the carrier and used
by it in motor carrier operations or
leased to others as part of a distinct
operating unit (see paragraph (v) of
§ 182.00-1), including depreciation of the
carrier’s improvements to property
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resenting adjustments for over or under
accruals of depreciation when carrier op
erating property, depreciated under the
unit plan, is retired from service. (See
§ 182.01-21 (a) .)
AMORTIZATION EX P EN SE

§ 182.5150 Amortization chargeable to
operations. This account shall include
the total of the amounts included in ac
counts 5151 and 5155:
§ 182.5151 Amortisation of carrier op
erating property. This account shall be
charged, and account 2600—Reserve for
Amortization—Carrier Operating Prop
erty, shall be credited each month, with
amortization charges applicable to
amounts representing the cost of acquir
ing long-term leaseholds of land and
easements used in carrier operations car
ried in account 1201—Land and Land
Rights, and to amounts of fixed-term
motor carrier franchises, permits, con
sents, licenses and patent rights carried
in account 1500—Organization, Fran
chises and Permits. This account shall
also be charged with the unamortized
book cost of such items at the time of
retirement. (See § 182.01-21 (b) (IV)
Note: Amortization charges on the book
cost of intangible items that are not re
stricted to a fixed term, included in account
1500—Organization. Franchises and Permits,
and account 1550—Other Intangible Prop
erty, shall be charged to account 7500—
Other Deductions. (See § 182.01-23 (d).)

§ 182.5155 Extraordinary
property
losses. Losses in service value of property
retired because of abandonment or other
causes for which provision has not been
made in the depreciation or other re
serves and losses from retirements that
could not reasonably have been foreseen
and provided for and which are not cov
ered by commercial or self insurance may
be charged off to this account at the time
of their occurrence, or such losses may
be included in account 1890—Other De
ferred Debits, and amortized therefrom
by monthly charges to this account. The
carrier shall make application to the
Commission for permission to make use
of this account for the foregoing pur
poses and in the application it shall give
full particulars concerning the property
retired, or abandoned, the reason for
which it is retired or abandoned, the
amounts provided in respect thereto in
the depreciation reserves, the amount
chargeable to account 1890 and the pe
riod over which, in its judgment, such
amount should be amortized.
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taxes and licenses

£ 182.5200 Operating taxes and li
censes. (a) This account shall include
the amount of Federal, State, county,
municipal and other taxing district taxes,
which relate to motor carrier operations
and property used therein (except taxes
provided for in account 8800—Income
Taxes.)
(b) This account shall be charged each
month with the amount of taxes ap
plicable thereto, with concurrent credits
to account 2120—Taxes Accrued, or ac
count 1170—Prepayments, as appropri
ate. When it is not possible to determine
the actual taxes, they shall be estimated
and the applicable portion of the total
tax included in this account each month.
Taxes included in this account on an
estimated basis shall be adjusted when
the actual levies become known. Taxes
on gasoline, other motor fuel and motor
oil, shall be included in this account at
the time of purchase.
(c) The records shall be kept so as
to show separately for each of the follow
ing subdivisions the amount of each class
of tax included in this account and the
basis on which it is levied, segregated
between the amounts levied by the Fed
eral Government, and by State, munici
pal, and other taxing authorities.
§ 182.5210 Gasoline, other fuel and
oil taxes. This account shall include
all taxes on motor fuel and motor oil
consumed by vehicles in motor carrier
operations during the current accounting
period, and shall be segregated as fol
lows (see § 182.01-27 :
5211—Line Haul Equipment.
5215—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.
Note: Taxes on gasoline and oil used in
service equipment and automobiles shall be
included in the accounts charged with other
expenses of such vehicles.

§ 182.5220 Vehicle license and regis
tration fees. This account shall include
the cost of all taxes, licenses and fees as
sessed for the privilege of operating rev
enue vehicles over the highways, such as
registration fees, license plate fees, mile
age taxes, gross receipts taxes, gross
weight taxes, ton-mile taxes, port of en
try fees, permits for overload and over
size (when absorbed by the c arrie r), cer
tificates of title fees, vehicle qualification
fees and similar items, and shall be seg
regated as follows (see § 182.01-27):
5221—Line Haul Equipment.
5225—Pickup and Delivery Equipment.
Non: Licenses and registration fees for
service equipment and automobiles shall be

revenue is credited. (See account 5500—
Lease of Distinct Operating Unit—Credit.)
5. Taxes paid on original issues of capital
stock shall be included in account 1910—
Commission and Expense on Capital Stock.
6. The cost of state and other identification
plates, for which a small charge is made to
cover cost of manufacture, shall be included
in account 4280—Other Transportation Ex
penses.

included in the accounts charged with other
expenses of such vehicles.

§ 182.5230 Real estate and personal
property taxes. This account shall in
clude the amount of taxes based on the
value of real estate and personal prop
erty.
§ 182.5240 Social security taxes. This
account shall include the carrier’s pro
portion of social security, unemployment,
and old-age benefit taxes payable to the
Federal and State governments.
§ 182.5250 Other taxes. This account
shall include all other operating taxes,
licenses, and fees not specifically pro
vided for in accounts 5210 to 5240, in
clusive.

LEASE OP DISTINCT OPERATING UNIT

§ 182.5400 Lease of distinct operating
unit; debit. This account shall include
amounts payable for rent of property
constituting a distinct operating unit
(see paragraph (v) of § 182.00-1) or sys
tem leased from others for use in motor
carrier operations when the carrier has
exclusive possession.
§ 182.5500 Lease of distinct operating
unit; credit. (a) This account shall in
clude amounts receivable for rent of
property constituting a distinct operat
ing unit (see paragraph (v) of § 182.00-1)
leased by the carriers to others for use
in motor carrier operations, when the
lessee has exclusive possession.
(b) This account shall be charged with
all expenses assumed by the lessor in
connection with the property leased, and
shall be subdivided to show separately
for each such lease, the following:
(1) Rent revenue.
(2) Expenses.
(3) Taxes.
(4) Uncollectible rents.

Items
Capital Stock taxes.
City licenses and permits.
Corporation taxes (for privilege of doing busi
ness as a corporation).
Gross receipts taxes not provided for else
where.
Occupancy taxes.
Permits to haul liquor, etc. (except overload
or oversize).
Sales taxes paid by carrier as vendor.
Stock transfer taxes.
All other taxes, licenses or fees not otherwise
provided for
Note A: Taxes on property leased from
others for use in motor carrier operations,
when the lessee is obligated under the terms
of the lease to pay such taxes in addition to
stipulated rent, shall be included in these
accounts.
Note B: All sales and excise taxes not pro
vided for in these accounts shall be included
in the account charged with the cost of the
material, equipment or services to which the
taxes apply.
Note C: The following other taxes and fees
shall not be charged to this account:
1. Pees for filing annual reports and other
documents not specifically related to certifi
cates or applications for issuance of securities
shall be charged to account 4680—Other Gen
eral Expenses.
2. Special assessments for street or other
improvements, and fees or charges, sometimes
called taxes, such as water taxes, and charges
for street sprinkling and sidewalk repairs,
which are payments for some specific services
rendered by municipal or other taxing bodies,
shall be charged to the appropriate property
investment accounts or operation and main
tenance expense accounts. (See Note B
under account 1201—Land and Land Bights.)
3. Taxes on property, the investment In
which is included in account 1400—Non-Car
rier Property, and other taxes incident to
non-carrier operations, shall be charged to
account 6100—Income from Non-Carrier
Operations—Net.
4. Taxes on property leased to others as
part of a distinct operating unit shall be
charged to the account to which the rent
473085 O—58-
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Note: Accruals of depreciation on carrier
operating property leased to others as part of
a distinct operating unit shall be credited to
account 2590—Reserve for Depreciation—
Carrier Operating Property Leased to Others.
O T H E R O RD INARY IN C O M E

§ 182.61 0 0 I ncome from non-carrier
operations; ne t . ( a ) This account shall
include the revenues from and expenses
incurred by the carrier in business activi
ties th a t are not connected with its motor
carrier operations, the investment in
which is carried in account 1400—NonCarrier Property.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
to reflect separately:
(1) Revenues derived from noncarrier
operations.
(2) Expenses incurred in noncarrier
operations.
N o t e A: The expenses referred to in the
text of this account include all elements of
cost incurred in noncarrier operations, in
cluding depreciation and amortization of
noncarrier property, rents, taxes (other than
income taxes), insurance, etc.
Note B: Uncollectible income from non
carrier operations shall be included in this
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account. (See also account 7500—Other De
ductions. )
N ote C: Bach carrier may adopt its own
classification of revenues and expenses for
this account. The classification shall be such,
however, as to permit ready analysis.

§ 182.6300 Interest income. (a ) This
account shall include interest accruing to
the accounting carrier upon securities of
other companies and Federal, State, or
municipal governments, on loans, notes,
and advances; special deposits and all
other interest bearing assets. Interest
accrued shall not be credited to this ac
count unless its payment is reasonably
assured; in other cases, credits to this
account shall be based upon the interest
actually collected.
(b) This account shall be kept so as to
show separately the interest income from
each investment and from each affiliated
company.
§ 182.6400 Dividend income. (a ) This
account shall include income derived by
the accounting carrier from the divi
dends on stock of other companies held
by it. Accruals of guaranteed dividends
may be included in this account if the
payment is reasonably assured.
(b) This account shall be kept so as
to show separately the dividend income
from each investment and from each
affiliated company.
§ 182.6500 Other non-operating in
come. This account shall include all in
come accrued to the accounting carrier
in accordance with the terms of any
contract by which the carrier is entitled
to participate in the profits from the
operations of others, and all other non
operating income not provided for in any
of the foregoing accounts.
Note: "Profits from the operations of
others” does not include any dividends on
stock. Income from dividends shall be cred
ited to account 6400—Dividend Income.
DEDUCTIONS FROM ORDINARY INCOME

§ 182.7100 Interest. (a ) This account
shall include all interest accrued on in
terest bearing obligations issued or
assumed by the accounting carrier; also
interest accrued on debentures and on
receivers’ certificates. This account shall
not include interest on securities held by
the accounting carrier in its treasury, in
sinking or other special funds, or pledged
as collateral.
(b) This account shall be kept so as to
show the interest expense (accrual) on
each of the following;
(1) Advances.
(2) Bonds.
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Equipment obligations.
Other long-term obligations.
Current obligations.
Matured long-term obligations.

§ 182.7300 Amortization of debt dis
count and expense. This account shall
be charged each month with the appli
cable proportion of the unamortized dis
count and expense on outstanding long
term debt. This proportion shall be de
termined according to a rule, the uniform
application of which during the interval
between the issuance and maturity of
any debt will completely amortize the
discount at which such debt was issued
and the debt expense connected there
with. Amounts charged to this account
shall be concurrently credited to account
1880—Unamortized Debt Discount and
Expense. (See § 182.01-17.)
§ 182.7400 Amortization of premium
on debt; credit. This account shall be
credited each month with the applicable
proportion of the premium a t which out
standing long-term debt was issued.
This proportion shall be determined ac
cording to a rule the uniform applica
tion of which during the interval between
the issuance and the maturity of any
debt will completely amortize the pre
mium a t which such debt was issued.
Amounts credited to this account shall
be concurrently charged to account
2400—Unamortized Premium on Debt.
(See § 182.01-17.)
§ 182.7500 Other deductions. This
account shall include all deductions
from gross income not provided for in
any of the foregoing accounts, such as;
(a ) Unsecured accruals on obligations
arising under contracts whereby the ac
counting carrier has guaranteed the an
nual or more frequent periodic payment
of money or performance of other obli
gation on the part of another corpora
tion or person and because of the default
of such other corporation or person, the
liability of the accounting carrier has
become actual.
(b) Losses resulting from the opera
tions of others, whenever, in accordance
with the terms of any contract, the ac
counting carrier is bound to contribute
toward reimbursement of such losses.
(c) Losses on receivables, notes or
claims, th at are not includible in ac
count 4660—Uncollectible Revenues, or
account 6100—Income from Non-Carrier
Operations—Net.
(d) Amortization charges on the book
cost of property included in account
1500—Organization, Franchises and Per
mits, and 1550—Other Intangible Prop

erty, which is not restricted to a fixed
term, and other items among the car
rier’s assets. (See § 182.01-23 (d ).)
(e) Contributions for charitable, so
cial, or community welfare purposes th at
do not have a direct or intimate rela
tionship to the protection of the prop
erty, development of the business or
welfare of the carrier’s employees. (See
§ 182.01-28, and account 4680—Other
General Expenses.)
(f) Penalties and fines for violations
of law except for violations of traffic reg
ulations which are provided for in ac
count 4280—Other Transportation Ex
penses.
(g) The excess of premiums for life
insurance carried on the lives of officers
and employees over the increase in the
cash surrender value of the policies,
when the carrier is the beneficiary. (See
note under § 182.01-22.)
(h ) Other deductions from gross
income.
EXTRAORDINARY INCOME

§ 182.8100 Extraordinary i n c o m e
This account shall include the
amounts of income credits applicable to
the current period from activities other
than those usual and ordinary activities
of the carrier th at are provided for in
accounts 3000 to 7500, inclusive.
credits.

Item s

1. Profit derived from the retirem ent of ta n 
gible and in tan gib le property.
(See
§ 182.01-21.)
2. Profit derived from th e sale of securities
of others.
3. Forfeiture of am ounts deposited w ith the
carrier, under options or otherwise, for
th e purchase or lease of property, or for
other purposes.

4. Profit derived from the reacquisition and
resale of the carrier’s securities other
than capital stock. (See § 182.01-17.)
5. Current liabilities written off. (See
§ 182.01-14.)
6. Extraordinary income credits not pro
vided for elsewhere.

§ 182.8200 Extraordinary i n c o m e
charges. This account shall include the
amounts properly chargeable against in
come during the current period occa
sioned otherwise than by those usual and
ordinary activities of the carrier that are
provided for in accounts 3000 to 7500,
inclusive.
Item s

1. Losses on the retirement of tangible and
in tan gib le property.

(See § 182.01-21.)

2. Losses resulting from the sale of securities
of others, including any provision made
for declines in value not provided for
elsewhere. (See § 182.01-18.)

3. Forfeitures of amounts deposited by the
carrier, under options or otherwise, for
the purchase or lease of property or for
other purposes.
4. Debits representing the difference between
the cost of debt obligations reacquired
and the amount chargeable to account
1920 — Reacquired
Securities.
(See
§ 182.01-17.)
5. Adjustment and cancellation of balance
sheet accounts representing assets other
than uncollectible revenues, receivables
for services rendered, and materials and
supplies furnished.
6. Inventory, appraisal, hearing and other ex
penses incident to the contemplated ac
quisition, sale, or lease of a distinct op
erating unit (see paragraph (v) of
§ 182.00-1) or other property, when the
projects are abandoned. (See account
1890—Other Deferred Debits.)
7. Losses of funds due to bank failures.
8. Appropriations of income for reserves and
other purposes.
9. Extraordinary income charges not provided
for elsewhere.

§ 182.8400 Delayed income credits. (a)
This account shall include the amounts
other than minor items (see § 182.01-8),
of nonrecurring delayed credits to income
applicable to prior years.
(b) Subdivisions of this account shall
be so maintained th at each delayed item
will be classified by years and in accord
ance with the account that would have
been credited had the item been ac
counted for in the period to which it
pertains.
§ 182.8600 Delayed income charges.
(a) This account shall include the
amounts, other than minor items (see
§ 182.01-8), of nonrecurring delayed
charges to income applicable to prior
years.
(b) Subdivisions of this account shall
be so maintained th at each delayed item
will be classified by years and in accord
ance with the account th at would have
been debited had the item been ac
counted for in the period to which it
pertains.
INCOME TAXES

§ 182.8800 Income taxes. (a ) This
account shall be charged each month
with its proportion of the estimated
amounts of Federal, State or other in
come taxes payable on the net annual
income or profits of a corporation or un
incorporated business.
(b) This account shall be subdivided
as follows:
8810—Federal Income Taxes.
8820—State Income Taxes.
8830—Other Income Taxes.
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N o t e : Personal income taxes of sole propri
etors and members of partnerships shall not
be charged to this account; if paid from
funds of the business, the amounts thereof
shall be charged to account 2800—sole pro
prietorship capital, or account 2810—partner
ship capital, as appropriate.

II.

6100. Income from Non-Carrier Op
erations—N e t ____________
6300. Interest Income____________
6400. Dividend Incom e___________
6500. Other Non-Operating IncomeTotal Other Ordinary Income— ------

§ 182.8900 Form of income statement.
(The order in which the accounts are pre
sented in this Form of Income Statement
is not to be considered as necessarily indi
cative of the order in which they will be
scheduled at all times in reports to the
Commission.)
I. CARRIER OPERATING INCOME

Revenues:
3000. Operating Revenues-------Expenses:
4000. Operation and Maintenance
Expenses ______________
5000. Depreciation Expense-----5100. Depreciation Adjustment—
5150. Amortization Chargeable to
Operations_____________
5200. Operating Taxes and Li
censes _________________

------

OTHER ORDINARY INCOME

Gross Ordinary Income--------

------

I I I . DEDUCTIONS FROM ORDINARY INCOME

7100. Interest___________________ _____
7300. Amortization of Debt Discount
and Expense______________ _____
7400. Amortization of Premium on
Debt—Credit_____________ _____
7500. Other Deductions___________ ____ _
Total Deductions from Ordinary
Income ____________________

_____
-----------

Net Ordinary Income
IV. EXTRAORDINARY INCOME

_____

8100.
8200.
8400.
8600.

Extraordinary Income Credits.
Extraordinary Income Charges.
Delayed Income Credits_____
Delayed Income Charges-----

_____
_____
_____
------

------

Total Extraordinary Income_____

_____

5400. Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—D eb it____________ _____
5500. Lease of Distinct Operating
Unit—C red it________ ______ ___
Net Carrier Operating Income. _ _____

Net Income Before Income Taxes.

_____

Total Expenses.
Net Operating Revenue--------

8800. Income Taxes.
Net Income (or Loss)
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ferred to and made a part hereof. Ac
counts for Class II carriers shall be main
tained according to the definitions and
instructions prescribed for Class I car
riers, as currently in effect or as inter
preted, amended, or modified from time
to time.
§ 184.3 Pickup and delivery. Class II
common carriers which derive an aver
age of 75 percent or more of their rev
enues from the intercity transportation
of general commodities an d which have
average annual gross revenues of $500,000
or more, based on the three calendar
years ended December 31, 1956, and on
the latest three calendar years there
after, shall separate expenses between
line haul and pickup and delivery as
provided in § 182.01-27 Allocation of ex
penses between line haul and pickup and
delivery, of this subchapter, all the other
provisions of which are hereby specifi
cally referred to and made a part hereof.
§ 184.4 Optional accounts. Any Class
II carrier subject to the provisions of
this chart of accounts may, a t its option,
conform its accounting to the regulations
prescribed for Class I carriers; provided
however, th at the exercise of such option
shall not interfere with assembling or
grouping such accounts, as hereinafter
prescribed, for annual report purposes.
§ 184.5 Accounts prescribed. Ac
counts maintained by Class II carriers
shall be designated as follows and shall
include the substance of the several
Class I accounts to which they respec
tively correspond:

Part 184— Chart of Accounts for
Class II Motor Carriers of Prop
erty
Sec.
184.0
184.1
184.2
184.3
184.4
184.5

Order of the Commission.
Classification of carriers.
Instructions.
Pickup and delivery.
Optional accounts.
Accounts prescribed.
A u t h o r i t y : § § 184.0 to 184.5 issued under
sec. 204, 49 Stat. 546, as amended; 49 U. S. C.
304. Interpret or apply sec. 220, 49 Stat. 563,
as amended; 49 U. S. C. 320.

§ 184.0 Order of the Commission.
Effective January 1, 1957, all Class II
common and contract motor carriers of
property shall maintain their accounts
in conformity with the regulations in this
part.
§ 184.1 Classification of c a r r i e r s .
Class II carriers are those having aver
age annual gross operating revenues (in
cluding interstate and intrastate) of
$200,000, but less than $1,000,000, from
property motor carrier operations. The
average annual revenues shall be deter
mined in accordance with provisions of
§ 182.01-1 Classification of carriers, of
this subchapter.
§ 184.2 Instructions. Except as other
wise provided in § 184.3, entries recorded
in the accounts prescribed for Class II
motor carriers shall conform to the texts
of corresponding Class I accounts, each
such text being hereby separately re

B a l a n c e S h e e t — A s s e t S id e
CLASS I ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

Current assets
Cash and working funds____________

112

1000
1020
Special deposits____________________ 1040
1041
1042
1043
Notes receivable____________________ 1080
Receivables from affiliated companies_ 1100
1101
1105
1109
Accounts receivable—other___________ 1120

117

Prepayments_______________________

100
104

108
110

1130
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
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Current assets
Cash.
Working funds.
Special deposits.
Interest special deposits.
Dividend special deposits.
Miscellaneous special deposits.
Notes receivable.
Receivables from affiliated companies.
Loans and notes receivable.
Interest and dividends receivable.
Accounts receivable.
Accounts receivable—agents, customers,
and interline.
Accounts receivable—other.
Prepayments.
Prepaid taxes and licenses.
Prepaid insurance.
Prepaid interest.
Prepaid rents.

Balance S heet —Asset Side—Continued
ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

Current assets—Continued
117 Prepayments—Continued

118 Material and supplies---------------119 Other current assets-----------------

120

Property and investments
Carrier property____________

121

Land and structures--------

122
123
124

140

CLASS I ACCOUNTS

1175
1176
1179
1180
1060
1140
1160
1190
1200
1300

1201
1210
1220
Revenue equipment-------1230
Service cars and equipment1240
Other carrier property-----1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
Noncarrier property------------------- 1400

150 Organization, franchises and permits—

155 Other intangible property------------

1500
1501
1511
1541
1550

160 Investments and advances—affiliated 1600
companies.
165 Other investments, advances and spe 1650
cial funds.
1701
1751
1781
Deferred and miscellaneous debits
185 Deferred and miscellaneous debits.

1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1990

Current assets—Continued
Prepaid stationery and printed mat
ter.
Prepaid tires and tubes.
Miscellaneous prepayments.
Material and supplies.
Temporary cash investments.
Subscribers to capital stock.
Interest and dividends receivable.
Other current assets.
Tangible property
Carrier operating property.
Carrier operating property leased to
others.
Land and land rights.
Structures.
Revenue equipment.
Service cars and equipment.
Shop and garage equipment.
Furniture and office equipment.
Miscellaneous equipment.
Improvements to leasehold property.
Undistributed property.
Unfinished construction.
Noncarrier property.
Intangible property
Organization, franchises and permits.
Organization.
Franchises.
Patents.
Other intangible property.
Investment securities and advances
Investments and advances—affiliated
companies.
Other investments and advances.
Special funds
Sinking funds.
Depreciation funds.
Miscellaneous special funds.
Deferred debits
Unamortized debt discount and ex
pense.
Other deferred debits.
Miscellaneous debit items
Discount on capital stock.
Commission and expense on capital
stock.
Reacquired securities.
Nominally issued securities.

B a l a n c e S h e e t — L ia b il it y S id e
CLASS I ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

Current liabilities
200 Notes payable and matured obligations. 2000
2020

203

Payables to affiliated companies______ 2030
2031
2035
2039

60

Current liabilities
Notes payable.
Matured long-term obligations.
Payables to affiliated companies.
Loans and notes payable.
Interest and dividends payable.
Accounts payable.

B alance S heet —Liability Side—Continued
ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS IX CARRIERS

205

Current liabilities—Continued
Accounts payable_________________

207
209
212
218

Salaries and wages payable_______ .___
C. o. d.’s unremitted________________
Taxes accrued______________________
Other current and accrued liabilities__

CLASS X ACCOUNTS

Current liabilities—Continued
2050 Accounts payable.
2051
Accounts p a y a b l e—officers, stock
holders and employees.
2055
Interline account balances.
2059
Accounts payable—other.
2070 Wages payable.
2090 C. o. d.’s unremitted.
2120 Taxes accrued.
2100 Dividends declared.
2150 Interest accrued.
2160 Matured interest.
2180 Other current liabilities.

Long-term debt due within one year
219

Long-term debt due within one year

Equipment obligations and other debt- 2190 Equipment obligations and other debt.
Advances payable

Equipment and other long-term obligations

220 Advances payable—affiliated companies. 2200 Advances payable—affiliated companies.
230 Equipment and other long-term obli 2250 Other advances payable.
gations.
Equipment and other long-term obligations
2300 Equipment obligations.
2330 Bonds.
2360 Other long-term obligations.
240

Deferred credits and reserves
Deferred credits____________________

Deferred credits
2400 Unamortized premium on debt.
2450 Other deferred credits.

Reserves
250 Reserve for depreciation—carrier prop 2500 Reserve for depreciation—carrier oper
ating property.
erty.
2590 Reserve for depreciation—carrier oper
ating property leased to others.
251
Reserve for depreciation—structures. 2510 Reserve for depreciation—structures.
252
Reserve for depreciation—revenue 2520 Reserve for depreciation—r e v e n u e
equipment.
equipment.
253
Reserve for depreciation—service 2530 Reserve for depreciation—service cars
and equipment.
cars and equipment.
254
Reserve for depreciation—other car 2540 Reserve for depreciation—shop and
garage equipment.
rier property.
2550 Reserve for depreciation—furniture and
office equipment.
2560 Reserve for depreciation—miscellaneous
equipment.
2570 Reserve for depreciation—improve
ments to leasehold property.
2580 Reserve for depreciation—undistributed
property.
260 Reserve for amortization—c a r r i e r 2600 Reserve for amortization—carrier oper
ating property.
property.
261 Reserve for depreciation and amortiza 2610 Reserve for depreciation and amortiza
tion—other property.
tion—noncarrier property.
269 Other reserves______________________ 2630 Reserve for adjustments—investments
and advances.
2650 Reserve for uncollectible accounts.
2660 Insurance reserves.
2680 Injuries, loss, and damage reserves.
2690 Other reserves.
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B alance S heet —Liability S ide—Continued
CLASS I ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOB CLASS I I CARRIERS

270

Capital and surplus
Capital stock-------------------------

272 Premiums and assessments on capital
stock.

2700
2710
2730
2720

2800
2810

280 Sole proprietorship capital.
281 Partnership capital-------

290 Unearned surplus__________________ 2900
293 Earned surplus------------------------ 2930
INCOM E

Capital stock
Preferred capital stock.
Common capital stock.
Capital stock subscribed.
Premiums and assessments on capital
stock.
Noncorporate capital
Sole proprietorship capital.
Partnership capital.
Unappropriated surplus
Unearned surplus.
Earned surplus.

Accounts
CLASS I ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

300
310
311
312
313
390

I Carrier Operating Income
Revenues
Operating revenues_________________
Freight revenue—intercity common
carrier.
Freight revenue—intercity contract
carrier.
Freight revenue—local cartage_______
Intercity transportation for other Class
II and Class I motor carriers.
Other operating revenue--------------

410.1
410.5
418

Expenses
Operation and maintenance ex
penses.
Equipment maintenance___________
Supervision, office and other ex
penses.
Repairs and servicing—R e v e n u e
equipment.
Line haul______________________
Pickup and delivery_____________
Tires and tubes—revenue equip
ment.
Line haul______________________
Pickup and delivery_____________
Other maintenance expenses________

419

Joint garage expense—net__________

420
421

Transportation___________________
Supervision, office and other ex
penses.
Drivers and helpers________________
Line haul______________________
Pickup and delivery_____________
Fuel and oil—revenue equipment___
Line haul______________________
Pickup and delivery_____________

400
410
411
413.0
413.1
413.5
410.0

423.0
423.1
423.5
425.0
425.1
425.5

427.0 Purchased transportation__________
427.1
Equipment rents—intercity—with
drivers.

I

3900

Carrier Operating Income
Revenues
Operating revenues.
Freight revenue—intercity common car
rier.
Freight revenue—intercity contract car
rier.
Freight revenue—local cartage.
Intercity transportation for other Class
I motor carriers.
Other operating revenue.

4000

Expenses
Operation and maintenance expenses.

3000
3100
3110
3120
3130

4100 Equipment maintenance.
4110
Supervision.
4120
Office and other expenses.
4130
Repairs and servicing—r e v e n u e
equipment.
4131
Line haul.
4135
Pickup and delivery.
4160 Tires and tubes—revenue equipment.
4101
4105
4145
4180
4185
4191
4190
4200
4210
4220
4230
4231
4235
4250
4251
4255
4200
4201
4205
4270
4271
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Line haul.
Pickup and delivery.
Employees welfare expenses.
Other maintenance expenses.
Operating rents.
Joint garage expense—debit.
Joint garage expense—credit.
Transportation.
Supervision.
Office and other expenses.
Drivers and helpers.
Line haul.
Pickup and delivery.
Fuel for revenue equipment.
Line haul.
Pickup and delivery.
Oil for revenue equipment.
Line haul.
Pickup and delivery.
Purchased transportation.
Equipment r e n t s—intercity—with
drivers.

I n c o m e A c c o u n t s —Continued
ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

CLASS I ACCOUNTS

I Carrier Operating Income—Continued

I Carrier Operating Income—Continued

Expenses—Continued

Expenses—Continued

427.2
427.3
427.5
427.6
427.7

Equipment rents—i n t e r c i t y —
without drivers.
Other purchased transportation—
intercity.
Equipment rents—pickup and de
livery—with drivers.
Equipment rents—pickup and de
livery—without drivers.
Other purchased pickup and de
livery.
Equipment rents—credit_________
Other transportation expenses-----

4272
4273
4275
4276
4277

Equipment rents—intercity—without
drivers.
Other purchased transportation—in
tercity.
Equipment rents—pickup and deliv
ery—with drivers.
Equipment rents—pickup and deliv
ery—without drivers.
Other purchased pickup and delivery.

Equipment rents—credit.
4279
4245 Employees’ welfare expenses.
4280 Other transportation expenses.
4285 Operating rents.
430
Terminal________________________ 4300 Terminal.
Supervision.
431.0
Supervision____________________ 4310
Supervisory salaries.
431.1
Supervisory salaries__________ 4311
Salaries and fees—billing and col
431.2
Salaries and fees—billing and 4312
lecting.
collecting.
Other office employees.
431.3
Other office employees--------- 4313
432
Office and other expenses_________ 4320 Office and other expenses.
434
Salaries and wages—platform em 4340 Salaries and wages—platform employ
ees.
ployees.
435
Other terminal employees_________ 4350 Other terminal employees.
436
Commission agents_______________ 4360 Commission agents.
438
Other terminal expenses__________ 4345 Employees’ welfare expenses.
4380 Other terminal expenses.
4385 Operating rents.
439
Joint terminal facilities—net_____ 4391 Joint terminal facilities—debit.
4396 Joint terminal facilities—credit.
4400 Traffic.
440
Traffic__________________________
Supervision.
441
Supervision, office and other ex 4410
Office and other expenses.
4420
penses.
4430
Tariffs and schedules.
443
Tariffs and schedules-------------4445
Employees’ welfare expenses.
448
Other traffic expenses-------------4450 Advertising.
4480 Other traffic expenses.
4485 Operating rents.
450
Insurance and safety--------------- 4500 Insurance and safety.
Supervision.
451
Supervision, office and other ex 4510
Office and other expenses.
4520
penses.
Public liability and property damage.
453
Public liability and property dam 4530
age.
Workmen’s compensation.
454
Workmen’s compensation_______ 4540
Cargo, loss and damage.
455
Cargo, loss and damage_________ 4550
Fire, theft and collision.
456
Fire, theft and collision_________ 4560
Other insurance expense.
457
Other insurance expense________ 4570
Employees’ welfare expenses.
458
Other insurance and safety de 4545
Other insurance and safety depart
partment expense.
4580
ment expense.
Operating rents.
4585
460
Administrative and general________ 4600 Administrative and general.
Supervision.
461.0
Supervision____________________ 4610
Salaries—General officers.
461.1
Salaries—general officers_______ 4611
Salaries—revenue accounting.
461.2
Salaries—revenue accounting— 4612
Salaries—other general office em
461.3
Salaries—o t h e r general office 4613
ployees.
employees.
462
Other general office expenses_______ 4620 Office and other expenses.
Expenses—general officers.
4621
Expenses—general office employees.
4622
Other general office expenses.
4623

427.9
428
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I ncome Accounts—Continued
CLASS I ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

I

I Carrier Operating Income—Continued

Carrier Operating Income—Continued
Expenses—Continued

463
464
466
467
468

469
500
501
502.0
502.1
502.5
503
504
505
506
507

510
515

520
521.0
521.1
521.5
522.0
522.1
522.5
523
524
525
540
550

Expenses—Continued

Law and outside auditing expenses. _ 4630
4635
Communication service____________ 4640
Uncollectible revenues_____________ 4660
Regulatory expenses. ______________ 4670
Other general expenses____________ 4645
4650
4675
4680
4685
Joint operating expense—net_____ 4691
4696
Depreciation expense_____________ 5000
Depreciation of structures______ 5010
Depreciation of revenue equip 5020
ment.
Line haul____________________ 5021
Pickup and delivery__________ 5025
Depreciation of service cars and 5030
equipment.
Depreciation of shop and garage 5040
equipment.
Depreciation of furniture and of 5050
fice equipment.
Depreciation of miscellaneous 5060
equipment.
Depreciation of o t h e r carrier 5070
property.
5080

Line haul.
Pickup and delivery.
Depreciation of service cars and
equipment.
Depreciation of shop and garage
equipment.
Depreciation of furniture and office
equipment.
Depreciation of miscellaneous equip
ment.
Depreciation of improvements to
leasehold property.
Depreciation of undistributed prop
erty.
Depreciation adjustment.
Depreciation adjustment_________ 5100
Amortization of carrier property
5150 Amortization chargeable to operations.
Amortization of c a r r i e r operating
5151
property.
Extraordinary property losses.
5155
Operating taxes and licenses_______ 5200 Operating taxes and licenses.
Gasoline, other fuel and oil taxes.
Gasoline, other fuel and oil taxes__ 5210
Line haul____________________ 5211
Line haul.
Pickup and delivery__________ 5215
Pickup and delivery.
Vehicle license and registration fees.
Vehicle license and registration 5220
fees.
Line haul____________________ 5221
Line haul.
Pickup and delivery___________ 5225
Pickup and delivery.
Real estate and personal property
Real estate and personal property 5230
taxes.
taxes.
Social security taxes_______________ 5240
Social security taxes.
Other taxes.
Other taxes__________________ ___ 5250
Lease of distinct operating unit— 5400 Lease of distinct operating unit—debit.
debit.
5500 Lease of distinct operating unit—credit.
Lease of d istin c t operating u n it—
credit.
II Other Ordinary Income

610
650

Law expenses.
Outside auditing expenses.
Communication service.
Uncollectible revenues.
Regulatory expenses.
Employees welfare expenses.
Management and supervision fees.
Purchasing and store expenses.
Other general expenses.
Operating rents.
Joint operating expense—debit.
Joint operating expense—credit.
Depreciation expense.
Depreciation of structures.
Depreciation of revenue equipment.

II

Other Ordinary Income

Income from noncarrier operations— 6100 Income from noncarrier operations—
net.
net.
Interest, dividends, and other non 6300 Interest income.
operating income.
6400 Dividend income.
6500 Other nonoperating income.
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I ncome Accounts—Continued
CLASS I ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTS PRESCRIBED FOR CLASS I I CARRIERS

III
710
750

Deductions from Ordinary Income

I

Interest.
Amortization of debt discount and ex
pense.
Amortization of premiums on debt—
credit.
Other deductions.

Interest _______________________
Other income deductions_________

Extraordinary Income 7100
7300
Extraordinary income credits______
7400
Extraordinary income charges-----7500
Income taxes---------------------IV

810
820
880

Deductions from Ordinary Income

IV Extraordinary Income

Extraordinary income credits.
Delayed income credits.
Extraordinary income charges.
Delayed income charges.
Income taxes.
Federal income taxes.
State income taxes.
8100
Other income taxes.
8400
8200
8600
8800
8810
8820
8830
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION

Bureau of Accounts
Washington 25,D.C.

May 2 2 , 1961
Accounting Circular No. MF-3.5

Notice to Class I and Class II Motor Carriers of Property

Enclosed are revised cases 73 and 242 and new case 280.

C. W. Emken, Director

Acctg.Cir. No.MF-3.5
CASE 73 (Revised May 1961)
Query: What accounting should be performed for interest and
for finance fees, if any, included in the face value of equip
ment or other obligations?
Answer: Amounts of interest and finance fees included in the
face value of equipment and other obligations shall be debited
to account 1890, Other Deferred Debits, through the entry record
ing the liability for the face value of the obligation. As the
periodic installments are paid on these obligations, entries shall
be concurrently recorded to amortize from account 1890 and charge
to account 7100, Interest, amounts equivalent to the portion of
the interest and finance fees included in the installment payments
However, if the finance fees are material in amount, they should
be included in account 1880, Unamortized Debt Discount and Expense
and amortized therefrom by charges to account 7300, Amortization
of Debt Discount and Expense.
CASE 242 (Revised May 1961)
Accounting by Household Goods Carriers
1.
Various accessorial services are furnished shippers
Incident to the transportation of their household goods between
points of residence or In movement of goods between residence
and warehouse for storage under the storage in transit privilege.
Certain of the services usually are performed at the shipper's
residence including packing, unpacking, wrapping, use of ward
robes, barrels and other containers, cleaning, etc. Other
services incidental to the storage of the shipments are performed
at the warehouse. In which accounts should the related amounts
of revenue and expenses be included when the services are (A)
directly furnished by the carrier itself and (B) indirectly
furnished through its agents?
Answer (A) When the services at the shipper's residence is per
formed by transportation employees (drivers, helpers, etc.) whose
wages are charged to carrier operating expense accounts, the
revenue receivable shall be credited to account 3900, Other
Operating Revenue, and the costs of containers, packing and other
material shall be charged to account 4280, Other Transportation
Expenses. When, as frequently occurs, the services are performed
by warehouse employees (trained crews of packers, etc.) whose
wages are charged to the noncarrier warehouse operations, the
revenue receivable shall be credited to account 6100, Income from
Non-Carrier Operations-Net, and all expenses incurred debited to
a separate subdivision of that account. The amounts of revenue
receivable from storage of shipments In transit and from other
services performed at the warehouse shall be credited to account
6100 and all expenses relating thereto shall be charged to a sub
division of that account.

Acctg.Cir. No.MF-3.5
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Answer (B) When the accessorial services are indirectly furnished
through agents, the amounts billed the shippers therefor shall be
credited by the carrier to account 2059, Accounts Payable - Other,
and cleared from that account when such amounts are remitted to
the agent or agents which actually performed the services. If
amounts billed shippers are either more or less than the amounts
payable to agents, the difference should be credited to account
3900 , or debited to account 4280, as appropriate. This account
ing procedure safeguards against the duplicate reporting of revenue
In cases where the agent performing the services is a household
goods motor carrier in Its own right and files quarterly and annual
reports with the Commission.
2.
Tariffs published by household goods carriers list a
number of extra or special services for which additional charges
are assessed against shippers. What accounting should be performed
for the additional amounts, collectible when the services are (A)
performed by the carrier itself and (B) when some or all are
performed by its agent?
Answer ( A ) The amounts b illed shippers for
services
should be credited to the operating revenue a ccounts shown here
under:
Additional charge for,
Haul to local warehouse before or after
intercity move
Stops in transit to pick up and deliver
Pick up and delivery added to point-to-point rates
Shipments originating at or destined to high
density population areas
Excess empty mileage
Shipments transported into Canada and Mexico
Obtaining customs clearance on shipments to
foreign countries
Perry and bridge tolls
Diversion of shipments
Reweighing and notification
Collection of C.O.D.'s
Increase in released value over 3 0 ¢ per lb.
(not covered by insurance policy)
Hoisting or lowering heavy articles
Piano or organ carry and stair carry
Vehicle delays, waiting time or overtime
Labor to perform other services requested by shipper
Advertising signs on vans carrying shipments
on tour

Credit
Account
3120
3100
3100
3100
3100

3100

3900
3100

3900
3900
3100

3900
3900
3900
3100

3900

3900

A cctg .Ci r . No. MF-3.5
- 3 Answer (B) If the additional charges assessed the shipper are
payable in full to the agent performing the services, such
amounts should be cleared through account 2059, Accounts Payable Other. If, however, any portion is retainable by the carrier,
the amount thereof should be credited to the operating revenue
accounts designated above.
3. Many household goods carriers own especially equipped
motor vehicles which are used exclusively in transporting
"packing crews" to and from shipper's residences together with
tools, containers and materials needed to prepare household
goods for shipment. In which account should the investment in
the vehicles be carried, and what accounting should be performed
for the costs of operating and maintaining them?
Answer: Where the servicing of the shipments is a regularly
assigned function of the commercial warehouse operations and
performed by employees engaged in that noncarrier activity, the
cost of the vehicles, including tires, should be carried in ac
count 1400, Non-Carrier Property, and all expenses incurred in
their operation and maintenance should be charged to account
6100, Income from Non-Carrier Operations - Net. In those cases
where the servicing of the shipments is regularly performed by
employees engaged in the carrier's transportation operations, the
cost of the vehicles Involved, including tires, should be included
in account 1230, Service Cars and Equipment, and all related
maintenance and operation costs, excluding depreciation, should be
charged to account 4280, Other Transportation Expenses. Amounts
of depreciation accruing on the vehicles should be charged to
account 5030, Depreciation of Service Cars and Equipment, and
credited to account 2530, Reserve for Depreciation - Service Cars
and Equipment.
(See also item 1 of this case)
4. Numerous household goods carriers as part of their
service arrange for the transportation of household goods and
personal property between points in the United States and points
in Europe, Asia and other foreign countries. This overseas.
service includes the packing and stowing of goods In specially
built containers at the shipper's residence (for at the port),
carriage by motor vehicle to the departure port, transfer to an
ocean vessel for transportation across the water, transfer to
motor vehicle at foreign port and delivery to destination. The
motor carrier issues a through bill of lading to cover the entire
movement and assumes the cost of stevedoring, obtaining customs
clearances and other incidental expenses. What accounting should
be performed for (1) the transportation and other charges collecti
ble by the carrier and (2) the extra expenses, incurred in the
handling of these overseas shipments?

Acctg.Cir. No. HP-3.5
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Answer: (1) The charges assessed for the transportation of the
shipment in through service should be accounted for on the same
basis as an interline shipment. Accordingly, the portion of
the through revenue payable to the steamship line for transport
ing the shipment across the ocean and the portion payable to the
foreign carrier for delivery to final destination should be in
cluded in account 2055, Interline Account Balances, and the
balance (difference between the total transportation charges and
the sum of the above payments) represents the revenue accruing
to the motor carrier which should be credited to account 3100,
Freight Revenue-Intercity-Common Carrier. Additional charges
assessed the shipper for stevedoring, obtaining customs clearance,
preparation of shipping documents and other special services
should be credited to account 3900, Other Operating Revenue.
(2) The extra expenses paid by the motor carrier for wharfage,
stevedor ing customs fees, etc., should be charged to account 4280,
Other Transportation Expenses.
5 . Is it permissible for a household goods carrier to
maintain subdivisions of certain accounts so as to further
classify and group similar items of revenue and expense accord
ing to source?
Answers Subdivisions of any account may be kept as provided by
Instruction 2(e).
CASE 280
(Cleaning of Interior of Revenue Vehicles)
Query: When certain kinds of commodities are transported a
residue is left in the vehicles which must be removed by steam
cleaning or other process to guard against possible contamination
of the next shipment. This is particularly true in the case of
liquid products transported in tank trucks and also livestock
and various other commodities which are transported in bulk. What
account should be charged with costs of cleaning the interior of
revenue vehicles in order to remove the residue from previous
shipments?
Answer; Since the cleaning arises from the hauling of particular
shipments, the cost thereof Is considered to be a transportation
expense and as such chargeable to account 4280, Other Transport
tation Expenses.

